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Abstract – In recent years there has been a boom of different natural interaction
paradigms, such as touch or gesture-based interfaces, that make better use of hu-
man’s innate skills rather than imposing new learning processes. However, no work
has been reported that systematically evaluates how these interfaces influence users’
performance with regard to their age, and when performing different tasks, such as
data selection, insertion or manipulation; that is, which interface or combination of
interfaces could be the best fit for each user profile and each task.

In this context, this research aims to understand: (1) if there are differences in
performance or preference of three age groups (children, young adults and older-
adults) during interaction using various input modalities in different types of tasks;
(2) if there are synergies and gains that come from the combination of different
interaction paradigms, recognizing at which point the addition of input modalities
start to saturate and harm the users’ performance.

We evaluate four interaction paradigms (computer mouse/keyboard, touch, tan-
gibles and gestures) for executing elemental and compound tasks unimodally and
multimodally. Results showed that the creation of distinctive user profiles regarding
interaction with different interfaces could, indeed, be important. Thus, we propose
an interaction model with guidelines for the three age groups regarding the input
modalities that may be more suitable for the different user profiles, and also taking
into account the specificities of each group.

Keywords: Age Groups, User Profiles, User Performance, Human-Computer Inter-
action, Natural User Interfaces, Multimodal User Interfaces, Multimodal Synergies,
Interaction Paradigms, Input Modalities, Mouse/Keyboard, Touch, Tangibles, Ges-
tures.
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Resumo – Recentemente, temos assistido a um boom de novos paradigmas de in-
teração natural, tais como o toque ou interfaces baseadas em gestos, que tiram mel-
hor partido das capacidades inatas do Homem em vez de impôr novas aprendizagens.
Contudo, ainda não foi documentado nenhum estudo que avalie sistematicamente a
forma como estas novas interfaces influenciam o desempenho do utilizador no que
concerne à sua idade, e aquando da execução de diferentes tarefas, tais como seleção,
inserção ou manipulação; ou seja, qual a interface ou combinações de interfaces que
poderiam ser mais adequadas para cada perfil de utilizador e cada tarefa.

Neste contexto, este estudo pretende compreender: (1) se existem diferenças no de-
sempenho ou preferência de três grupos etários (crianças, jovens adultos e adultos
mais velhos) durante a interação com várias modalidades de input em diferentes
tipos de tarefas; (2) se existem sinergias e ganhos que poderão advir da combinação
de diferentes paradigmas de interação, reconhecendo ainda até que ponto a con-
stante adição de novas modalidades de input começam a saturar ou prejudicar o
desempenho dos utilizadores.

Avaliamos quatro paradigmas de interação (rato/teclado, toque, peças tanǵıveis e
gestos) para executar tarefas elementares e compostas for forma unimodal ou multi-
modal. Os resultados mostraram-nos que a criação de distintos perfis de utilizador
referentes à interação com várias interfaces poderá ser, de facto, importante. As-
sim sendo, propomos um modelo de interação com diretrizes para os três grupos
etários relativo às modalidades de input que poderão ser mais adequadas aos perfis
do utilizador, tendo sempre em atenção as especificidades de cada grupo.

Palavras-chave: Grupos de Idades, Perfis de Utilizador, Desempenho do Uti-
lizador, Interação Pessoa-Computador, Interfaces de Utilizador Naturais, Interfaces
de Utilizador Multimodais, Sinergias Multimodais, Paradigma de Interação, Modal-
idades de Input, Rato/Teclado, Toque, Tanǵıveis, Gestos.
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Glossary, acronyms and

abbreviations

Glossary

Human-computer interaction: HCI research is concerned with the design, im-

plementation and evaluation of interfaces on different contexts regarding the users’

task and work at hand, allowing an easy and efficient use of the interactive systems.

Accessibility: The term signifies “the right of all people to obtain equitable access

to, and maintain effective interaction with, a community-wide pool of information

resources and artifacts” (Stephanidis e Salvendy, 1998).

Usability: The term signifies “the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with

which specified users achieve specified goals in particular environments” (ISO, 2015b).

Design for all: The term represents an effort to build accessible and usable systems

by anyone, anytime, anywhere, including able-bodied and disabled people, people

of all ages, with different skills and levels of expertise, with different languages, cul-

tures, education (Stephanidis, 2001).

Input device: A hardware computer peripheral through which the user interacts
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with the computer (Hinckley et al., 2004).

Direct input device: A device the user operates directly: on the screen or other

display, such as a touch screen (see also indirect input device). Occlusion is one

major challenge of these devices (see also occlusion effect).

Indirect input device: A device the user operates by moving a third-party pe-

ripheral that is located away from the screen or other display, such as a mouse or

trackball (see also direct input device).

Discrete input device: A device that provides an “on/off” state, such as buttons

or keyboards.

Continuous input device: A device that is manually operated, as the computer

mouse, and is continuously sending a signal to the system.

Occlusion effect: Issue that occurs when the finger or device blocks the area at

which the user is pointing, hiding the contents displayed (e.g. when using touch

screens).

Acquisition time: The term represents the average time to move one’s hand to a

device, or rather, the time the user takes to pick up an input device.

Homing time: The term represents the average time the user takes to put down

an input device, or rather, the time to return from a device to a “home” position:

e.g. return from keyboard to mouse (Sears e Jacko, 2007).

Footprint: The physical movement space (area) required to operate an input de-

vice (Hinckley et al., 2004).

Cognitive load: Measure of the human working memory used while performing a

task, that is, total amount of mental effort being used in the working memory. This
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capacity limits how many things a user can do at the same time. The term was first

coined by John Sweller in the late 1980s (Sweller, 1988).

Interaction task: A low-level primitive input command sent to the system by

the user, such as entering a text string. The entry of each symbol by the user is an

interaction task, performed using an interaction technique (see also interaction tech-

nique). Each task can be implemented by many different techniques (Foley et al.,

1984).

Elemental task: Basic interaction tasks, such as content selection, insertion or

manipulation.

Compound task: Hierarchy of elemental sub-tasks performed together. For ex-

ample, the navigate/select compound task consists of scrolling to view an item in a

list, and then clicking on it to select it (Hinckley et al., 2004).

Interaction technique: The fusion of input and output, of and to the user, con-

sisting of all hardware and software elements, that provides a particular way for the

user to accomplish a low-level task with a physical input device (Hinckley et al.,

2004).

Interaction modality/mode: Modality is the term that refers to a single inde-

pendent channel of sensory input/output between a computer and a human (Karray

et al., 2008). The term modality is also a synonym for mode.

Multimodal interface: Sensorial interface that adjusts to other interaction paradigms

and allows a more intuitive use of the systems multimodally, taking into account

several input/output mechanisms in order to create synergies amongst them (Hale

e Stanney, 2004; Oviatt, 2007).
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Acronyms list

Acronym Expansion

HCI Human-computer Interaction

NUI Natural User Interface

MUI Multimodal User Interface

WIMP Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing device

POST-WIMP Post era of Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing device

CHI ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems

ICT Information and Communication Technology

Abbreviations List

Abbreviation Meaning(s)

e.g. from latin exempli gratia; for example

et al. from latin et alii ; and others (co-authors)

i.e. from latin id est ; that is
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1 Introduction

For many years, the traditional mode of interaction with computers was based on a

WIMP interface (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointing device), which allowed users to

interact with the machine via specific pointing devices, usually a computer mouse

and keyboard.

In that era, the traditional attitude towards user interface development and en-

gineering had different perspectives. Figure 1.1 represents particular opinions of

different human factors specialists and their regards about the responsibilities of

interface design in the system development.

Curtis e Hefley (1994) described these quotes as being articulated in a changing

age, where more and more importance would have to be given to interface design

and how this discipline would have to embrace new demands from the public. In-

deed, computer-based systems would have to undergo a change in their interaction

paradigm. And so they have.

With the paradigm shift to Post-WIMP interfaces (van Dam, 1997), we have turned

towards a user-oriented and task-oriented approach that attempts to simplify the

usability of the interface (Nielsen, 1993), giving preference to the users’ innate skills

(Mayer e Moreno, 2003) and allowing them to take advantage of recognition-based

1
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Figure 1.1 – Quotes of different human factors specialists about the importance of an

interface in the WIMP paradigm era (Curtis e Hefley, 1994).

technologies that interpret complex human behaviours, such as speech, eye gaze,

body language or gestures.

These interfaces are considered natural as they require low cognitive loads from the

users and prioritize their innate skills (Mayer e Moreno, 2003). According to Buxton

(2010), the only thing truly natural for people is what they are born with and is

instinctive, such as the act of breathing, walking, eating: innate attributes that do

not depend on education. Later in life, there is another type of natural activity: the

ability to learn and improve skills and knowledge. This situation may be triggered

by innumerable factors, from curiosity to obligation.

Indeed, knowledge is expensive and difficult to acquire. Tasks that seem simple and

natural, like tying laces, are not: if we look closely we can see that this act is not

innate, but learned and practised. Technology should not make users learn other

skills when they can take advantage of abilities already learned throughout life and

not waste previously learned talents (Buxton, 2010). Accordingly, natural interfaces

are an opportunity to harness skills acquired during a lifetime full of motor, tactile,

cognitive or even social experiences, instead of forcing new learning processes (Blake,

2012). These interfaces should prioritize the basic communication modes users learn

since birth (like touch, gestures, speech).
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Natural interaction paradigms are, hence, an attempt to eliminate previous inter-

ferences, as third-party devices (e.g. the computer mouse), when interacting with

digital systems. Moreover, new natural interfaces may also be multimodal, sup-

porting several modes of interaction and privileging a communication with natural

languages (e.g. 2D and 3D gestures recognition) and multiple users (e.g. multi-

touch surfaces), as well as encouraging an ubiquitous computing that manages to

connect real objects with the virtual world (e.g. tangible interfaces). The combi-

nation of these input techniques in a multimodal interface shows a lot of potential

concerning the user experience with computers where technology is invisible, as this

induces a multimodal interaction more similar to the one users have with the real

world (Jain et al., 2011; Antonella De Angeli e Petrelli, 1998). A natural experi-

ence envisages a combination of certain types of input and respective output and,

as such, this relationship is considered a mode of interaction that may include ges-

tures, speech, tactile recognition, proximity awareness or objects positioning (Jain

et al., 2011). These multimodal interfaces apply to a vast variety of purposes, rang-

ing from virtual reality systems, to the fields of medicine, education, culture and

collaborative work.

With the development and evolution of multimodal interfaces’ research, it has be-

come more important to comprehend the user’s context and behaviors. Interfaces

that perceive one or more modes of interaction become more flexible to what types of

input they provide regarding the user’s preferences, abilities or characteristics, such

as age, skills, impairments or health conditions (Oviatt e Cohen, 2000). In addi-

tion, these interfaces are more aware of the user’s spatial and geographical contexts

(Oviatt, 1997), becoming more robust and efficient when dealing with visual-spatial

information.

However, there seems to be a constant widening of new modes of interaction without

the proper awareness as to which could be the most adequate for different user

profiles (e.g., children, elderly users, people with different levels of digital literacy,

people with disabilities) and also regarding distinct types of tasks (e.g. elemental

or compound). Each task carried out can be influenced by the supported sense of

naturalism, efficiency and degrees of freedom (DOF) (Bowman et al., 2001), and
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even though users prefer multimodal interaction, this is no guarantee they will issue

every command to the system multimodally (Oviatt, 2003). So for different tasks

there are different interfaces that can better assist the user.

Nevertheless, to our knowledge, a systematic study has not yet been made in order to

understand this relation and throw some light as to which interfaces are considered

best or worst for specific tasks.

It is important to understand these distinct interfaces individually, as well as their

characteristics, benefits and limitations, in order to grasp the advantages they may

bring to the community in virtue of a better human-computer interaction.

1.1 Motivation

The aim of HCI is to enable the universal access of interactive systems for all users

regardless of the diversity of the group, their tasks, or their context of use (Stephani-

dis, 2001). And it has been recognized the importance of adapting the input method

and presentation format according to different devices, as it can affect the user’s per-

ception and attitude when dealing with specific contexts and tasks (Jonsson et al.,

2004; Sodnik et al., 2008). Thereby, it could be vital to grasp which interaction

tasks may benefit from a specific interface to the detriment of others, or even from

a combination of certain ones. For each of these user interface transactions it is es-

sential to be aware of how the various modes of interaction can enhance or, quite on

the contrary, impair the user’s performance taking into account their profiles, the

context, use and convenience of the interaction techniques (Wigdor et al., 2009).

State-of-the-art multimodal interfaces recognize up to two interaction modes within

different fields of interest, whether through the combination of pen devices and

speech (Piper et al., 2011; Watanabe et al., 2007), speech and gestures (Miki et al.,

2014; Liu e Kavakli, 2010), or multi-touch and tangible interfaces (El-Glaly et al.,

2013; Riedenklau et al., 2012; Lucchi et al., 2010). As Oviatt e Cohen (2000) al-

lude, multimodal interfaces tend to become more flexible as to how they apprehend

the user’s commands and what forms of input they permit according to the user’s
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abilities and/or preferences, for instance: age, skill levels, cognitive styles, sensory

and motor impairments, native language, or temporary illness.

However, with the continuous addition of new input modalities in our daily lives

there is no full conscience as to what paradigms can help or actually impair the

user. That is to say, there is not much awareness of which interaction paradigms are

the most adequate for different user profiles: children, people with different levels

of digital literacy, elderly users, etc.

Multimodal systems incorporate different input modes that can either create com-

plementarity or redundancy in one same interface (Oviatt, 2007). In this sense, it

is our intention to understand this dynamic regarding human-computer interaction

and understand which interface(s) could improve users’ performance when consid-

ering different age brackets.

This work is particularly motivated by the absence of scientific data that shows

a systematical evaluation on how age, skill levels, or sensory impairments could

influence the time it takes for a user to understand how to use the multimodal

interface and issue a command, and hence interact with the system.

Published studies have not yet provided an understanding of how different user

groups perceive distinct tasks and if their performance is directly influenced by the

interaction modality. Little is known about how the different interfaces affect one’s

performance when it comes to age-related issues. There are no transversal compar-

isons of different age groups in one same study where more than one natural interface

is evaluated. Work has been developed in this area, but not as a systematic approach.

Sambrooks e Wilkinson (2013) compare gestural, touch and mouse interaction with

15 participants aged between 22 and 34 years old. They reached the conclusion that

touch and mouse presented better results, but this interaction performance was not

compared between other groups of users and thus it just clarified that the gestu-

ral performance was indeed worse than the other interfaces regarding that specific

niche of participants. Other studies (Findlater et al., 2013; Bobeth et al., 2014;

Inai, 2013), compared the interaction performance when using traditional mouse in-

puts or touchscreens, but not between other natural recognition-based interfaces as
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a hole, and they only compare at the most two groups.

Indeed, studies are still immature when it comes to stating differences in terms

of efficiency, effectiveness, and performance between users with distinct attributes,

namely age. Also, there is no indication as to what unimodal interface could provide

better interaction responses from users for which tasks, and also what multimodal

interfaces could assist the interaction. Even when it comes to a multimodal interface,

evidences lack on how many inputs (simultaneous or not) could improve the users’

performance and under which combination (e.g. touch and gestures; touch and

tangibles; and so on). In this sense, guidelines or interaction metaphors that could

support the choice of specific multimodal interfaces for distinct user groups are still

underdeveloped.

It is conceivable to believe that children or older-adults interact differently with

technology, whether regarding task completion times or precision. Hence, our drive

is to understand if this difference in performance is indeed real, and if it can be

quantified for unimodal and multimodal interfaces. Also, scientific research lacks a

systematic exploration around the level of efficiency and synergy that may result

from the combination of two, three or even four inputs in one same interface.

In this sense, we believe it could be important to appreciate if different groups

of users apprehend interaction similarly and even quantify a positive or negative

synergy that comes with combining several interfaces.

We are encouraged to realize or even recommend if there could be an interaction

model for users of three different age groups (children, young adults and older-adults)

about distinctive tasks.

1.2 Objectives

This work aims at investigating if there are age-related differences in interaction

regarding elemental and compound tasks, as well as understanding if any synergies

emerge from combining different interaction paradigms or, on the other hand, if
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multimodal interfaces saturate the users and hinder their performance.

Our ultimate intention is to propose guidelines for users of three age groups regarding

distinctive elemental and compound tasks in a specific context, whether using a

unimodal interface or a multimodal one.

Therefore, we ascertained specific goals for our research:

• Understand how three different age groups relate to different input modalities

(mouse/keyboard, touch, tangibles, gestures) when it comes to user preference

and performance in elemental tasks;

• Understand if there are age-related differences regarding compound tasks when

using distinct input modes of interaction, and which are better suited for which

tasks in a specific context;

• Understand if there are any synergies when combining different modes of in-

teraction in a multimodal interface and, if so, which ones and regarding which

age group;

• Propose an interaction model with guidelines for each age group regarding the

input modalities that may be more suitable for the different user profiles.

1.3 Thesis contributions

Aside from the objectives stipulated for this research, we also make other contribu-

tions to the field, namely:

• We present a literature review and relevant work accomplished in the area,

where we discuss and explain particular foundations of the human-computer

interaction field of expertise.

• We show different evaluations methods well-known and used in the field of

human-computer interaction to analyze the results and enumerate their ad-

vantages, also explaining why they all have to be considered when assessing
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human performance. Thus, we provide a thorough investigation as to what

evaluation methods to use in the field when analyzing different natural and/or

multimodal interfaces.

• We demonstrate how people with distinctive profiles interact with the systems

differently: one interface may be good for a user in particular regarding a

specific context, but that same interface may not be good for another person.

• We ascertain the participants’ feedback when accomplishing compound tasks

using more than one interface and retain certain conclusions that may help

composing interaction metaphors and models in different fields of study.

• We propose an interaction model based on different user profiles that may

provide an easier interaction experience and low learning curves when using

natural and/or multimodal interfaces.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This document is divided into 7 chapters and is structured as described next:

Chapter 1: The current chapter clarifies the theme at hand, as well as the mo-

tivation for this research, the intended goals and contribution of this work. Also,

the methodology and research strategies taken into account for this study are high-

lighted and the target audience outlined is portrayed.

Chapter 2: Provides fundamental information on the field of human-computer

interaction, beginning with the concept of user interfaces for all, and followed by a

discussion on the current shift to natural and multimodal user interfaces, as well as

relevant work carried out in the literature. Moreover, this chapter conveys some of

the key characteristics and considerations of interaction design, thus informing the

reader about interaction modalities and techniques, as well as active and passive

interfaces, types of tasks and input devices. Interaction metaphors are also dealt

with.
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Chapter 3: Presents the methodological approach of the study and the various

phases of the research. Also, this chapter thoroughly describes the evaluation meth-

ods taken into account and specifies the different strategies for data collection.

Chapter 4: Presents formal evaluations of the different elemental tasks with regard

to distinct age groups, in order to throw some light on which interface may provide

better user performance when it comes to selection, insertion and manipulation

activities.

Chapter 5: Presents formal evaluations of compound tasks showing whether there

are age-related differences in interaction when combining different interfaces and if

there are synergies arising therefrom. Also, the case studies carried out attempt

to corroborate previous conclusions and find characteristics that can be generalized

into interaction guidelines for different age groups.

Chapter 6: Presents a proposal of a multimodal interaction model regarding differ-

ent user profiles. Here, several guidelines are recommended accordingly for the three

age groups studied when it comes to elemental and compound tasks in a controlled

environment.

Chapter 7: This final chapter summarizes the results and contributions of this

work, states the limitations of the study and also proposes areas for future work.





2 Background

The following chapter presents the concepts regarding human-computer interaction

that are addressed throughout this thesis. This framing is important not only to

understand the context of the theme, but is also relevant to justify the course of

the study regarding the groundwork of the investigation, the methodology that was

taken into account, and its contribution.

We thereby aim at (1) providing an overview regarding the field of human-computer

interaction; (2) highlighting the most important characteristics of the concept “de-

sign for all”; (3) going through the theoretical and technological roots of interaction

paradigms, being natural user interfaces briefly revised and special attention given

to multimodal interfaces; (4) giving a prompt look to the concept of interaction de-

sign. Moreover, we summarize the extensive literary review in order to provide the

reader with insights on the research field and a more straightforward explanation of

the context.

11
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2.1 Human-Computer Interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is an area of research that began initially as

a specialty area in the field of computer science, embracing cognitive science and

human factors engineering (Soegaard e Dam, 2014).

Nowadays, HCI is a multidisciplinary field that has expanded rapidly, combining di-

verse concepts and approaches. That is why an exact definition about this field is

complex and there is no agreed upon classification about the range of topics that

form this area of research and practice. However, the Association for Comput-

ing Machinery (ACM) tried to define HCI stating: “Human-computer interaction

is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of inter-

active computing systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena

surrounding them” (Hewett et al., 1992, pp. 5)

Indeed, HCI research is concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of

interfaces on different contexts regarding the users’ task and work at hand, allowing

an easy and efficient use of the interactive systems. The main goal of this field if to

understand how interfaces can allow users to take advantage of high performance

computing without retracting their focus from their work, rather than making them

learn technological details necessary to handle the interfaces and complete the tasks

(Marchionini e Sibert, 1991).

For this dynamic there are three major issues of concern in the field (Dix et al.,

2004): (1) the user, considered as an individual or group of users working together

for a specific work or for an organization, dealing with the tasks or processes in the

interactive system; (2) the computer, meant as any sort of technological system,

from the basic desktop computer to a large-scale system; (3) the interaction itself,

being this factor represented by any type of communication, direct or not, between

the user and the computer, either through direct manipulation of the data and

respective feedback, or by involving intelligent sensors controlling the environment.

On the other hand, Marchionini e Sibert (1991) further clarify this classification and

recognize a broad set of topics in HCI that can be organized according to a similar
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assessment (Figure 2.1), only differing on the topic of interaction. Regarding their

classification, interaction is influenced by the use for which the systems are prepared,

the context of that use (I), and the process of design/development of the interface

itself (IV). In fact, as more importance is being given to the user experience with

the interface, for the interaction to be successful the system/product must be: (1)

useful, as in it accomplishes what is required of it; (2) usable, as in it is easy to use,

natural, and holds no danger for the user; and (3) used, as in it should make people

want to use it and be attractive and engaging (Dix et al., 2004).

Figure 2.1 – HCI topics (Marchionini e Sibert, 1991, pp. 20).

Thus, we can understand that this subject, being an interdisciplinary area, draws

supporting knowledge on both the machine and the human side and embraces several

disciplines with an emphasis on: computer science (engineering of human interfaces,

techniques in computer graphics, operating systems, programming languages), psy-

chology (cognitive processes and analysis of user behavior), sociology and anthropol-

ogy (linguistics, communication theory, interactions between technology, work and

organization), graphic and industrial design (designing interactive products), and

human factors (ergonomics and user performance) (Dix et al., 2004; Hewett et al.,

1992). Recently, in HCI, issues regarding motivation, enjoyment and a unified ex-

perience with the interface and task have also been increasingly noticed (Dix et al.,
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2004).

2.1.1 Designing for diversity

In recent years, interactive computer-based systems have become tools for commu-

nication, collaboration and social interaction amongst diverse user population with

different abilities, skills, disorders, requirements and preferences in a variety of con-

texts of use (Stephanidis, 2001). As such, the needs of the users are becoming

increasingly important and computers are considered integrated environments that

should be accessible and usable by anyone, anytime, anywhere: “The aim of HCI is

to ensure the safety, utility, effectiveness, efficiency, accessibility and usability (. . . )”

of interactive systems by all (Stephanidis, 2001, pp. 3).

Indeed, a major challenge in the field of HCI is the concept of “user interfaces for

all”, firstly coined by Stephanidis et al in the late 90’s (Stephanidis e Salvendy,

1998; Constantine Stephanidis e Pier Luigi Emiliani, 1999; Stephanidis et al., 1999).

This approach entails three major fields of concern (Soegaard e Dam, 2014):

i User-centered design: being a design approach that focuses on an iterative

process for the development of usable systems, involving direct user participa-

tion. Its main concern is to bring the ease of use concept into the total user

experience with products and systems (Vredenburg et al., 2001). This subject

will be discussed further below.

ii Accessibility and assistive technologies: being a concern increasingly im-

plemented in the field to consider the access to the ICTs mainly by, but not re-

stricted to, people with disabilities. Here, interaction with the interface may be

affected in various ways by the user’s individual abilities or functional limitations,

whether they are permanent, temporary, situational or contextual (Bergman e

Johnson, 1995; Cook e Polgar, 2015).

iii Universal design: being a term initially used in engineering disciplines, the

objective is to design products and environments to be appealing and usable by
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all people, regardless of their age, ability, or status in life, without the need for

adaptation (Mace et al., 1991).

The term “user interfaces for all” represents, indeed, an effort to overcome the

aforementioned challenges and should be conceived as a new perspective on HCI

that implies a reevaluation of conventional design principles such as accessibility

and usability.

Accessibility “signifies the right of all citizens to obtain equitable access to, and

maintain effective interaction with, a community-wide pool of information resources

and artifacts” (Stephanidis e Salvendy, 1998, pp. 6). Although being a term initially

associated with elderly people and individuals with disabilities or special needs, it

currently has a more ample connotation, embracing all individuals with different

levels of abilities, skills, requirements and preferences that should be able to access

information technologies (Stephanidis et al., 1999).

On the other hand, usability refers to the capability of all supported methods to-

wards task successful accomplishment to maximally fit distinctive users’ needs and

requirements in a particular context or situation of use (Soegaard e Dam, 2014).

This principle is documented in the International Standards Organization (ISO) re-

port, “ISO 9241-210:2010” (ISO, 2015a), which provides an approach for evaluating

usable interfaces and suggests metrics for effectiveness, productivity, satisfaction and

safety that can be used for this purpose. This evaluation method will be further

discussed in Chapter 3.

Indeed, several efforts have been made to address the concern of designing for di-

versity. The two main contradictory approaches taken into account in this field of

research are the reactive and proactive strategies (Stephanidis, 2001). The first,

more directed to building accessibility features into interactive applications as a re-

sult of specific user requirements, could be very limited, especially when considering

the constant changes in the technological systems and it could lead to the lack of

important functionalities for the user. Contrarily, proactive strategies entail an ef-

fort to purposefully include features into a product early in the process (e.g. from
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its conception, to design and release) as a way to accommodate the broadest possi-

ble end-user population and minimize the need for a posteriori adaptations. This is

the supporting motto of user-centered design.

Universal design rests on seven principles that were developed in 1997 by a work-

ing group of architects, product designers, engineers, and environmental design re-

searchers, led by Ronald Mace at North Carolina State University. Their goal was

to implement a strategy to design accessible solutions and define a certain code that

“may be applied to evaluate existing designs, guide the design process and educate

both designers and consumers about the characteristics of more usable products

and environments” (NC State, 1997). These concepts were elaborated as a way to

ensure access by anyone, anywhere and at any time to interactive products and ser-

vices, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized

design. The seven principles of universal design are not restricted to a usability

standpoint, but also encourage a design process that incorporates other considera-

tions such as economic, engineering, cultural, gender, and environmental concerns

(NC State, 1997). These are:

1. Equitable use: The design should be useful and appealing to people with

diverse abilities, and provide the same means of use by all - identical whenever

possible; equivalent when not. Also, it should avoid excluding or stigmatizing

groups of users and ensure privacy, security, and safety.

2. Flexibility in use: The design should accommodate a wide range of indi-

vidual preferences and abilities, in order to facilitate the user’s accuracy and

precision: whether it is by allowing the user to choose the methods of use,

providing adaptability to the user’s own pace, or accommodating right- or

left-handed access and use.

3. Simple and intuitive use: The design should eliminate unnecessary com-

plexity and be easy to understand, regardless of the user’s experience, knowl-

edge, language skills, or current concentration level. Moreover, effective prompt-

ing and feedback should be provided during and after task completion, always

being consistent with user expectations and awareness.
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4. Perceptible information: The design should communicate the necessary

information effectively to the user by using different modes (pictorial, verbal,

tactile) for redundant presentation, regardless of ambient conditions or the

user’s sensory abilities, i.e. provide compatibility with a variety of techniques

or devices that can also be used by people with sensory limitations. This

can maximize “legibility” of essential information and make it easy to give

instructions or directions.

5. Tolerance for error: The design should minimize hazards, in order to pre-

vent accidental or unconscious actions, by providing warnings and fail safe

features and arranging elements to reduce errors.

6. Low physical effort: The design should facilitate use and allow the user

to maintain a neutral body position with low physical effort, encouraging an

efficient and comfortable interaction with a minimum of fatigue and repetitive

actions.

7. Size and space for approach and use: The design should accommodate

adequate size and space for approaching, reaching, and manipulating informa-

tion comfortably by any seated or standing user, regardless of his/her body

size, posture, or mobility, allowing assistive devices or personal assistance.

Thus, the term universal design either incorporates, or is a synonym of, terminolo-

gies such as accessible design, inclusive design, or design for all, each highlighting

different aspects of the concept (Stephanidis e Salvendy, 1998).

Clearly, several concerns are being attended to provide wider access to technology:

from the challenging digital divide (OECD, 2001), the role of gender in HCI and the

use of technology by elderly people and their acceptance of information technologies

(Carvalho et al., 2012b,a); to the design process for and with children and people

with cognitive/perceptual impairments or physical disabilities (Sears e Jacko, 2007).

Some of these are briefly discussed next.

Knowledge is presently considered a fundamental driver to enhance global compet-

itiveness and productivity, as well as innovation and wealth generation (Gomes,
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2002). One must understand the different obstacles or handicaps of the technology

in order to provide better solutions and close the gap between those who could keep

up with the technological advances, and those that did not. Indeed, the gap is not

only about the info-excluded users, but also about the reactions to the technology

with which users interact, i.e. it is less about the total time using a computer, than

about using a computer voluntarily for amusement and contentment. It is about

their comfort, attitudes, and levels of anxiety using the digital systems (Cooper e

Kugler, 2007). That is why it becomes important to acknowledge that different

user groups interact with technology in different ways, and thereby various means

of interaction are needed and desired.

Gender stereotypes are also an obstacle in HCI, as sometimes exists in our social

world entrenched stereotypes of the behaviors and attitudes that are appropriate

for children and adults of each gender. This situation is equally due to concerns

about anxiety and fear of poorer performance on the male or female’s part (Cooper

e Kugler, 2007).

Linked with the technology explosion is also the aging of the worlds’ population.

There are a number of contexts where older people are likely to encounter computers

and other forms of communication technologies. Nonetheless, despite a tendency

toward increased computer use and other forms of technology among older people,

it is still lower among elders as compared to younger people. The main reasons

for this scenario are related to health and disabilities increased with age (Czaja e

Lee, 2007). Indeed, health issues play an important part in the likelihood of elderly

people using technology, both at home or at work, and thus have critical implications

for the systems’ design (Kaye, 2000). System designers need to understand the

heterogeneity of the older adult population and ensure usability testing is done

concerning their changes in motor skills, response speed, cognitive abilities and

sensory/perceptual processes (Czaja e Lee, 2007). There should be hardware and

software considerations in designing the system in order to accommodate older-

adults. For example, attention should be paid to the placement and size of the

screen, shape and labeling of controls, layout of instructions, and the modes of

interaction to provide ease of use of the systems.
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Likewise, attention should be given to interfaces designed for children. Even though

these users tend to be creative, intelligent and capable of great things if they are

given the tools and relevant support, they too have distinct physical and cognitive

differences when compared to adults (Bruckman et al., 2007).

Jean Piaget, leading psychologist in understanding children’s development and cog-

nitive evolution (Piaget, 1970), divided children into development stages and un-

covered that they lack knowledge and experience that are matured during growth.

That being said, software for children needs to be designed differently and adapted

from stage to stage of growth, according to dexterity, speech, reading capabilities,

background knowledge and interaction style (Bruckman et al., 2007).

Firstly, children’s fine motor control is different from that of the adults and they

are physically smaller. As such, the technological devices themselves should be

adapted or else they are difficult for children to use. Moreover, speech can also be

an inconvenient when interacting with the systems, as their pronunciation is still

being developed, and the interaction can become very frustrating with incorrect

feedback (Nix et al., 1998). The same is valid for interaction that requires reading,

as the system must be aware of children’s level of reading skills.

Also, when it comes to interaction styles, the children’s attention levels and patterns

of interaction are not equal to those of adults. Even the visual feedback needs to

be considered to seize the playful and spontaneous nature of the children, without

discarding the importance of the informative/error notifications (Hanna et al., 1997).

The interaction pattern itself used during interaction can produce different results

(Inkpen, 2001). In a collaborative environment, children are more likely to cooperate

with one another in a system with multiple input devices (like a collaborative game),

each making use of an input modality to help each other. This dynamic between

multiple users and devices increase their productivity and satisfaction (Stewart et al.,

1998).

Computers are no longer considered mere business tools, but integrated environ-

ments, accessible anytime and anywhere by a diverse user population with different

abilities, skills, requirements and preferences, regardless of the context and means
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of interaction. Technology is increasingly penetrating a wider range of human ac-

tivities, even in non-traditional contexts, and is being used by people with different

cultural, educational, training and employment backgrounds, novice or experienced

users, very young and elderly, or people with different types of disabilities.

2.2 Paradigm shift to natural user interfaces

The human being has passed several technological revolutions over time, not contin-

uously, in periods of cyclical evolution, but irregularly. A technological revolution

is commonly portrayed as an era of crisis that gradually adjusts to a new pattern

adopted by society. This moment of change was firstly coined by Thomas Kuhn

as “paradigm shift” (Kuhn, 1962). Indeed, the human being has observed different

paradigms shifts throughout times when it comes to technology.

According to Galitz (2007), the need for human beings to communicate was revealed

early. The most basic and primeval means of communication were based on specific

movements and gestures. In fact, these movements are independent of any idiom or

lexicon, allowing interaction between people that do not speak the same language.

The next level is speech itself, and the highest level of complexity in communication

is written language.

During the development of interface patterns with the computer, the mode of inter-

action has been the opposite of the one that better fits an effective data transmission

between entities. In a first instance, the mode of human-computer interaction fol-

lowed the most complex level of communication: written language, that is, the

command line interface, or CLI (:aa). Prior to these interface, the execution of a

series of jobs was accomplished through a process of batch processing (:ab). Later,

interaction was enhanced and evolved to a lower level of complexity to users: the

recognition of icons as a way to convey information more intuitively - the graphical

user interface (Nielsen, 1993).

Currently, society witnesses a new technological revolution regarding the interaction

paradigm: natural interfaces. Figure 2.2 shows the several paradigm shifts that
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have been occurring throughout times regarding interaction. These allow for a

direct interaction, taking advantage of human senses for a better human-computer

communication. Instead of having a technology-centered context, we now turn to

a human-centered one, where technology can “understand” the user and his/her

context of use (Krippendorff, 1997).

Figure 2.2 – Paradigm shift towards Natural User Interfaces.

Contrarily to previous technological generations, as command line interfaces and

“point-and-click” WIMP (graphical user interfaces based on window, icon, menu,

pointing device) interfaces, this paradigm does not have a pointing device as a

demand, such as the computer mouse/keyboard. Instead, it is based on users’ innate

behaviors and abilities, such as gestures or touch, for specification and execution of

commands and tasks. This new era is also known as Post-WIMP, due to its status

post-graphical interfaces, and focuses on the users’ needs and skills, facilitating the

usability of the interface.

According to Buxton (Buxton, 2010), the only innate behavior is to eat, breathe,

touch, hear. Knowledge is something expensive to acquire. That is why, when it

comes to technology, people should not be obligated to learn the machine’s language

and waste their own abilities, but it is technology who should learn the users’ lan-

guage, allowing them to use their cognitive, motor, tactile or even social abilities.

“The goal we strive for with today’s user interfaces is to minimize the mechanics

of manipulation and the cognitive distance between an intent and the execution of

that intent” (van Dam, 1997, pp. 64). Indeed, the user should focus on the task,

not the technology, for specifying the task.
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The main goal of a natural user interface is to remove other intermediary devices, like

the computer mouse, to support information input (van Dam, 1997). In this regard,

technology is focusing on the users and their needs and adopting a user-oriented

and task-oriented approach (Nielsen, 1993). Presently, we witness a user interface

paradigm that is contextual and enables the user to interact with it physically, with

no need for previous acquaintance with the device or obligatory preparation (Towell,

2009). This concept is strongly supported by Blake (2011) that states that the

interfaces will finally become more natural for users to explore their abilities acquired

during a lifetime of socializing in the real world. Indeed, natural interfaces encourage

the use of the users’ own senses to communicate with the machine. The system

should prioritize the most basic means of communication people learn since birth

(speaking, gesturing, facial expression, and other forms of human communication),

to the detriment of an interaction that requires third-party devices, unfamiliar to

our innate skills, and forces new learning processes.

Indeed, some characteristics of this new generation of natural interfaces are the

progresses made regarding a more direct and physical interaction between the human

and the machine. Instead of a more textual and syntax-oriented approach, natural

interfaces will embrace users’ innate skills, allowing a greater physical control over

the information. Data will be seen as a set of tangible information that can be

directly manipulated instead of something ambiguous: the simultaneous control of

input and output of information, the continuous real-time feedback of the machine,

and the adoption of an increasing ubiquitous computing are known advantages (Wu,

2000).

The new interaction paradigm is not defined by the required input devices mouse/key-

board, but its mode of interaction (Blake, 2011). Any technological interface may be

considered natural as long as it permits the users to take advantage of their innate

skills, or the ones they have acquired by virtue of their own development as people

in a social world. Hence the difficulty in defining a taxonomy that can distinguish

the various modes of interaction.

Based upon the discussed innate skills that should be taken into account in interac-

tion, guidelines have been proposed that help identify natural interfaces according to
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four concepts (Figure 2.3): instant expertise, progressive learning, direct interaction

and cognitive load (Blake, 2012).

Figure 2.3 – Natural User Interfaces guidelines.

Instant expertise refers to the ability of reusing existing skills users already have,

either by reusing domain-specific skills or reuse common human skills. If the inter-

face requires the use of existing skills rather than learning new ones, users can get

up to speed very quickly with little to no effort.

Also, a natural interface should enable the user to progressively learn and advance

from novice to expert, providing a smooth learning path from basic tasks to more

advanced activities. However, at the same time, the interface should not restrict the

user or get in the way of expert users doing advanced tasks if they intend so at any

given point in time.

The interface should provide a way to make sure interactions are fluid, direct and

appropriate to the context, meaning they should allow users to access many features

on demand without overwhelming him/her by presenting them all at once. In terms

of direct interaction with content, different degrees are possible depending on the

specific input modality (Figure 2.4).

When it comes to the required cognitive load, we have already mentioned that

ideally the interface should minimize the effort required to the user, in order to

benefit interaction and provide an ease of use interface, as well as becoming quick

to learn. For example, using the computer mouse requires a higher cognitive load

than using our own fingers.

Thereby, provided that the various paradigms can gather the same common aspects
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Figure 2.4 – Types of directness in natural interfaces (Blake, 2012).

to allow the users an interaction with a low cognitive load, using only their innate

abilities and not forcing new apprenticeships (Mayer e Moreno, 2003), these can be

considered modes of natural interaction.

On a broader perspective, input/output interfaces can be considered natural as long

as they comprise gestures or body language, speech, proximity and location, eye

gaze and expression, biometrics on the input side, and the full spectrum of audio

and visual output, smell, tactile and object location, and other experiences on the

output side, leveraging the full range human senses (Jain et al., 2011).
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2.2.1 Speech-based interfaces

Many advances were carried out in the area of speech-based user interfaces, not

only due to the progress in the field of linguistics itself, but also due to the tech-

nological progress regarding how the computer “understands” or, rather, seizes and

analyses the human speech (Godwin-Jones, 2009). Indeed, several equipment have

been emerging that support and encourage the use of such recognition technologies

(Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 – Apple iPhone’s SIRI application is an example of an interface that supports

speech-recognition - Photograph taken by (Jonnalagadda, 2014).

Nowadays, the development of techniques that fall upon input/output of speech,

that is to say, the introduction of speech commands and respective feedback in a

system is growing (Myers et al, 2000). Such progress will shape the way interfaces

are developed, emerging new models for the study of interaction, namely how data

input is recognized and how it is processed, in order to send the corresponding output

in real time and without long delays: “First, a conventional event-based model may

no longer work, since recognition systems need to provide input continuously, rather

than just discrete events (. . . ). Similarly, in speech, the interpretation of the speech
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should begin immediately, and feedback should be provided as soon as possible”

(Myers et al., 2000, pp. 19).

Indeed, for the new speech-based interface to have the intended success regarding

the understanding of speech and human commands, it will be necessary to study

and recognize users’ linguistic patterns (Yankelovich e Lai, 1999). It is unlikely to

expect users to adapt their linguistic abilities and speech patterns in order to by-

pass the systems’ limitations. Instead, the systems will have to adjust to attend

to a more robust recognition of the human voice through an improved capacity of

error detection in speech (Oviatt et al., 1994). Human communication displays a

tremendously inconstant and ambiguous nature: whether it is due to speech impair-

ments, as broken sentences and reasoning, different accents and pauses in speech; or

because of the convergence phenomenon that implies the influence of the users them-

selves amongst each other, where they unconsciously adopt other people’s dialogue

characteristics such as volatile choices of vocabulary, lexical and grammatical struc-

tures (Leiser, 1989). Also, human-human communication is more prone to off-topic

comments and deviations of context (Godwin-Jones, 2009), and can be easily influ-

enced by the users’ own tone of voice, and even acoustics or ambient noise (Suhm

et al., 1996). It is therefore important to recognize these limitations, emphasiz-

ing the relevance of predicting and correcting these errors upon the user’s input,

namely resorting to multimodal interfaces that support mutual disambiguation, a

technique of creating redundancy in input in order to prevent and reduce errors

during interaction (Oviatt, 2007).

Some of the strategies used to enhance error correction performance of such inter-

faces involve the development of input recognition algorithms that are more precise

and efficient, taking advantage of multimodal interfaces that opt for the redun-

dancy of data through the input of written commands (Suhm et al., 1996; Oviatt

et al., 2008). On the other hand, Löhr e Brügge (2008) have demonstrated a sys-

tem that resorts to a heuristic evaluation to infer the command when such is badly

interpreted, and also incorporate the possibility to ask the user for additional clari-

fications in case of ambiguous situations, in order to avoid errors and grant the task

a more informal nature of conversation. Also, Danis (1989) presented a study about
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the possibility to augment the efficiency of detecting speech commands through

user’s training, in order to “accustom” the system to the user’s speech patterns.

Simultaneously, this practice could even increment good speech habits by the repe-

tition of the commands, thus eliminating erroneous patterns: e.g. rapid pace of the

user’s speech, lack of pauses between words, pronunciations overly strong or, on the

contrary, incomplete regarding the first or either last phoneme of the syllable.

Suhm et al. (1996) summarize three of the most adopted strategies for increas-

ing speech-based interfaces’ productivity and efficacy: reduce the number of error

by training the user according to a speech pattern better detected by the system;

facilitate, through an interface’s immediate feedback, error detection of textual in-

terpretation; and also, involve the user in interactive dialogues with the system in

order to avoid and prevent errors. In this study, the researchers determined that the

most effective technique could be the error correction resorting to a multimodal in-

terface based on speech and manual writing recognition, highlighting the importance

of a richer interaction concerning different modes of data input.

However, even recognizing the limitations of systems controlled by speech, there

are also several advantages of these interfaces regarding a natural interaction: they

enable the input of information without the resort to a keyboard or even when a

monitor is unavailable; they simplify tasks when the user’s hands and/or eyes are

occupied; they relieve the need for written commands for people with disabilities

or motor impairments (Yankelovich e Lai, 1999). Indeed, some studies show that

these systems may take advantage of speech recognition in order to replace quick

commands given by the mouse or keyboard in graphical interfaces, with very positive

outcomes (Gorniak e Roy, 2003; Nakano, 2008; Munteanu et al., 2013; Munteanu e

Penn, 2015) although being this mode of interaction still at an early stage.

Regarding the field of education, other studies have also been performed, more

specifically regarding language teaching, where students learning a second language

other than their native one - or even people with disabilities trying to perfect inter-

personal communication - resort to automatic speech-recognition systems aided by

visual outputs (Godwin-Jones, 2009; Shrawankar e Thakare, 2010). Advances are
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being made regarding the use of such systems with low cost and low power equip-

ment, in an attempt to embrace poorer nations that struggle to access information

and technology (Nedevschi et al., 2005).

Undoubtedly, speech-based interfaces may have a big impact on man-machine in-

teraction, being more context-aware and simplifying some tasks and allowing the

computer to understand and infer which commands we intend to perform (Serafin,

2010). However, this mode of interaction is still not at its peak being necessary

more studies to understand contexts where this interfaces could be more helpful

and what models to implement to increase their efficiency and effectiveness (Aylett

et al., 2014; Truschin et al., 2014; Ortiz, 2014; Schaffer et al., 2015), and level the

system to comprehend users with low technological skills but also more advanced

and experienced users.

2.2.2 Gesture-based interfaces

According to the different complexity levels of communication, the most basic mode

of human interaction has always been through gestures (Galitz, 2007). “When peo-

ple interact naturally with each other, it is common to see indications of acknowl-

edgment, agreement, or disinterest given with a simple head gesture” (Morency e

Darrell, 2006, pp. 32). These movements are natural gestures performed by humans

during a face-to-face conversation, and they can be incorporated and interpreted by

the computer as interaction facilitators when using gestural user interfaces.

Indeed, a lot of the information transmitted amongst humans is passed on through

gestures. They are a non-verbal mode of interaction between people, and can be

achieved by simple hand movements, such as pointing, dragging or moving objects,

or by some more complex actions that are able to demonstrate one’s feelings. Indeed,

instead of relying on third-party devices, as the mouse, to interact with the systems,

this new interaction paradigm intends to incorporate those every-day gestures into

the own technology, providing the user with the choice of not using any other external

devices and instead using his/her own body.
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There are gestures that we can all identify with ease, intuitively, such as for a

selection (click or touch): the action of touching an object to select it. Although

similar at first glance, these two gestures are not the same (Figure 2.6): clicking

is something learned throughout the years with the experience acquired by using a

computer and, as such, is not a natural innate behavior for the user. As for the

touch, this is a human ability with a low cognitive load. Despite the result being

the same - the selection of an element on the screen - the action performed is not:

clicking is an action learned, compound, whilst touch is part of the human senses

(Blake, 2011). Other examples of gestures already being incorporated in interactive

systems are dragging objects, rotating or resizing them using just our fingers. These

types of bi-dimensional gestures are mostly related to multi-touch interfaces that

allow several simultaneous touch points (this subject will be explored ahead in this

section).

Touch gesture to select
an object, using only

our own body.

Interaction modality that
resorts to third-party devices
(mouse) to select an object.

Innate action
(lower cognitive load)

Learned and trained action
(higher cognitive load)

Tap versus Click

Figure 2.6 – Difference in cognitive loads regarding two gestures (tap and click).

Moreover, other than taking advantage of finger-based gestures, these interfaces may

also recognize other parts of the body, as arms, legs or hands. The Microsoft Xbox
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Kinect is an example of a commercially available input sensor that enables gesture-

based interaction (Figure 2.7). This device resorts to depth sensing and computer

vision to interpret human gestures as commands. Indeed, different attempts have

been made to embrace even more gestures, rather than just hand movements (Figure

2.8).

Figure 2.7 – Microsoft Kinect: an example of a gesture recognition-based sensor.

Kjeldsen e Kender (1996) studied how a simple hand gesture could have the potential

to be more efficient and intuitive than using the mouse for some tasks, even though

it is necessary to calibrate the interface in this regard. In their studies, some users

actually preferred resorting to gestures to point and manipulate virtual objects.

On the other hand, they came to the conclusion that the learning curve for using

gestures, how to perform them and which ones to choose, was harder than adjusting

to the mouse: there were no auxiliary visual elements during the interaction to

help the user remember the position sequence and the right movements to perform

each task. This situation could, however, be avoided by providing the user with

brief explanations and visual “on-screen” aids during an extended pause by the user

(Kjeldsen e Kender, 1996).

It is also possible to benefit more from this mode of interaction when it allows

the recognition of, for instance, the user’s head gestures, such as a simple nod for

approval or disagreement, in order not to compromise interaction with the main

task at hand. Currently, the most frequent interruptions during interaction with
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Figure 2.8 – Example of nine gesture sketches by gesture-recognition interfaces (Pu et al.,

2013).

the interface are due to system notifications, about an event or condition that can

actually be irrelevant for the main task. Several studies (Kjeldsen e Kender, 1997;

Morency e Darrell, 2006) show that users tend to better accept interfaces that allow

a multimodal interaction with notification windows, where the user can accept or

deny the action required by a simple head or hand gesture, thus representing a “yes”

or “no” response. This action would not disturb the user, as it is considered innate,

and allows the interaction with the system without pauses to search for third-party

peripheral devices (e.g. the mouse) to be able to give the system an answer for the

notification.

However, the recognition of gestures is not merely a matter of head or hand move-

ments. Indeed, the most used human gesture is gaze, or eye movements (Bridge-

man, 1992). Like other body gestures, studies reveal that methods of tracking
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gaze can also be classified in accordance with two approaches: a 2D approach

(bi-dimensional), that analyses the path of the user’s gaze directed to the screen

(Figure 2.9) by using simple algorithms to calculate the gaze’s position; and a 3D

approach (three-dimensional) that considers the three-dimensional structure and the

own movement of the user’s eye. The latter, despite requiring a more complex cali-

bration and being more cumbersome in terms of the system’s processing, can achieve

more accurate and reliable tracking paths (Hwan et al., 2010).

Figure 2.9 – Example of a calibration layout for using eye-tracking devices (Photograph

taken by (Analisis e investigacion)).

Recognition systems based on eye tracking have been perfected and have become

more used each day throughout the work in different fields of study that include,

among others: studying users’ attention focus as a way of communicating with

other people/technological systems (Jokinen et al., 2010); attentive user interfaces

that take advantage of the posture, gaze and proximity of the user in order to de-

termine which task or device is preferred (Vertegaal, 2003); immersive environments

that encourage collaborative work between users on different geographical locations

(Murray et al., 2007; Pietinen et al., 2008); interfaces able to improve teaching
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and learning of contents (Lech e Kostek, 2010) and contribute, simultaneously, for

the development of guidelines in this field (Van Gog e Scheiter, 2010). Moreover,

gesture-based interfaces can be important to improve interaction regarding people

with disabilities or impairments (Lee et al., 2005): “Face and gesture recognition

provides enormous benefits in the design of augmentative and alternative communi-

cation systems for the disabled” (Reilly, 1998, pp. 20). People that can only control

eye gaze may be potential users of this paradigm, being this the only one that can

be considered by these users regarding interaction with digital systems (Kirbis e

Kramberger, 2009). In fact, making use of brain waves using exclusively electric ac-

tivity acquired from a brain computer interface device, by performing actions such

as winking, could also mean an expected improvement in people’s autonomy and

quality of life (de Castro, 2013). Indeed, these gestural interfaces may be very im-

portant for users with autism and other similar psychological disorders, as a way to

better explain their vision and attention focus (Riby e Hancock, 2009).

Technical issues have plagued eye tracking in the distant past, making it unreliable

and time consuming, and there are still problems with eye tracking a considerable

minority of participants - typically 10 to 20% cannot be tracked reliably (Gold-

berg et al., 2002). Also, the need to limit the physical relationship between some

eye tracking systems and the participant is one of the most significant barriers to

inclusion of eye tracking in more studies (Jacob e Karn, 2003).

One other disadvantage of this interaction paradigm when using bi-dimensional ges-

tures is the incapability to provide the user with a more immersive environment

(Yoo et al., 2010). Hence, other interfaces able to perceive three-dimensional ges-

tures have surfaced, in order to give the user more freedom on manipulating virtual

objects, and supporting spatial data and the sense of depth (Benko e Wilson, 2008;

Hilliges et al., 2009; Yoo et al., 2010).

Indeed, both gestural and gaze movements are an incentive in the development of

new interfaces intuitive for the user, allowing a greater flexibility in the achievement

of simple or even complex tasks. However, there is currently a strong limitation

regarding the implementation of such mode of interaction: the muscle fatigue that

comes associated with this type of paradigm, also known as “gorilla arm”. This
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difficulty arises from the fact that an arm, or other part of the body, must be

elevated or held higher in order to interact with the system, thus causing discomfort

if the action or task to perform is lengthy (Wachs et al., 2011).

2.2.3 Haptic interfaces

Haptic technology refers to the sense of touch, taking advantage of vibrations and/or

forces being applied to the user’s body. This designation contemplates data acquisi-

tion and object manipulation by the means of the user’s touch, considered as manual

interaction with environments that can be real or virtual (Srinivasan e Basdogan,

1997). An example of two devices that brought awareness to the masses was the

commercial product Apple iPhone, that provided a haptic feedback coupled with the

visual feedback of the screen from a tap (Figure 2.10a), and the Wiimote, a remote

controller for a home video game console with haptic features (Figure 2.10b).

a) b)

Figure 2.10 – Examples of haptic devices: a) Apple iPhone’s haptic ability (image taken

from (Smykil, 2008)); b) Nintendo Wiimote (image taken from (Nintendo, 2006))

According to Robles-De-La-Torre (2009), the haptic technology is able to provide a

richer interaction with an object that we can manipulate directly with our hands or

body and immediately feel the result, as this is a bi-dimensional stimulation between

haptic objects generated by the machine (also called computer-generated Haptic

Virtual Objects (HVO)) and the user. Haptic interaction can be coupled with other

sensorial faculties, as vision and audition, as a way to create a sense of immersion
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through an interface that allows the user to touch, feel, manipulate objects, and

also see them (or even hear them), in a way that would not otherwise be possible

(Srinivasan e Basdogan, 1997). These sensorial interfaces should adjust to other

interaction paradigms and allow a more intuitive use of the systems multimodally,

taking into account several input/output mechanisms in order to create synergies

amongst them (Hale e Stanney, 2004; Khan et al., 2010).

Srinivasan e Basdogan (1997) divide haptic senses into three sub-categories: the

human haptic perception, or rather the study of sensation and manipulation through

touch; the machine’s haptic perception, or better the machine’s design to replace

or amplify human touch; and also the computer’s haptic perception or, in this case,

the algorithms and software associated to the interpretation of the touch perception.

Indeed, the human haptic system consists of a combination between mechanical,

sensory, motor and cognitive components of the human organism. The sensory

information of the user’s hands can be classified as: tactile data, referring to the

sense that is triggered when the skin comes in contact with (touches) an object; and

kinaesthetic - or proprioceptive - data, referring to the perception of the body, as

position, orientation and force wielded by the limbs.

Indeed, when a user touches a real object, either directly or via a third-party device,

forces are exerted on the skin itself. This is the sensory information that is sent to the

brain by the human nervous system and subsequently leads to the haptic perception.

In order to simulate this sense of touch regarding virtual objects, it is necessary, as

such, to generate reaction forces being applied to the skin of the user. These forces

are produced through collision calculations between the human hand and the virtual

object, replicating the sense of touch as if the object were real regarding its physical

and mechanical properties: “weight and shape of objects, object elasticity, object’s

surface texture (e.g., smooth or rough)” (Robles-De-La-Torre, 2009, pp. 1036).

Haptic computing is a field of rapid progress and development. There is a multiplic-

ity of disciplines it can embrace, such as biomechanics, neurosciences, mathematics,

software engineering, rehabilitation, product design, among others, and its research

is two-fold: understanding how our haptic sensorimotor system works; and how to
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develop appropriate haptic interfaces that take advantage of this technology (Srini-

vasan, 2004). There are several prototypes with resort to this natural interaction

paradigm, namely in the field of medicine, with surgical simulations (Basdogan

et al., 2004; Kalicki et al., 2007), collaborative work (Kim et al., 2004; You et al.,

2007; Hamza-Lup et al., 2009), education (Minogue e Jones, 2006), or even robotics

(Wessberg et al., 2000). Moreover, this technology is also studied within the scope

of people with disabilities, as visual or hearing impairments (Li et al., 2011; John-

son et al., 2011), since the touch is more intimately related to the users emotions

than any other natural interaction paradigm (Ichiyanagi et al., 2011). Indeed, hap-

tic sensations caused by a device as an answer to an action triggered by the user

would be very helpful for people with auditory or visual disabilities that could oth-

erwise not notice a sound of a notification alert, but could instead feel its vibration

(Jaijongrak et al., 2011).

Currently, we can see this technology incorporated in many devices, although with

some limitations, as is the case for joysticks’ haptic feedback, haptic electronic gloves,

gaming devices and controllers (like the Wiimote, previously mentioned), or even

other mobile devices already in the market that show a lot of potential regarding

haptic interaction (Chui Yin et al., 2010). However, some technical drawbacks of

haptic interfaces include the limited workspace for desktop work, the large weight

of force-feedback gloves, the lack of force feedback to the body, safety concerns, etc

(Burdea, 2000).

In a way, haptic technology has made possible the study of how humans perceive

the sense of touch, by allowing the creation of haptic virtual objects, used system-

atically to test the ability and sensitivity of human touch. Thus, haptic interfaces

aim at augmenting and improving our perception of virtual realities and computer

generated data.

2.2.4 Tangible interfaces

One if the first statements recognized in the field of tangible user interfaces (TUI) was

at CHI Conference (ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems),
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when pioneers Ishii e Ullmer (1997) presented their concept of tangible interfaces as

the ones that “augment the real physical world by coupling digital information to

everyday physical objects and environments” (Ishii e Ullmer, 1997, pp. 235). Indeed,

this was not the first entry on such concepts, also labeled as passive real-world

props, embodied or graspable (Fitzmaurice et al., 1995), but it was this perspective

presented at the conference that actually showed their advantages. Figure 2.11

demonstrates an example of a tabletop interaction surface that can track small

objects on top of it, named PICO (Ishii et al., 2012).

Figure 2.11 – PICO, a tabletop interaction surface that recognizes and tracks small objects

and give visual feedback accordingly (Photograph taken from (Ishii et al., 2012))

The criterion of interaction is simple: “a user uses their hands to manipulate some

physical object(s) via physical gestures; a computer system detects this, alters its

state, and gives feedback accordingly” (Fishkin, 2004, pp. 347). Figure 2.12 explains

this process: firstly, an input event occurs when a physical object is manipulated,

that is to say, shaken, pushed or merely moved. The system “understands” the event

and alters the digital state of the virtual version of that same object, returning the

respective output and changing, e.g., the ambient of the surface surrounding the

physical object, the environment, emitting sounds, modifying colors, or even giving

an haptic feedback. Acting as physical representations that can directly manipulate
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digital information, tangible objects (or tangibles) can work as parallel input/out-

put devices, simultaneous and in real-time through a passive haptic feedback. Also,

regarding the digital environment, the user can have a visual and/or auditory feed-

back that informs him/her of the intended commands being processed. There is

not a separation between the visual representation of digital data (output) and the

controllers (e.g. mouse) of that same information (input). Tangibles explore that

conceptual gap by eliminating the distinction between input/output of data (Ullmer

e Ishii, 2001).

Figure 2.12 – Organization of a tangible user interface (diagram taken from (Ishii, 2008))

There is a plethora of different research fields based on tangible interfaces, that

can be mutually affected, and they can be divided into four categories: tangible

augmented reality, tangible tabletop interaction, ambient displays e embodied user

interfaces (Shaer e Hornecker, 2010). These technologies have been used in diverse

fields of work, but the most prominent are within the scope of data storage, manip-

ulation and visualization; spatial modeling and simulation; system’s management,

control and configuration; education and entertainment (Ullmer e Ishii, 2001).

Regarding tangible augmented reality, virtual three-dimensional objects are com-

bined with physical elements marked with a pattern traceable by the system. The
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user may manipulate them freely and the output can be visualized through a com-

puter screen, special glasses, or others (Sinclair et al., 2002; Lee e Park, 2005; Sin e

Zaman, 2009).

On the other hand, we can also observe a different type of tangible interaction

through a touch surface, designated as tangible tabletop interaction, where the same

interaction surface also gathers the features of multi-touch technology, and thus en-

ables the user to manipulate simultaneously virtual data and physical objects with

specific patterns (Waldner et al., 2006; Liarokapis et al., 2009; Antle et al., 2011;

Pedersen e Hornb, 2011). We are bound to mention as a popular example of this

type of tangible interaction the product “Reactable”, a musical instrument with a

revolutionary interface that enables direct manipulation of objects and transforms

music into something tangible, that is to say, into visible data with the respective vi-

sual feedback (Figure 2.13). Basically, this new intuitive and robust instrument can

be used by children and amateur adults (or even music professionals) as the inter-

action is accomplished through physical objects (small acrylic pieces) marked with

specific patterns called fiducials that are recognized by the computer (Kaltenbrunner

et al., 2006).

Figure 2.13 – Reactable, a tangible user interfaces that allows the user to interact and

create music using specific pieces fiducials markers (Reactable, 2003)
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Another concept of tangible interaction is ambient displays. These are mostly based

on the exhibition of graphical representations on monitors or interactive walls; but

they are also based on the showcase of alterations made to existing objects in some

specific physical space, as is the case of phidgets (Greenberg e Fitchett, 2001). In

this case, the goal is the attempt to create context-aware environments, where the

user can manipulate everyday physical objects to alter features of the environment

he/she is in, such as changing the state of digital equipment Greenberg e Fitchett

(2001); Brewer et al. (2007).

Finally, there is also a concept of interfaces incorporated on the digital equipment

itself, called embodied user interfaces. More and more popular, these interfaces

claim that the current computing is increasingly imposing itself on the users’ daily

lives, being already integrated on physical and virtual devices that may help the

users accomplishing their tasks (Gujar et al., 1999; Fallman, 2002; Ferscha et al.,

2007; Cafaro et al., 2010)

Indeed, one of the major advantages of this natural interface is the immediate re-

sponse of the given stimuli through physical objects to the social interactive expe-

rience it encourages. The communication between different users and the potential

to embrace several objects to manipulate virtual data is an asset of this modality

(Mi Jeong e Maher, 2007; Schneider et al., 2011). On the other hand, it is also ben-

eficial for the user to be able to think about virtual and abstract information in a

tangible, direct, manner. This is very useful, for example, when working or teaching

children (Resnick et al., 1998; Xie et al., 2008; Sylla et al., 2009).

However, there are also clear limitations that arise. Shaer e Hornecker (2010) have

defined some challenges about this mode of interaction and its implementation de-

sign, namely: the difficulty in resizing the stage of interaction and the possible

problem of losing physical objects in such a situation; the struggle in creating a

truly versatile and malleable interface that permits the adaptation, reproduction

and distribution of information, as the physical objects are rigid and static; and also

the possibility of muscular fatigue of the own user during interaction (a problem

also shared by gesture-based and touch interfaces).
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Hence, despite the challenges that tangible interfaces still face, there are great ex-

pectations about their capacity of adjusting to a myriad of applications regarding

different fields of action, and also given their advantage of supporting several forms

of input and/or output of information. Clearly, this paradigm is not only ruled by

the sense of human vision and audition, but also touch.

2.2.5 Touch interfaces

Unlike tangible interfaces, where the user interacts with the virtual world through

real objects, the concept of touch surfaces is based on the possibility to interact with

digital surfaces through the user’s own hands and fingers, allowing the manipulation

of digital objects as if they were, indeed, real.

Touch technology has been undergoing significant advances: from technical demon-

strations of its abilities, to rich interactive presentations and data manipulation, ever

since the launch of the commercial products Apple iPhone and Microsoft Surface.

The multi-touch paradigm refers to the ability of certain devices and equipment

to register several simultaneous touches on one same surface caused by the contact

of one or more fingers, of one or more users, and thus allowing the recognition of

intuitive bi-dimensional gestures. The users are only asked to use their hand to

manipulate information direct and intuitively through touches and gestures (Figure

2.14).

Note that we have analyzed numerous advantages of gestural interaction when

gesture-based interfaces were reviewed, and thus the same benefits are also applied

in this interaction mode. Indeed, the touch paradigm is considered sophisticated and

with great potential for expansion mainly due to its ease of use, efficiency and in-

tuitiveness (Kin et al., 2009). Each user, whether or not he/she is familiarized with

the technology and/or computers, is able to use multiple fingers to enter commands

through touch or gestures. These can represent various actions that are effortlessly

achieved by the users to perform a specific task (Figure 2.15), from grabbing virtual

objects with the finger, to rotating them or dragging their borders to resize them,
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Figure 2.14 – Image scaling using two fingers directly on the surface (Wigdor e Wixon,

2011)

and thus having a physical perception of the virtual data (Towell, 2009).

Figure 2.15 – Examples of actions performed by the user using touch and 2D gestures.

Beside the possibility of an intuitive and natural interaction (Wobbrock et al., 2009),

this paradigm also enables a high degree of freedom in manipulating data: the major

value in this direct interaction is the potential to augment the rhythm of production

as far as information use (Kin et al., 2009), as well as its precision, enabling the user

to have a high level of control over the virtual data when performing continuous and

concurrent tasks (Wigdor e Wixon, 2011). Several other studies show us how this

interface can take advantage of the sense of direction of the users’ own hands, as well

as the distinction between the left and right hand in the process of data manipulation

(Dang et al., 2009; Don e Smith, 2010); but also regarding the input of text and
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content manipulation, suggesting frameworks and guidelines for the implementation

of touch interfaces (Cuypers et al., 2008; Kammer et al., 2010; Scholliers et al., 2011;

Antle et al., 2011).

Gestural patterns recognized by multi-touch technology are diverse and end up sim-

plifying the users execution of a specific task due to the interface’s easy interpreta-

tion and empathy with the tasks that exist in real life from the users’ daily routines

(Morris et al., 2010). Guiard (1987) confirmed that the motor dexterity of hand in-

teraction with the surface resembles the one the user has with real physical objects,

even preserving the singularities of content manipulation with the dominant hand,

while the other complements the main process with secondary actions.

However, it is necessary to take into account the“gorilla arm” phenomenon: one

of the major drawbacks when using vertical touch surfaces as walls and windows

displays (Wachs et al., 2011). Indeed, the need to use hands as the interaction mode

is not practical in situations of extended use of vertical surfaces, as the user tends to

become tired of keeping the arms in an upright position. One other disadvantage of

this input modality involves situations where precision is important: the mouse is a

tool that easily supports movements that are both precise and rapid; however touch

interfaces lack this accuracy due to the known “fat-finger” problem. Indeed, when

the user touches the surface, a relatively large area of the finger comes into contact

with it, whereas the user wants a small or larger area of selection. That situation

can also cause another issue: the occlusion effect, where the user ends up covering

unintentionally the area of interest with the finger (Figure 2.16).

As an attempt to perfect human-computer interaction, this paradigm has certainly

the advantage of not requiring a manual or mandatory training, as the user can per-

form tasks more immediately and intuitively (Towell, 2009). This is an important

asset that facilitates the interaction process between the user and the machine with-

out the need for learning and familiarizing with third-party devices (e.g. computer

mouse or optical pen), which may encourage the use of digital systems by digitally

excluded people (Carvalho et al., 2012b), seniors (Leonardi et al., 2010), or users

with motor disabilities (Annett et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.16 – Issue of “fat fingers”, that can cause the occlusion effect and trigger wrong

selections.

Touch interfaces are widely used in various domains, being very influential in ed-

ucation (Xiaohua Yu et al., 2010; Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2014; Lievens e Van

Daele, 2015) and health (McKee et al., 2015), with the development of applications

that help users with special needs (Hourcade et al., 2012) and elderly people (Nawaz

et al., 2014; Carvalho et al., 2012b,a). There are also benefits regarding the relation-

ships between users, discouraging isolation and stimulating social collaboration and

interaction (Clifton et al., 2011). Indeed, different users can share experiences, since

the system recognizes multiple points of contact, enabling interaction with several

fingers of one or more users: “The shift to multiple points of input also supports

novel forms of interaction where people can share a single interface by gathering

around it and interacting together” (Harper et al., 2008, pp. 17). The assets that

touch technology brings in this context of collaborative work makes it a reference

for many applications that are based on cooperation, regardless of the users’ age

(Gross et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2009; Scharf et al., 2010).

Therefore, we acknowledge that this interaction modality may even encourage the
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use of technology by people excluded from the digital world. However, it is nec-

essary to analyze the type of multi-touch applications to develop, as well as the

implementation model and how to use them.

2.3 Multimodal interfaces

Interfaces can be independent or combined in a multimodal system richer in terms

of human-computer interaction, using one’s strengths to compensate for the other’s

weaknesses (Cohen, 1992). The paradigm shift to multimodal user interfaces (MUIs)

has taken place over a period of 40-50 years (Oviatt e Cohen, 2015), evolving from

mouse-driven graphical user interfaces to the combination of multiple modalities.

This new era of multimodality turns the interaction with the computer into some-

thing much closer to the one users have dealing with other people in the real world.

There is, indeed, an attempt to bring the digital world closer to the physical one

with new familiar interaction metaphors emerging (Mundie, 2010). The combina-

tion of input and output of information defines a mode of interaction, and thus the

term multimodal refers to the combination of various modes of human-computer in-

teraction as a part of a natural interface. Indeed, human interaction is multimodal

by nature and, as such, a rich multimodal interaction is part of what defines a natu-

ral experience (Jain et al., 2011). It is important to understand the potential of the

technology that takes advantage of the human senses during interaction, whether on

individual interfaces or even in a multimodal system, where they coexist together

in one same interface (simultaneously or alternately). These input modalities may

involve recognition-based technologies (e.g. gestures, speech), simpler discrete in-

put (e.g. the keyboard, touch), or sensory-based information (e.g. haptic sense,

tangibles) (Oviatt e Cohen, 2015). Therefore, the development of novel multimodal

systems intends to recognize naturally occurring forms of human language and be-

havior, which incorporate at least one recognition-based technology (Sears e Jacko,

2007).
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Since the appearance of Bolt’s “Put That There” interface (Bolt, 1980), which rec-

ognized speech in parallel with a touch-pad for pointing for manipulating informa-

tion (Figure 2.17), a variety of new multimodal systems have emerged. Indeed,

the tendency towards multimodal interfaces that have recently been emerging aims

at supporting more natural and flexible user inputs, compared to past keyboard-

and-mouse interfaces that are limited to discrete input (Oviatt e Cohen, 2015).

Multimodal interfaces are expected to be easier to learn and use, therefore being

preferred by users for many applications, and also show the potential to work in a

more robust and stable manner than unimodal recognition systems involving a single

recognition-based technology (Oviatt, 2007). As these interfaces allow us to take ad-

vantage of recognition-based technologies that understand human behaviors, they

have evolved to include new modality combinations, e.g. pen devices and speech

(Watanabe et al., 2007; Piper et al., 2011), speech and gestures (Liu e Kavakli,

2010; Miki et al., 2014), or multi-touch and tangible interfaces (Lucchi et al., 2010;

Riedenklau et al., 2012; El-Glaly et al., 2013).

Figure 2.17 – Richard Bolt’s “Put That There” interface combined speech and gestures as

input modalities (Bolt, 1980).
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Multimodal systems have focused on three major concerns that try to attend in

order to permit a more transparent experience than ever before (Oviatt e Cohen,

2000).

• Accessibility for diverse users and usage contexts: One main concern

of multimodality is the potential of the systems to greatly expand the acces-

sibility of computing to diverse and non-expert users. It is one central goal of

this novel interaction paradigm to increase accessibility of computing for users

of different ages, skills, levels, cognitive styles, sensory or motor impairments,

native languages or even temporary illnesses. All because multimodal inter-

faces permit users to have control over how they interact with the computer,

or switch between modalities, and the systems should begin to understand the

users’ profile and context of use and provide the necessary and appropriate

input modes.

• Performance stability and robustness: The second goal of multimodal ar-

chitectures is to improve the performance stability and robustness of recognition-

based systems (Oviatt, 1999), i.e. provide several input modes effectively so

that errors are avoided. Thus the systems should provide parallel or duplicate

functionalities, so that users can overcome problems found during interaction

through a less efficient input modality for a specific task.

• Expressive power and efficiency: Point-and-click interfaces that rely on

the keyboard and mouse input are limited or inappropriate for interacting in

specific environments and contexts. On the other hand, systems that interpret

multimodal input aim to give users a more powerful interface for accessing and

physically manipulating information.

It has been demonstrated that multimodal interaction can be faster than point-

and-click systems (Chen, 2006; Cohen et al., 1998). But the basic addition of one

other input modality to a unimodal interface does not necessarily lead to improve-

ment (Oviatt, 1999). A higher cognitive load due to more degrees of freedom may

instead be the result (L Schomaker, 1995), and the different modalities may inter-

fere with each other (Wechsung et al., 2009) when presenting similar information
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via two modalities due to synchronization problems that may occur (Schnotz et al.,

2002). Also, if different modalities refer to the same cognitive resources, task per-

formance may decrease due to redundancy of information (Wickens, 2002). Single

input modalities, as well as their combinations, have to be taken into account in or-

der to be able to bond the advantages of each and encourage the user to execute

relevant commands (Wechsung et al., 2009).

In order to demystify multimodal assumptions of computationalists, researcher and

expert in the area Sharon Oviatt (1999) enumerated a list of misconceptions as-

sociated to these interfaces as a way of replacing popularized myths with a more

accurate foundation for guiding the design of next-generation multimodal systems:

• Myth #1: If you build a multimodal system, users will interact

multimodally. Users like being able to interact multimodally, but they do

not always do so: even though users prefer multimodal interaction, there is no

guarantee they will issue every command to the system multimodally. They

are most likely to interact multimodally when manipulating an object, e.g. for

zooming.

• Myth #2: Speech and pointing is the dominant multimodal inte-

gration pattern. It is true that since the development of Bolt’s “Put That

There” system (Bolt, 1980) the concept of multimodal interaction as point-

and-speak seemed limited to be used only as a new input mode for select-

ing objects - just as the mouse does, but this just represents the persistence

of the old mouse-oriented metaphor. During interpersonal multimodal com-

munication, linguistic analysis of spontaneous gesturing confirms that deictic

gestures (e.g. pointing) account for less than 20% of all gestures (Feyereisen,

1994), which implies that multimodal systems designed exclusively to process

speak-and-point will fail to provide users with many useful functionalities

• Myth #3: Multimodal input involves simultaneous signals. Although

two input modes can be highly interdependent and synchronized during mul-

timodal interaction, this does not necessarily imply that they co-occur tem-

porally, i.e. input will be simultaneous. Indeed, synchrony does not imply
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simultaneity: user’s input of information does not frequently overlap at all

during multimodal commands.

• Myth #4: Speech is the primary input mode in any multimodal

system that includes it. Speech used to be viewed as a primary input

mode, considering gestures, head and body movements, direction of gaze, and

other input as secondary. This seemed the case in primitive speak-and-point

integrations, where the secondary modality is used only for simple selection.

However, depending on the contexts (e.g. noisy environment), the relevance of

the modalities can be inverted, as happens when confidence in speech recogni-

tion is low. For example, pen and speech interfaces tend to have 97-99% of the

time occupied by the pen when used with children and adults (Oviatt, 2003).

• Myth #5: Multimodal language does not differ linguistically from

unimodal language. When interacting multimodally, users selectively elim-

inate many linguistic complexities and prefer not to speak utter error-prone

commands, using instead other means of input. On the other hand, when

used in unimodal interfaces, users do not have the desire to substitute their

commands with other modalities, increasing the error rate and inefficiency.

• Myth #6: Multimodal integration involves redundancy of content

between modes. The concept that multimodal interfaces contain a high de-

gree of redundancy is commonly discussed. However, the dominant goal of

such interfaces is actually complementarity, not redundancy: alternate input

of information complements the content and does not add information redun-

dancy. For example, speech and pen input regularly contribute distinctive

and complementary information: the pen is normally used regarding spatial

information, whereas speech is normally used regarding temporal information

- speech and gestures complement each other (Oviatt, 2003).

• Myth #7: Individual error-prone recognition technologies combine

multimodally to produce even greater unreliability. It is believed that

combining two error-prone recognition technologies does not result in a more

robust interface, but instead results in compounded errors and even greater
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performance unreliability. However, in a flexible multimodal system, users will

avoid using an input modality that they consider to be error-prone for certain

contents. Indeed, the increased robustness of any multimodal system depends

on designing an architecture that integrates modes synergistically, where mu-

tual disambiguation of two input signals can occur (Oviatt, 1999). The greater

goal would be to integrate input modes that complement each other (creat-

ing a synergy amongst them) and where some interaction techniques may help

overcome other weaknesses.

• Myth #8: All users’ multimodal commands are integrated in a uni-

form way. During interaction, there can be large individual differences in

modality integration patterns. Each user can have different patterns when

selecting modalities, but they tend to remain consistent throughout interac-

tion. Multimodal systems that can detect and adapt to a user’s dominant

integration pattern lead to considerably improved recognition rates.

• Myth #9: Different input modes are capable of transmitting com-

parable content. This assumption is based on the belief that different modes

are basically interchangeable and are able to transmit comparable content, as

well as on thinking that input and output modalities may suit any user’s phys-

ical, perceptual, or cognitive limitations. However, we must acknowledge that

different modes that recognize speech, handwriting, manual gesturing, head

movements, and gaze are each strikingly unique. They differ in several ways:

the type of information they transmit; their functionality during communica-

tion; the way they can integrate with other modes; and how suitable they are

to be incorporated into different interface styles.

• Myth #10: Enhanced efficiency is the main advantage of multimodal

systems. It is often assumed that the primary advantage of a multimodal sys-

tem is enhanced speed and efficiency enabled by parallel input modes. How-

ever, this efficiency benefit may be limited to specific domains, and this has

not been demonstrated yet when task content is verbal or quantitative in na-

ture (Oviatt, 1997). Moreover, other advantages equally important also arise:
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the flexibility that multimodal systems permit users in selecting and alter-

nating between input modes, avoiding physical exhaustion for any individual

modality; the avoidance of error and easier error recovery; the convenience to

accommodate a wide range of users, tasks, and environments.

The ability to develop a new generation of robust multimodal interfaces depends

on knowledge of the integration and synchronization requirements for combining

different modes into a strategic whole system, and on understanding the interaction

patterns of different users (Oviatt, 1997). Multimodal systems incorporate different

input modes that can either create complementarity or redundancy in one same

interface. As such, Oviatt elaborated a terminology related to multimodal interfaces,

which differentiates the types of input that are eligible to be integrated in one same

system (Figure 2.18).

The most advanced multimodal interfaces are the fusion-based ones, where two or

more input modes are co-processed and can be entered simultaneously (e.g. speech

and lip movements, speech and gestures). On the other hand, the simplest multi-

modal interfaces have alternative input modes, rather than simultaneous (Oviatt e

Cohen, 2015). However, existing multimodal systems are mainly bimodal and there-

fore constrained in the number and type of input modes they can recognize. Even

more, some bimodal systems, as speak-and-point, only act as simple mouse replace-

ments, like writing, gestures, gaze, or facial expressions, and therefore should not

be considered as fully functioning multimodal systems (Oviatt, 2003). Indeed, these

constrains are mostly observed in visual-spatial domains and even regarding tempo-

ral constrains (e.g. first, the users turn to the pen and only afterwards to the voice

when specifying a command). Depending on the task at hand, spatial commands

have better chances of being multimodal.

As multimodal interfaces advance towards the support of human behaviors in spe-

cific contexts, they have begun to incorporate more vision-based technologies that

interpret manual gestures or body positions (Turk e Robertson, 2000). This has

caused a growth in multimodal interfaces that passively monitor users’ behavior
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Figure 2.18 – Multimodal terminology (Oviatt, 1997).

(e.g. gestures) without requiring any explicit commands. Even more, some in-

terfaces even encompass active input modes (e.g. speech) to intentionally issue
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commands (Oviatt, 2003). The latter are blended multimodal interfaces, that are

typically temporally cascaded, meaning that information from the first input mode

can influence the following mode and constrain it to a more accurate interpretation

(e.g. combining gaze and speech). Indeed, passive input modes are more attentive

to the users’ behaviors and combine an understanding of natural human capabilities

(e.g. motor, cognitive, and perceptual skills) with computer input/output devices

and machine perception and reasoning (Turk e Robertson, 2000). Figure 2.19 il-

lustrates the flow of information of these perceptual user interfaces. These devices

and sensors are transparent and are passively monitoring the user in order to simu-

late the ways in which people naturally interact with each other and with the world

- both verbally and nonverbally. Indeed, blended multimodal interfaces have the

potential to improve robustness and offer broader application functionality.

Figure 2.19 – Information flow in perceptual user interfaces (Turk e Robertson, 2000).

Moreover, since there are large individual differences regarding the type of users,

the time a user takes to issue a command may be influenced by age, skill levels or

sensory impairments. The context may also influence the type of input mode the

user chooses.

Finally, the two major concerns in the development of multimodal systems - that
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have previously been reviewed when the 10 myths of multimodal interfaces develop-

ment were discussed - fall upon the notion of: (1) complementary versus redundancy;

and (2) error suppression (Oviatt, 2003).

Indeed, in multimodal systems, one explicit goal has been to integrate complemen-

tary modalities to provide a synergistic blend, so that each mode can be used to

overcome weaknesses in the other mode (Cohen et al., 1989). By integrating more

than one technology, it is simpler for the system to understand the users’ queries,

and therefore they will have an easier and more expressive means of achieving their

goals. Indeed, the input should complement the content and not add information

redundancy. This approach to system design has enforced the combination that al-

lows for a mutual disambiguation associated with each mode of interaction, which

means that the greatest advantage of multimodal interfaces is their ability to better

handle errors than unimodal recognition-based interfaces, whether in terms of error

avoidance, or recovery from errors (Suhm, 1998).

When users encounter system errors, they have a strong tendency to switch modes,

facilitating error avoidance and recovery, as well as improving user satisfaction with

error handling (Oviatt, 1999). Users tend to make less mistakes when they can

choose the desired input mode, and even when they have different input modes they

can choose from, having the possibility to vary from one to another during inter-

action. Therefore, there is a lot less frustration for the user regarding interaction.

Therefore, a well-designed complex multimodal system should support mutual dis-

ambiguation of input signals: one input mode helps to complement another so that

there are no doubts regarding the issued command. This technique of error sup-

pression involves recovery from unimodal recognition errors within a multimodal

architecture, where each mode used supplies partial disambiguation of the other

mode, thus leading to a more robust and stable system performance (Oviatt, 1999).

In conclusion, multimodal interfaces recognize and identify users’ natural actions and

language, empowering systems to better understand human behaviors and better

support them to avoid errors and interact more human-like with digital interfaces.

Recent multimodal systems now accept a wider gamut of input integrations, which

are no longer restricted to the simple point-and-speak combinations handled by
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earlier systems. And such interfaces will eventually interpret continuous input from

a large number of different visual, auditory, and tactile input modes, supporting an

intelligent adaptation to the user, task and environment.

2.4 Interaction Design

Recently, the notion of interaction design started to gain in popularity as a way to

acknowledge the combination of two distinct areas of expertise: design and engineer-

ing. Thus, a more “designerly” approach goes beyond pure usefulness and efficiency

to consider also aesthetic qualities of use, for example: it is interaction design that

makes artifacts usable, useful, and fun, whether they are computers or other digital

equipment (Soegaard e Dam, 2014).

It was the industrial designer Bill Moggridge, back in 1990, that first introduced

the concept of interaction design, and since then this discipline has evolved and

infiltrated in a lot of fields. In his 2007 book “Designing Interactions”, Moggridge

explains this new design discipline dedicated to creating attractive solutions in a

virtual world and making them useful to the real world, where two distinct systems

may look identical but “feel” so different (Moggridge, 2007). According to Saffer

(2009), there are three ways of looking at interaction design: a technology-centered

view; a behaviorist view; and a social interaction design view. All these major

schools of thought have in common the view that this discipline is art combined

with engineering, and that it has a contextual nature: it solves specific problems

under a particular set of circumstances using the available materials. In fact, it

has many roots in sister fields (Figure 2.20), such as information architecture (IA),

industrial design (ID), visual (or graphic) design, user experience (UX) design, and

human factors (Saffer, 2009).

The paradigm shift to a user-centered design has enabled new interaction processes

that focus on the requirements of end-users, and provide early feedback to design, so

as to reduce the cost of design defects and to meet specific usability objectives (Nor-

man e Draper, 1986). This in turn implies five major characteristics for interaction
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Figure 2.20 – The disciplines surrounding interaction design (Saffer, 2009).

design (Soegaard e Dam, 2014):

• Design involves changing situations by shaping and deploying artifacts;

• Design is about exploring possible futures;

• Design entails framing the “problem” in parallel with creating possible “solu-

tions”;

• Design involves thinking through sketching and other tangible representations;

• Design addresses instrumental, technical, aesthetical and ethical aspects through-

out.
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Indeed, interaction design is about transformation of digital materials - software,

electronics, communication networks - and analytical and critical studies focus on

what exists, whereas design concerns itself with what could be. This notion of chang-

ing situations and exploring possible futures resolves in the idea that when we have

designed something, the situation in which it is used is no longer the same (Soegaard

e Dam, 2014). Also, a key feature of interaction design addresses sketching possible

aspects of the digital artifact, being these drawings micro-experiments and experi-

ence prototypes that provide insights regarding strengths, weaknesses and possible

changes to overcome (Buxton, 2007). Technical assessments influence the aesthetic

and ethical qualities of the resultant interaction, but choices on what features to

offer may have ethical repercussions: “Whether something looks and feels good to

use, and whether it makes you comfortable in terms of social accountability and

moral standards, has a real impact not only on the overall user experience but also

on measurable, instrumental outcomes” (Soegaard e Dam, 2014).

The main goal of interaction design is to provide the users with the ability to per-

form the tasks as quickly, efficiently and correctly as possible. Thus, the notion

of user experience to apprehend the various features of non-instrumental, aesthet-

ical, emotional qualities in the human use of a digital artifact is being developed

alongside the discipline of interaction design (Buxton, 2007).

Also, interaction techniques and devices are important parts of the user-computer

interface. The costs of poorly designed interfaces have been recognized: whether in

the form of degraded user productivity, user frustration, increased training costs,

the need to redesign and re-implement the user interface, etc (Foley et al., 1984).

In this sense, a special attention must be given to the concept of interaction de-

vices, techniques and tasks. As such, the following section is a presentation of the

most relevant characteristics and properties of common input devices and types of

interaction tasks and techniques.
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2.4.1 Types of tasks

Interaction sequences can be decomposed into a series of basic interactions tasks.

These are low-level primitive inputs required from the user, such as entering a text

string or choosing a command, and thus, for each task, an appropriate interaction

technique must be chosen.

Early efforts in human-computer interaction sought to identify user interface trans-

actions that appear repeatedly during interaction. Foley et al. (1984) proposed six

fundamental low-level types of interaction tasks, that is, primitive action units per-

formed by a user:

i Select: Making a selection from a set of alternatives.

ii Position: Indicating a position within a range, e.g. picking a screen coordinate

with a pointing device.

iii Orient: Specifying a 2D angle or three-dimensional orientation of an object,

e.g. rotating a symbol or controlling the perspective of a 3D model.

iv Path: Specifying a series of positions and/or orientations over time.

v Quantify: Specifying an exact numeric value, e.g. the height of an object.

vi Text: Inputting a text string/entry of data.

Each of these tasks can be implemented through several interaction techniques,

although the task requirements should limit the choice of techniques to those whose

properties match these requirements, as will be addressed below in the section about

interaction techniques.

None of the six primitive transactions described actually modifies the object itself

being displayed. In this sense, Foley et al. (1984) also proposed a number of tasks

whose basic purpose is to control the objects which are already visible on the screen,

rather than just specifying something (as is the case of elemental tasks). Thus, these
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transactions are known as controlled tasks and are named for the type of modification

they effect on the object (Foley et al., 1984):

i Stretch: Distorting the shape of the object.

ii Sketch: Manipulating a device like a brush, to create line structures or freehand

sketching.

iii Manipulate: Moving an object by either dragging it, twisting it or scaling it,

depending on whether the manipulation is based on translation, orientation or

valuation techniques.

iv Shape: Creating a smooth, curved line or surface to change its general shape

according to a positioning control.

However, it is not clear where new input devices that are appearing in the market

fit in, as they can offer new “elemental” data types as location (e.g. GPS device),

images (e.g. cameras), identity (e.g. fingerprint scanners) (Hinckley, 2007).

While elemental tasks are commonly occurring tasks in many direct-manipulation

interfaces, a challenge with this taxonomy is that it is not very clear and well defined

what actually entails “elemental” tasks. For example, considering position tasks, a

coordinate on the screen could be indicated using a pointing device (such as a

mouse), but might also be entered as a pair of numeric values (quantify task). Here,

it is not clear what constitutes the elemental task, as two types of tasks are being

considered in one same transaction.

A method to solve this issue is to view all tasks as hierarchies of sub-tasks (Figure

2.21). Indeed, the main tasks are known as compound tasks (Buxton, 1986), and

they entail a series of elemental tasks that may seem like a single task, but are ac-

tually divided into different steps or sub-tasks. In actual applications, many of the

transactions we perform consist of the so-called compound tasks: selecting an object

on the screen and re-positioning it would be an example of a selection/positioning

task; or scrolling a web page to click on a link would be considered as an elemental
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1D positioning task followed by a 2D selection task, hence a compound navigation/s-

election task (Buxton e Myers, 1986). An interaction technique can also encourage

the user to work resorting to a two-handed input, known as the “chunking” method,

to complete a compound path: for example, by scrolling with one hand while point-

ing to the link with the other hand. The user models the compound task as a single

entity (Buxton, 1986).

Figure 2.21 – Task hierarchies for 1D, 2D and 3D position tasks (Hinckley, 2007).

In this sense, it becomes important to recognize the different combinations of el-

emental tasks that can compose a compound task and, also, what forms exist to

combine these tasks into one synchronous transaction.

According to (Allen, 1983), there are seven ways of synchronizing elements through-

out the tasks based on temporal relations between two actions: before, equal, meets,

overlaps, during, starts, ends. These relations have also been adopted not only for

multimedia applications, by representing both the temporal and the spatial ordering

of actors (Vazirgiannis et al., 1996), but also for multimodal interfaces that require

more than one interaction modality to be used. In this kind of interface a very im-

portant aspect is the possibility of parallel use of multiple devices provided by the

fusion of interactive events. Thus the importance of understanding what forms of

action parallelism a compound task may provide. According to Figure 2.22, sup-

posing that A is an elemental navigation task and B is an elemental selection task,

the possibilities for combination in a compound task are: A is executed and after a

certain time B is executed; A is executed and as soon as it ends B starts to be exe-

cuted; A is executed in parallel with a part of B; a part of A is executed in parallel

with a part of B; A starts to be executed in parallel with B; A ends execution in
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parallel with B; and A is executed in parallel with B.

Figure 2.22 – Possibilities to synchronize elements in compound tasks (adapted from (Vazir-

giannis et al., 1996; da Silva, 2008)).

The full range of existing combinations allow the user to perform the tasks with
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different levels of parallelism, i.e. the user does not need to perform all actions

simultaneously, being able to opt to perform the tasks without parallelism, with

partial parallelism or with absolute parallelism. Mainly concerning multimodal ac-

tivities, the user may be given the choice and freedom to execute and complete the

compound task in the most appropriate manner for the type of interaction that is

being performed at each time (da Silva, 2008; Trevisan et al., 2011).

Indeed, the choice of input devices influences the level at which the user must think

about the different individual actions that must be performed in order to achieve a

goal (Hinckley, 2007). Thus, the choice of device and interaction technique directly

influences the steps required from the user and hence the complexity of the interface

design.

2.4.2 Input devices

An input device can be considered as a hardware computer peripheral through which

the user interacts with the computer (Hinckley et al., 2004). Nowadays, there is a

vast amount of input devices and displays on the market used for interacting with

the computer systems. Input devices present differences in their capabilities and

supported interaction techniques (such as pointing, dragging) in their demands,

and the variation in each can be both qualitative (type of signal) and quantitative

(amount of signal, or bandwidth) (Buxton, 1990).

Indeed, input devices may sense physical properties of people, places or things, but

they must be connected with some sort of corresponding feedback in order to be use-

ful for the user (Hinckley, 2007): they have to provide a way for users to accomplish

tasks by combining input with appropriate feedback. Some devices are intertwined

between their input and output capabilities (e.g. small-screen devices). Thus, it

is particularly challenging to describe properties of input devices without suitable

references to output, since input devices are only useful as long as they support in-

teraction techniques that allow the user to accomplish something (Hinckley et al.,

2004). In this sense, an interaction designer must be aware of four very important

aspects: (a) the physical controller; (b) the feedback provided to the user; (c) the
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ergonomics of the device; and (d) the relationship between all of the interaction

techniques supported by a system (Hinckley, 2007).

Regarding the physical controller, there are a number of organizing properties and

principles that can help to make sense of the design space needed for interaction

and performance issues that can arise by using either discrete or continuous input

devices (Hinckley et al., 2004). We consider discrete mechanisms those that provide

an “on/off” state such as buttons or keyboards; and continuous devices as the ones

that are manually operated pointing devices, as the computer mouse (Buxton, 1983),

as well as sensors that can record continuous data (temperature, light, humidity, etc).

Indeed, the understanding of input technologies and task requirements provides the

user with a more natural workflow. The variety of these pointing devices can be

summarized according to a few important properties (Hinckley et al., 2004):

• Physical property sensed: Pointing devices typically sense linear position,

motion, or force (e.g. a tablet senses position, a mouse measures motion - i.e.

change in position - and an isometric joystick senses force); whereas rotary

devices sense angle, change in angle, and torque (Buxton, 1983; Card et al.,

1991). On a different matter, position sensing devices can also be known as

absolute input devices, e.g. touch-screens, whereas motion sensing devices are

relative input devices, e.g. the computer mouse, that requires a constant visual

feedback to report its location (Hinckley, 2007).

• Gain: The physical property sensed determines the respective transfer func-

tion, that is, determines the most appropriate mapping from input to output

of the specific device, and thus matching the physical properties sensed by that

device. Appropriate mappings include force-to-velocity, position-to-position,

and velocity-to-velocity functions: e.g., an isometric joystick senses force, so

the mapping transforms this into a velocity of cursor movement. The ratio be-

tween the movement of the input device and the corresponding movement of

the object it controls can also be measured, e.g. when the user moves a mouse

(the control) 1 cm on the desk in order to move a cursor 2 cm on the screen

(the display). Here, the device has a 1:2 control-display (C:D) ratio or gain
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(Hinckley et al., 2004). This gain combines two distinct measurements (the

device size and the display size) into one metric (Accot e Zhai, 2001) that can

be defined as the distance moved by an input device divided by the distance

moved on the display. However, on commercial pointing devices and operating

systems, an acceleration function is often used to regulate the ratio depending

on velocity. An acceleration function is a transfer function between velocity

and gain, commonly used to reduce the footprint, or the physical movement

space, required by an input device (Hinckley et al., 2002).

• Number of dimensions: Devices can sense one or more linear and angular

dimensions. For example, a mouse measures two linear dimensions, whereas 3D

input devices sense three or more simultaneous dimensions of spatial position

or orientation (Hinckley et al., 2004).

• Pointing speed and accuracy: The standard way to characterize point-

ing device performance employs the Fitts’ law paradigm (Fitts, 1954). This

model associates: the movement time to point at a target, the amplitude of

the movement (the distance to the target), and the width of the target (i.e.,

the precision requirement of the pointing movement). While not emphasized

in this chapter, but in the following instead, Fitts’ law is the single most im-

portant quantitative analysis, testing, and prediction tool available to input

research and device evaluation (Hinckley et al., 2004).

• Direct versus indirect control: A direct input device is one that the user

operates directly and has a unified input and display surface, such as a touch

screen; whereas an indirect input device is a device that the user operates

by moving a third-party peripheral that is located away from the screen or

other display, such as a mouse or trackball. Although they carry a lot of

advantages, direct input devices also have several unique issues: there is a

possibility of parallax error resulting from a gap between the input and display

surfaces, reduced transmittance of the screen introduced by a sensing layer,

or the occlusion effect triggered by the user’s fingers or hand. This situation

may also make the user overlook pop-up menus, dialogs or status indicators

(Hinckley, 2007).
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• Device acquisition time: The term represents the average time to move

one’s hand to a device, or rather, the time the user takes to pick up an input

device. By contrast, the time the user takes to put down an input device and

return from a device to a “home” position (e.g. from mouse to keyboard)

is known as homing time. This is often assumed to be a significant factor

for user performance, but the Fitts’ law performance index of a device tends

to overshadow acquisition time unless switching occurs frequently (Douglas e

Mithal, 1994).

These properties may help categorize input devices, but one must not forget other

performance metrics also in place when evaluating pointing devices. Error rates,

user preference, comfort and cost are also of utmost importance (Card et al., 1991).

Previous work on systematizing human-computer input devices has provided two

major lines of development: toolkits and taxonomies. However, other attempts

at categorizing such devices have also been published, concerning (a) performance

studies of pointing devices, although they have not attempted to separate task,

subject, and human performance variables (English e Douglas C. Engelbart, 1967;

Epps, 1986); (b) morphological design space analysis (Card et al., 1991); or (c)

classification according to which physical property they transduce, which of the six

degrees of freedom they sense, and the measure of the input domain set (Mackinlay

et al., 1990).

On one hand, user interface toolkits help to improve some issues, including the

construction, run-time execution, and post-run-time analysis of a user interface (P.

P. Tanner, 1985). They may help systematize the input device usage by providing

libraries of prebuilt modules. However, the device models inherent in user interface

toolkits only outline a limited picture of the design space of input devices and their

properties. Even when considering the development of interfaces, they present many

design alternatives, but do not support or mediate the design decisions themselves.

As such, in order to succeed in a systematic framework for input devices, toolkits

need to support concepts about the user, the devices themselves, and the task they

are used to perform (Card et al., 1991).
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On the other hand, taxonomies have also been reported that help categorize in-

put devices. Two main classifications have been presented in this field: computer

graphics subtasks (Foley et al., 1984) and input device states (Buxton, 1990).

The first approach classified input devices under the graphics subtasks they were

capable of performing (e.g., the tablet and the pen are grouped together because

they are both capable of character recognition). The taxonomy of (Foley et al.,

1984) was aimed at ensuring that the designer would select the proper devices and

techniques with which the user could achieve his elementary tasks more successfully

and reliably. The purpose of their report was to provide systematic structure for

the process of choosing the right device to accomplish a multitude of interaction

techniques. Indeed, each technique has a specific purpose, such as specifying a

command, designating a position, or selecting an object on the screen, and each is

implemented with some input device, such as tablet, keyboard, pen, etc. Thus, this

approach was based not only on the similar properties of the input devices, but also

on the types of interaction tasks they would accomplish, that is, it organizes the

techniques according to the task they fulfill (Figure 2.23). These basic tasks were

gathered in six generic transactions and were already addressed on the previous

section regarding interaction tasks. Nonetheless, the limitation of this scheme is

that the categories are somewhat ad hoc, i.e. created regarding a very specific

purpose, and there is no attempt at taking into account the actual design space

(Card et al., 1991).

The second taxonomy of input devices, defended by Buxton (1990), is based on

the physical properties and the number of spatial dimensions input devices sense.

Indeed, it is difficult to find a way to join the vast demands of graphical interfaces

primitive tasks, such as clicking, dragging, double-clicking, right-clicking, and the

states and events supported by the input devices (Hinckley, 2007). There is no

one simple solution to fit all requirements. In this sense, Buxton (1990) created a

model that explains the different states and transitions an input device goes through:

the three-state model. Here, it is explained that most input devices support three

possible states (Table 2.1): (a) out-of-range, also referred to as State 0; (b) tracking,

also known as State 1; and (c) dragging, also called State 2. This approach is useful
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Figure 2.23 – Trees, adapted from (Foley et al., 1984), show the relationship between some

computer graphic input applications and various input devices (adapted from (Mackinlay et al.,

1990)).

to understand the relationship between the events sensed by an input device and the

demands of interaction techniques. Indeed, to make a selection with an input device,

users need a way to signal the system about when they are selecting something versus

when they are just moving over something to reach the actual desired target. This

signal of intention is very important and is thus valuable to acknowledge the different
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Table 2.1 – State description of the three-state model (Buxton, 1990).

State Description

0
Out-of-range (OOR): The device moves out of its physical tracking

range and has no effect on the system.

1
Tracking:

Device is in contact with the system and its motion moves the cursor.

2
Dragging:

Device is in motion and moves objects on the screen by clicking and moving.

possible states of an input device to favor interaction.

Most pointing devices sense only two of these three states: for example, a mouse

senses tracking (state 1) and dragging (state 2), but a touchpad senses tracking

(state 1) and the out-of-range (state 0). Both are two-state devices, even though

they sense different states. Regarding the mouse, state 1 provides cursor feedback

of the screen position that the device will manipulate, while state 2 allows the user

to drag an object by holding down the main left button while moving the mouse

simultaneously. As seen in Figure 2.24, the input device senses the tracking and

dragging states (dx, dy). On the contrary, touch-activated devices can sense when a

finger is in contact with the surface - equivalent to the mouse dragging state (state 2)

- but when the finger is removed from the surface the state falls back to out-of-range

(state 0), where no motion is detected (being this the nil state in Figure 2.25).

Figure 2.24 – States sensed by a computer mouse - tracking and dragging (Hinckley, 2007).

However, the limitation of this taxonomy is that it only includes continuous devices,

maintaining the disadvantage of not being able to characterize all devices. As a

result, (Hinckley, 2007) suggested an extended version of the three-state model to
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Figure 2.25 – States sensed by a touch-operated device - out-of-range and dragging (Hinck-

ley, 2007).

better characterize all the interaction techniques at the core of graphical user in-

terfaces. The resulting five states were: (a) tracking, (b) hover, (c) left click, (d)

dragging, (e) right click. In spite of still being very difficult for the taxonomy to en-

compass every input device on the market, these state transitions form fundamental

indications of intent that are essential for a prompt and determined interaction.

The state-transition model and taxonomy captures many important aspects of input

devices and techniques. As such, it provides a means of aiding the designer in

evaluating the match between the two and thus creating a model that helps to bring

together the device and the ideal technique for the right interaction task at hand.

2.4.3 Interaction modalities versus techniques

Having in the previous sections discussed interaction tasks and devices, we now turn

our attention towards the interaction techniques and modalities used to implement

the interaction tasks, and the differences between both terms.

There may be several different ways of accomplishing one same task. For example,

one could use a mouse to select a command by using: a pop-up menu, a fixed menu

(such as a command bar), multiple clicking, circling the desired command, or even

writing the name of the command (Hinckley et al., 2004). All these actions are

alternative ways to perform one same task using the same input device (the mouse),

but resorting to different interaction techniques, that is, different ways of executing
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the task.

It is incorrect to include hardware device characteristics, such as length or diameter

of an input device, as a parameter of an interaction technique. Instead, technique

parameters should rely on aspects normally controlled by software (Foley et al.,

1984). Also, each of the techniques has a set of hardware prerequisites with respect

to both the display technology and the type of device used. Aside from describing a

set of six elemental tasks during interaction (as discussed earlier), Foley et al. (1984)

define the respective technique to have into account for each elemental transaction:

selection techniques, for selection tasks (Figure 2.26); positioning techniques, for

positioning tasks (Figure 2.27); orienting techniques, for orientation tasks (Figure

2.28); pathing techniques, for creating paths; quantifying techniques, for specifying

values (Figure 2.29); and text entry techniques, for inserting content (Figure 2.30).

Also, they specify certain controlled techniques for processing a continuous mod-

ification on an object: stretching techniques, sketching techniques, manipulating

techniques and shaping techniques.

Figure 2.26 – Variety of selection techniques (Foley et al., 1984).

There have been other examples of techniques introduced regarding different con-

texts of use, such as: immersive virtual environments that present techniques for
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Figure 2.27 – Variety of position techniques (Foley et al., 1984).

Figure 2.28 – Variety of orienting techniques (Foley et al., 1984).

travelling, selecting and manipulating virtual elements (Bowman, 1999); or physi-

cal mobile interaction that present techniques for touching, pointing and scanning

(Rukzio et al., 2006).

However, one must not confound the terms interaction technique with modality.

An interface mainly relies on the number and diversity of its inputs and outputs,

which are communication channels that enable the user to interact with the system

via this interface (Karray et al., 2008). Each of the different independent single

channels is called an interaction modality. With the ever growing attention turned

towards new interaction methods, different research branches have had different
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Figure 2.29 – Variety of quantifying techniques (Foley et al., 1984).

Figure 2.30 – Variety of text entry techniques (Foley et al., 1984).

focus on the concepts of multimodality rather than unimodality, intelligent adaptive

interfaces rather than command/action based ones, and finally active rather than

passive interfaces (Jaimes e Sebe, 2007). Note that these terms have been previously

discussed in this Chapter.

As mentioned earlier, a system that is based on only one input modality is known
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as unimodal. Based on the nature of different modalities, they can be divided into

three categories that have additional main research areas (Jaimes e Sebe, 2007):

• Visual-based:

– Facial expression analysis

– Body movement tracking (large-scale)

– Gesture recognition

– Gaze detection (eyes movement tracking)

• Audio-based:

– Speech recognition

– Auditory emotion analysis

– Human-made noise/sign detections (gasp, sigh, laugh, cry, etc)

– Musical interaction

• Sensor-Based:

– Pen-based interaction

– Mouse keyboard

– Joysticks

– Motion tracking sensors and digitizers

– Haptic sensors

– Pressure sensors

– Taste/smell sensors

The visual-based human computer interaction is probably the most widespread area

in HCI research. Furthermore, considering audio-based modalities, speech recogni-

tion has historically been the main focus of researchers (Rabiner e Juang, 1993). On

the other hand, sensor-based modalities encompass input devices that can be very
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primitive (as the computer mouse) or very sophisticated (as sensors that recognize

smell or taste).

According to (Grifoni, 2009), there are six types of possible cooperation between

modalities, and they help define how a combination or fusion of modalities work

together to convey information more effectively:

• Equivalence: data are presented in multiple ways but even so be interpreted

as the same data.

• Specialization: a specific kind of information is always processed through

the same modality.

• Redundancy: multiple modalities are able to process the same information.

• Complementarity: multiple modalities take separate information and merge

it, turning it richer and more complete.

• Transfer: a modality produces information that another modality consumes.

• Concurrency: multiple modalities take in separate information that is not

merged.

Indeed, designers should support the best modality or, combination of modalities,

capable of coping with changing environments (for example, during office work vs.

driving a car), but also understand that different techniques for interacting with

the system may also be of importance, especially when dealing with different user

profiles.

2.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, a quick review and analysis was made about the paradigm shift to

natural and multimodal interfaces, and what changes that transition entails. The
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different interaction paradigms were here discussed with the purpose of understand-

ing the interfaces’ evolution process, and of grasping to what extent technology

can take advantage of users’ innate abilities, setting aside unknown or third-party

elements needed for interaction and often inadequate to the human-computer in-

teraction. Also, we have in the previous sections set forth a framework for the

discussion and analysis of interaction modalities and different types of tasks.

Even considering new interaction paradigms that show several progresses regarding

easiness of interaction, we should keep in mind their purpose and specific context to

what they were developed for: “Along with considering the correct method of input

for tasks, it’s important for designers to take the context, use, and practicality of

these systems into account” (Wigdor et al., 2009, pp. 2756). There are applications

of which one may take better advantage if used according to one specific mode

of interaction to the detriment of others. Buxton too refers to the importance of

knowing what to use and how to proceed considering certain situations: “Everything

is best for something and worst for something else” (Buxton, 2016). Even today

there are applications in which the best mode of interaction may be the Command

Line Interface.

Indeed, we should understand that the new interaction paradigms do not impose

themselves as a way to replace every mode of interacting with the computer, but

rather they intend to improve this interaction performance according to specific

goals and contexts.

Thereby, we have witnessed several paradigm shifts throughout different techno-

logical advancements, being the main evolution the transition from a technology-

centered to a human-centered design (Krippendorff, 1997).





3 Research Methodology

This chapter presents the strategy of the investigation considered for this study, the

target-audience and interfaces elected, as well as the methods of evaluation and data

collection used in the various phases of the research. We believe it is important to

justify our methodology and explain our strategy, since it was a thorough research

with unique stages of evaluation that required different approaches according to the

conditions and tasks at hand.

3.1 Target-audience

For this investigation we intended to emphasize the distinct age groups and work

with users that had noticeable differences concerning cognitive performance levels

and, as such, we selected distinct groups. We find it important to describe the

participants’ attributes so early in the study, as the different phases of our research

rely on the same stipulated criteria. We narrowed our sample to specific age brackets,

contexts of technological use and computer proficiency in every research phase.

Indeed, we opted to study three different age brackets:

77
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• Children: with ages varying from 8 to 12 years old, and attending the fifth

and sixth year of basic education.

• Young adults: with ages varying from about 20 to 30 years old.

• Older-adults: with ages varying from about 45 to 60 years old.

We pondered these groups due to our previous experience and research in the lit-

erature considering: dexterity, levels of cognitive performance, and technological

proficiency.

Firstly, we did not consider users of less than 8 years old because even though

young children have proven to be capable of using the mouse to click within 3mm

horizontally and 6mm vertically from the center of a 3mm target, not all movement

procedures were suitable for them (Donker e Reitsma, 2007). Also, they are not so

used to the computer and do not use it on a daily basis (for example, to do their

homework). As such, they do not have the dexterity capabilities as improved as

older children at this early stage, and therefore they are less prone to be able to

master computer interfaces (Lane e Ziviani, 2010).

Indeed, studies indicate that age, visual-motor coordination or previous experience

may all influence the successful use of the computer mouse by children, and older

children are faster and commit fewer errors than younger ones (Donker e Reitsma,

2007; Lane e Ziviani, 2010). Also, improvements in speed and accuracy are noticed

across the ages of four to twelve, although these differences become less significant

at the age of eight, and there are no differences in performance between pointing

and dragging tasks between eight and twelve year-old children (Joiner et al., 1998).

Moreover, these ages are encompassed by the fifth and sixth year of basic school,

being these school years the ones that show greater variance when compared to

previous ones in terms of reasoning by the children (de Lemos, 2006). Indeed, for

this age group, cognitive maturation seems to have a stronger influence than age

on the dexterity of using the mouse, and frequency of use of this input device is

important for speed and accuracy (Lane e Ziviani, 2010). This variance in the

cognitive process tends to significantly fade towards high school (de Lemos, 2006).
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For the second age group considered in this study (young adults), we encompassed

people of 20 up to 30 years old, being these users already at a different stage con-

cerning cognitive performance when compared with the group of children (de Lemos,

2006). We restricted our sample to participants that were students and used the

computer on a daily basis. As such, we selected subjects attending courses related

to computer science: it was our purpose to limit the age brackets, but we did not

intend to include people of other fields that would not require everyday computer

use. This case helped us control our human sample in terms of digital literacy.

Finally, the group of older-adults consisted of active workers ranging from 45 to 60

years old. This group could present worse dexterity or consider gestures to be more

challenging, but it was within range of our sample’s characteristics. In previous

studies, we acknowledged the fact that seniors did not approach technology with

such ease, mainly users above 60 years old (Carvalho et al., 2012b,a). The ages that

displayed more interest in technology and better dexterity in using natural interfaces

were the ones between 45 to about 60 years old, and this was an important lead when

selecting our third age group for this study. Nevertheless, they had to come from

similar economical-financial backgrounds and be in touch with computer systems on

a daily basis.

Having defined the three user groups that were the target of this investigation,

we narrowed our sample within those groups according to specific requisites. We

ascertained that all of the participants had the same level of computer proficiency

and used the computer on a daily basis. Our intention was to choose users within

the same range of experience with the computer mouse. Also, we were careful

when narrowing our sample to users with similar economical-financial contexts and

were thus surrounded by similar technological environments with the same access

to technology.

We controlled the participants’ characteristics by questionnaires organized specifi-

cally for this purpose at the beginning of each experiment, and restricted the users

according to: (1) same level of digital literacy; (2) same daily experience with digital

systems; (3) same economical-financial context; (4) same access to technology.
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3.2 Input modalities

Scientific research lacks a systematic exploration of how children, young adults or

older-adults interact with technology and the different input modalities currently

available, whether when it comes to completion times, precision, or even preference.

Indeed, it becomes important to analyze the various modalities and recognize which

could be beneficial to study and join in a multimodal interface.

After a meticulous state-of-the art review concerning various interfaces commercially

available nowadays and an analysis of their advantages and limitations (as described

in the previous Chapter), we opted to study four: the graphical interface, the touch

interface, the tangible interface and the gestural interface.

First and foremost, we chose to work with the graphical interface (computer mouse

and keyboard) because it was our plan to understand if this was still suitable for any

elemental or compound tasks in the current days. Also, we had interest in know-

ing if our target-audience would present similar performances with regard to this

traditional interface that held a higher rate of proficiency amongst the participants.

We also chose touch as an interaction modality, since it has proven its benefits con-

sidering different contexts of use and fields of study, whether in education (Xiaohua

Yu et al., 2010; Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2014; Lievens e Van Daele, 2015), health

(McKee et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015), working with users with special needs (Hour-

cade et al., 2012) or elderly users (Nawaz et al., 2014). This interface has been

constantly undergoing significant advances, enabling the user to interact with the

system without the need for learning and training with third-party devices. Indeed,

this interaction modality may even encourage the use of technology by people ex-

cluded from the digital world and shows a wide range of possible applications and

tasks that can be achieved. Thus, we felt that it was important to explore these

benefits and understand if they are valid for different age groups.

Regarding the tangible interface, it would be noteworthy to analyze how differ-

ent users from distinct age groups behave using physical objects that are able to
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couple digital information and consequently eliminate the conceptual gap from in-

put/output of data (Ullmer e Ishii, 2001). We opted to follow the tangible tabletop

interaction metaphor for our study, in which the user can manipulate the virtual

data resorting to physical objects coupled with specific patterns. The potential al-

ready shown by this interface to embrace several objects to manipulate virtual data

is an asset that can influence interaction and user preference.

Lastly, we considered gesture-based interfaces for this study because of their poten-

tial when it comes to human natural communication. Indeed, a lot of information

transmitted amongst humans is passed through gestures (Galitz, 2007) and this in-

teraction modality can thus be explored by different fields of study and regarding

several purposes: attentive and immersive environments (Vertegaal, 2003; Pietinen

et al., 2008), education (Lech e Kostek, 2010) and as alternative communication

systems for people with disabilities or impairments (Reilly, 1998; Lee et al., 2005).

Indeed, instead of relying on third-party devices to interact with the systems, ges-

tural interfaces intend to incorporate every-day gestures into the own technology,

providing the user with the choice of not using any other external devices and in-

stead using his/her own body, thus decreasing the cognitive load necessary during

interaction. This is an important feature to evaluate when considering different

groups of users that should not have to be experts in one specific interface in order

to interact with it.

On the other hand, we did not consider other interfaces, such as speech-based ones

or haptic, on two accounts: because of their still existing limitations, and inap-

propriateness for everyday tasks. We acknowledge the convenience of, for instance,

speech-based interfaces in certain contexts of use (e.g. driving), but it was not our

goal to study such specific contexts. Instead, we opted to study input modalities

that could be beneficial when interacting with the systems for a wider range of ac-

tivities. The limitations and characteristics of each modality were further discussed

in Chapter 2, where we presented the paradigm shift to natural user interfaces.
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3.3 Evaluation approach

We were dealing, in this research, with very specific variables and conditions, each

being dependent on the different stages of the investigation and according to each

goal set for our work. We thus divided the research into three phases (Figure 3.1).

Also, for each phase, we resorted to different evaluation methods (described below

in Section 3.4), as no specific method is sufficient when it comes to input modalities

and devices: if the conditions of the experiments change, the method may not lead

to the same results (Zhai et al., 2004).

Figure 3.1 – Scheme of our investigation’s strategy.

In the first phase, our intention was to evaluate how the three age groups performed

primitive tasks, whether we are talking about data selection, insertion or manipu-

lation, with resort to the different input modalities provided. Here, we wanted to

understand: (1) how the users relate to the different interfaces individually in terms

of satisfaction and behavior; (2) if the process of interaction is influenced by the

users’ age; and (3) which elemental interaction tasks may benefit from a specific
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interface to the detriment of others.

For that purpose, regarding the task of content selection: we performed a usability

evaluation, collecting data on effectiveness, efficiency (reaction times) and user satis-

faction; and we also evaluated their movement times and index of performance based

on Fitts’ law, a well-known human performance evaluation model. When assessing

the insertion task, we based ourselves on a usability evaluation. Finally, when ana-

lyzing manipulation activities based on trajectory (e.g. drawing or navigating), we

resorted to the Steering law and analyzed movement times of the different age groups

and respective index of performance in two different steering tasks: one circular and

one linear.

In the second phase, we intended to understand: (1) if the results gathered on the

previous phase were also valid for compound tasks or, on the other hand, if a change

in the type of task affected interaction; (2) if there were any synergies when combin-

ing more than one interface to perform compound tasks, namely when using two,

three or four input modalities together in the same activity. Here, we resorted to

several case studies, with different evaluation methods specifically dedicated to this

type of interaction analysis: relative modality efficiency and multimodal synergy.

Each of these assessment approaches studied a specific attribute regarding interac-

tion. Also, we performed usability tests on each case study in order to fairly compare

human performances.

Every result achieved in the first two phases was relevant for the last stage: the

proposal of a multimodal interaction model based on different user age profiles. Here,

we intended to suggest certain guidelines regarding which input modalities to use

on which tasks, and which interfaces provide positive synergies for an improvement

in interaction.

3.4 Evaluation methods

With the goal of outlining our methodological strategy during our research, we

present in this Section the evaluation methods used in the investigation, as well
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Table 3.1 – Characteristics of quantitative and qualitative methodology (Lor, 2011).
Characteristic Quantitative Qualitative

Metatheory Positivist, Postpositivist Interpretivist

Nature

of reality

Singular, stable, independent of observer;

external reality

Multifarious, culturally determined, socially

constructed; holistic reality

Relation of investigator

to what is studied

External, observing from outside;

in artificial setting

In the study setting, observing from within; in

real-life setting

Relation

to social phenomenon
Neutral; empirical Engaged; normative

Research

aim
Nomothetic; hypothesis testing; generalizing Idiographic; hypothesis generating; contextualizing

Strategies

Structured, theory-derived variables

identified beforehand; controls;

operationalization & measurement

Unstructured, open-ended, theory developed during

research; concepts that are rich in meaning

Typical

methods
Experiments, surveys Participant observation, case studies

Criteria

for judging research
Validity & reliability; objectivity

Credibility, transferability, dependability;

authenticity

as the approach for data collection and resulting analysis. Throughout our study

we resorted to a comparative research methodology and case study evaluations,

resorting this strategy to both quantitative and qualitative variables.

Pickard (2013) supports that there are only two basic methodologies: quantitative

and qualitative. The choice between these two is the highest level methodologi-

cal decision. Table 3.1 describes the characteristics of these two distinct evaluation

methods. Quantitative methods emphasize the formulation of hypotheses, opera-

tionalization of concepts, measurement (a metaphor derived from the physical sci-

ences), the design of experiments or surveys, sampling, and the statistical testing

of hypotheses (Lor, 2011). On the other hand, qualitative methods are commit-

ted to the naturalistic perspective, and to the interpretive understanding of human

experience (ethnographic methodology).

There is a huge literature discussing the pros and cons of quantitative versus qual-

itative approaches, but this division is becoming unimportant and even excessive,

as the acceptance of “methodological pluralism”, i.e. mixed methods in compara-

tive studies has been growing (Hantrais, 2009). Indeed, Hantrais (2009) discusses

that two or more different research strategies may be used to investigate the same

phenomenon. When quantitative and qualitative approaches are used in parallel,

findings or insights from one strategy can be corroborated by the other.
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As we intended to pursue a method that enabled us to complement our research and

provide us with evidence of differences between audiences regarding the technology

use, but also study characteristics within each targeted group, we resorted to a mul-

tidisciplinary research approach. On one hand, we intended to analyze the relation

of the participants of each group with each interface thoroughly, which meant that

we resorted to a case study evaluation, focusing on one group and understanding if

there was any relation between the variables, and not making any comparisons be-

tween age groups. This was important for us to grasp which interface could help the

participant during interaction, or otherwise harm the process. The case study as

an evaluation method allows us to observe an individual or group’s characteristics

in order to understand the context of the individual, organizational, social or polit-

ical phenomena (Robert K. Yin, 2009). Also, the case study requires a systematic,

detailed, intensive, thorough and interactive approach.

However, aside from understanding the characteristics and preferences of interac-

tion within each specific age group elected for our research, we also sough out the

differences in interaction between groups. Our cases are similar in some respects

(otherwise, it would not be meaningful to compare them), e.g. the interface used

and the task at hand, but they differ in some respects, e.g. age group. These differ-

ences become the focus of examination. The goal is to find if the cases are different,

and try to reveal the variable that allows such a variation, if any exists. Indeed,

comparison is inherent in all science. It can help the researcher ascending from an

initial level of exploratory case studies to more advanced levels of general theoretical

models.

Thus, in order to analyze the collected variables (both quantitative and qualitative),

we chose a comparative research strategy when considering the comparison between

age groups and their results concerning interaction with the different interfaces.

Each evaluation method used in this research is explained below. The approach

used in our study and how we analyzed the results considering the various methods

will be also explained in each case study.
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3.4.1 Usability evaluation

Usability testing is one of the most used evaluation methods, having a large impact

on product improvement (Rosenbaum et al., 2000). It defines itself as “the effective-

ness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in

particular environments”, according to the norm 9241-11 of the International Or-

ganization for Standardization (ISO): “Ergonomics of human-system interaction -

Part 11: Usability: Definitions and concepts” (ISO, 2015b).

Thus, usability refers to the resultant measurements of a certain task and the pro-

cess used to obtain these values (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction). Indeed,

effectiveness indicates how the users achieve specific goals in particular environments

and is evaluated by the accuracy and completeness of the task’s results. For its part,

efficiency measures the resources expended during interaction to achieve the goals,

in relation to the number of errors committed and successful completion of the task.

Finally, user satisfaction comprehends the subjective phenomena during interaction

and is the most difficult measure of a usability evaluation: it refers to the comfort

and acceptability of the users towards the system/interface.

Usability has multiple components and applies to all aspects of a system with which

the user interacts, including installation and maintenance procedures. Based on the

measures of usability evaluation previously discussed, there are five attributes that

determine the systems’ good use and their usefulness (Nielsen, 1993). By usefulness

one refers to the aptitude of the system regarding both utility - if the functionality

of the system can do what is needed and meant to do - and usability - how well

users can perform and use that functionality (Grudin, 1992). Indeed, usability is

traditionally associated with the following parameters (Nielsen, 1993).

• Learnability: The user should be able to learn the system with ease so that

he/she can get rapidly started using it.

• Efficiency: Once the user is familiarized with the system, he/she can achieve

a higher level of productivity.

• Memorability: The user should be able to remember how to use the system
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without effort, so that he/she does not need to learn it all over again after

longer periods of inactivity.

• Errors: The system must simplify interaction so that users do not incur in

errors and, if so, they can easily and quickly recover from them.

• Satisfaction: The system should provide a pleasant experience, so that users

like using it and are subjectively satisfied with it.

Evaluating usability can be considered a key point of user-centered technologies.

The term evaluation refers to the process of gathering all data about usability of a

system, design or software, relative to a group of users for a specific task in a specific

environment (Preece et al., 1995), in order to look for any problems. On its turn,

a usability problem can be considered as anything that interferes with the user’s

ability to complete the task at hand efficiently and effectively (Karat et al., 1992).

Overall, there are two methods for usability evaluation: user tests and inspection

(Neto e Campos, 2014). The first is optimal to identify usability problems, although

being very expensive and time-consuming for it requires gathering users to test the

systems is specific and controlled physical locations. Usability inspection can be

achieved through heuristic evaluations on the system performed by experts, often

used because it is cheaper and easy to be executed. Here, expert evaluators system-

atically inspect and evaluate an interface according to specific usability principles,

or heuristics.

Dumas e Fox (2008) attest that valid usability tests have six main characteristics to

take into account:

• The focus is on usability: An apparently obvious trait of the evaluation

test, but indeed important to emphasize, as the purpose of the test should

provide an opportunity for the users to actually evaluate the product itself

and their experience, and not answer questions relevant for fields of study

other than that of usability evaluation (e.g. marketing or promotion issues,

sales, etc).
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• The participants are end users or potential end users: For a test to

be valid, the participants must be part of the target market for the product,

and not random evaluators, as testing other populations may prevent the test

to be generalized to the target population. As such, it is important to find

people who are potential candidates for the test, tracing a proper user profile

(Branaghan, 1997), or a persona (Pruitt e Adlin, 2005), to capture the target-

audience characteristics that are relevant for the tests.

• There is a product or system to evaluate: Tests can be performed with

almost any kind of product or system, namely user interfaces, software, con-

sumers, components that are embedded or accompany a product, hardware,

etc.

• The participants perform tasks, usually while thinking aloud: This

step is part of the execution phase of the test, where participants interact with

the product and data are collected. Here, the test administrator instructs the

user about the test and the procedures, and assists the user with the tasks, that

should be selected for being frequently used or critical for the entire interaction

process.

• The data are recorded and analyzed: The test should measure differ-

ent variables and generate results that help the system improve in terms of

error avoidance, task times, statements of frustration, and the need for assis-

tance from the moderator. The process of collecting and combining different

measures is called “triangulation” (Dumas e Redish, 1999).

• The results of the test are communicated to appropriate audiences:

Recently, it has become common for the tests to be reported more informally,

e.g. with the resort to video highlighting the main issues, facilitating the

communication between teams of development. Also, more formal reports are

also important to justify the tests.

Throughout the usability evaluation process it is extremely important for diagno-

sis purposes to record and take into account the commentaries of the participants
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with the “thinking aloud” strategy. Thinking aloud has been used in psychologi-

cal research and it is considered the best cognitive method for studying short-term

memory (Ericsson e Simon, 1993). This method is relevant for our research and, as

such, we took advantage of it during the tests, always trying to analyze and annotate

the participants’ attitudes and commentaries.

Thus, when considering the evaluation method there are certain aspects to be aware

of: the physical environment, the evaluator and the user (Bowman et al., 2002). The

environment refers to aspects used during the test and the procedures for evaluation:

the different input/output devices used during interaction, the position and body

movements of the user, or the evaluation practices. On the other hand, the evaluator

(or evaluators) should participate in the test as to provide information and help to

the user considering the overview of the test and detailed instructions of the process.

The user also needs to be taken into account during the test’s preparation, following

the user profile outlined and considering the users’ level of frustration, tiredness and

mood that could occur during the trials.

3.4.2 Fitts’ law

It is näıve to try to measure input performance merely by analyzing user’s task

completion times and the average of all trials, including, at times, the number of

errors that took place; that is to say, measure input performance only through

usability evaluation (Zhai, 2004). If the circumstances of the experiments change

(such as target sizes or distances in the screen) the method may not lead to the

same results. Thus, the generalization of those results is not valid.

This scenario is relevant for Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954). This original experimental

paradigm aims at measuring and characterizing the performance of various input de-

vices, regarding different levels of difficulty and movement times. Indeed, it measures

the rate of transmission in “bits per second” of a pre-established movement with dif-

ferent indices of difficulty. This human performance model has been widely applied

to describe the relationship between movement time, distance and accuracy within

specific pointing tasks, as a way to formally evaluate pointing devices (MacKenzie,
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1992) and compare their efficiency (Soukoreff e MacKenzie, 2004). Also, ISO 9241-

9 “Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs) -

Part 9: Requirements for non-keyboard input devices” (ISO, 2000, 2007) provides a

standard approach for input device evaluation based on Fitts’ law.

Fitts’ law has been used for target acquisition performance evaluation and optimiza-

tion, mainly in two ways: as a predictive model and as a speed-accuracy tradeoff

model. The concept of the predictive model can be explained as a way to predict

the time a user takes to move the cursor from an initial position to a target, like

a button. This can be applied to user interface design, e.g. interface’s preference

measurement (Toomim et al., 2011), difference in target-icon sizes depending on the

movements’ distance (Newell e Card, 1985); or even in real-world situations (Rohs

et al., 2011).

On the other hand, Fitts’ performance model can also be applied when compar-

ing and evaluating pointing devices. Task differences, selection techniques, response

irregularity and test conditions applied may cause experimental variations. Under-

standing these variables increases the validity of across-studies comparisons regard-

ing input techniques (MacKenzie, 1992). In this sense, researchers use this model

to measure multiple movement times and then determine how the different condi-

tions or devices affect interaction, that is, the performance of the user or device.

The combination of several measurements of movement time throughout the tasks

into a single statistic value yields an Index of Performance (IP), or throughput, of

the pointing device. This index comprises both speed and accuracy in a pointing

task regulated by specific parameters: Fitts’ Index of Difficulty (ID).

Fitts’ task evaluation paradigm and variations:

Researchers in the HCI field use Fitts’ Law as a way to evaluate the time a user

takes to carry out a movement task, according to different levels of difficulty. The

movement tasks’ difficulty, also known as Index of Difficulty (ID), can be quantified

by the metric “bits” and is calculated by using the value of the distance, or amplitude

(A), between two specific targets and their width (W) or tolerance area (as shown
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in Figure 3.2):

ID = log2(A/W + 1) (3.1)

Although not in it’s original form, this formulation is a more stable model for the

Fitts’ law suggested by MacKenzie (1992). Also, the index of difficulty can be ob-

tained by varying the values of the width of the targets and their distance, providing

thus a range of task difficulties.

Figure 3.2 – Fitts’ task paradigm (MacKenzie, 1992).

This index of difficulty is important for calculating the time it takes for a user to

complete the task. As supported by Zhai et al. (2004), the more accurately the task

at hand must be accomplished, the longer it takes for the user to perform it, and

vice versa: movement time for hard tasks is longer than for easy tasks (see Figure

3.3). The movement time taken to hit the target is predicted using a linear equation,

where movement time (MT) is a linear function of ID. Therefore, a movement model

based on Fitts’ law is an equation predicting movement time from a task’s index of

difficulty (MacKenzie, 1995):

MT = a + b× ID (3.2)

Or
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MT = a+ blog2(A/W + 1) (3.3)

The empirical constants “a” (intercept) and “b” (slope) are found using a regres-

sion analysis on the movement time data. In addition, the constant “a” has proven

to be significant since it can be affected by the learning curve of the input device

and the task (Card et al., 1991). For example, in target acquisition tasks involv-

ing selection with an extra button push, additional pressure or waiting time, there

is an additive factor to the index of difficulty, which contributes to the increase of

the intercept of the regression line, but not the slope (MacKenzie, 1992). As move-

ment time is measured in seconds and the index of difficulty in bits, the slope of

the line is in “seconds/bit”. Thus, the reciprocal of the slope is in “bits/s”. This

measure is considered the rate of transmission known as Index of Performance (or

Throughput - TP). Since the Index of Performance is in bits/s, the term “band-

width” is also considered. The higher the value of the throughput the higher the

rate of human performance, given that more information is being managed per unit

time (MacKenzie, 1995).

Figure 3.3 – Movement time prediction (MacKenzie, 1995).

Refinements to extend the model to 2 dimensions:

The original experiments performed according to Fitts’ law were considered only for

movements along one axis: x. Thus, since both target amplitude and width were
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defined along the same axis, the model reflects merely one-dimensional experiments.

With the advent of new input devices and interaction modes, researchers must con-

sider a performance model that can mirror results on 2 and eventually 3 dimensions.

Likewise, it is critical to also consider the width as well as the height of the tar-

get, when it is not a circle or square-shaped object. Hence, different formulations to

the Fitts’ task paradigm arose, considering both the shape of the target and the an-

gle of approach. MacKenzie (MacKenzie, 1995) noted distinct strategies to correct

these problems, as for example: a substitution of the target width for the smaller

value of either its height or width, known as “Smaller-of model”; or a constraint in

the model by measuring the width of the target along the approach angle and thus

allowing a 1D interpretation of a 2D task.

Device and task differences:

Fitts’ law considers spatial variability, which means that the target width itself may

be adjusted based on the distribution of the actual target selections. This approach

may reduce the Index of Performance, as users usually take longer to complete the

task when they have to be more accurate, and thus demonstrates less endpoint

variability.

This performance model measures the movement time (MT) a user takes to cover the

distance between two targets, always contemplating a width of error tolerance. Since

this model is meant to evaluate the performance of several input devices, the only

disparities that should occur would be the between-device ones (MacKenzie, 1992).

However, this is an idealistic scenario. In this regard, the sources of variation end

up being considered as factors during experiments, since studies tend to compare

different input devices using within-study rankings and not absolute measures in

cross-studies. Amongst the differences that can influence experiments’ results are

the characteristics of the devices, such as properties or number of spatial dimensions

sensed (MacKenzie, 1992).

All the same, the user cannot perform a generic task that accommodates adjustments

for the devices’ disparities. This task should consider these different device factors.
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Hence, the tasks might follow two different strategies: as continuous or discrete

tasks. Discrete tasks tend to be more appropriate for devices that provide direct

manipulation (MacKenzie, 1992). This type of task requires the user to perform

an action at a time, stopping when the movement ends, and the time is measured

between the start and end points. On the other hand, if the user resumes the

movement without stopping and performs another continued action, as starting from

one point and having to select more than one target uninterruptedly with different

amplitudes between them, then this is considered a continuous task. Here, the total

time taken during the exercise is divided by the number of movements in order to

determine the movement time (MT) for the specific target sizes and amplitudes.

3.4.3 Steering law

Although being the best known performance model and the most frequently used to

make empirical comparisons between input devices, Fitts’ law lacks the capability

to generalize the task parameters regarding the devices when it comes to tasks

other than just target acquisition or pointing. Indeed, capabilities such as drawing,

writing, navigating through menus, fall short of such analysis.

Choosing the input modalities for interactive systems that best suit the users’ needs

is of utmost importance, but for that we must consider the rich dimensionality of

input devices and go beyond target acquisition evaluations alone. In particular,

during interaction with the system the user frequently needs to perform trajectory-

based tasks, i.e. produce movement trajectories, and not just point to targets.

In that sense, (Accot e Zhai, 1999) proposed a speed-accuracy trade-off model for

trajectory tasks, and thus overcoming the lack of trajectory-based testing paradigms.

These tasks had been studied before in various contexts (Rashevsky, 1960; Drury,

1971). The action of steering was proposed, and it rests on moving along curves and

through narrow tunnels in order to evaluate the index of performance in steering,

and therefore mirroring the Fitts’ law index of performance for pointing. Regarding

the various input devices, the steering law can be applied as an evaluation paradigm

complementary to Fitts’ law (Accot e Zhai, 2001).
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Figure 3.4 – Steering along a curve (Accot e Zhai, 1999, pp.467).

A steering task is based on moving the cursor along a constrained trajectory, without

touching or leaving its boundaries (Figure 3.4). For a generic path C that allows

the calculation of steering difficulty for a wide range of tunnel shapes (straight,

narrowing and spiral paths), the steering law relates the completion time T to the

task parameters and can be expressed in the following equation:

TC = a+ b× IDC (3.4)

Here, a and b are constants; also, IDC is the index of difficulty of the task (the same

definition as in the Fitts’ law), and is found by integrating the inverse of the path

width along the trajectory. The integration variable s stands for the curvilinear

abscissa and W(s) for the path width at abscissa s:

IDC =

!
C

ds

W (s)
(3.5)

However, analogous to the Fitts’ law, the steering law also has its limitations: the

independent variables in both performance metrics are the same. Indeed, the path

length and width are controlled and thus the movements that can be performed are

restrained for evaluation’s validity purposes. As such, the own shape of the path

can affect performance and therefore it must be controlled, as it is not possible to

generalize the performance prediction across different shapes of paths. Regarding

the different movements a user can produce when performing a manipulation activity

(e.g. drawing or writing), the most popular one is navigation (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 – A sequence of straight steering movements during navigation (Accot e Zhai,

1999, pp. 468).

Hence, the steering law focuses mainly on two types of paths/tunnels that are most

popular, in order to maintain its validity across multiple devices and evaluate both

linear and non-linear movements: straight tunnels and circular tunnels (Figure 3.6).

The first allows the user to interact with the system with linear motions that are

mostly found in everyday tasks, such as moving or dragging an object from one

place to another. The latter resembles curved trajectories that require more motor

coordination. Here, as the radius of the circle changes, so does the curvature of the

path, providing a wider range of trajectories and paths’ variety.

a) b)

Figure 3.6 – Two steering paths (Accot e Zhai, 1999, pp. 468): (a) Straight tunnel steering;

(b) Circle tunnel steering

According to the equations presented above, the calculations can be simplified for
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both tunnel shapes if the parameters of width and amplitude (distance between the

initial and final positions) are preserved. Therefore, for straight paths, the equations

can be explained as:

T = a + bA/W (3.6)

Here, the A stands for the amplitude (length) of the tunnel, while W is its width.

Through the same procedure, the steering law equation for circle paths can take the

form of the following equation, where the movement amplitude A is equal to the

circle circumference 2π R, and R is the circle radius:

T = a+ b2πR/W

Indeed, the simplicity of these two steering paths shows that the tasks can be consid-

ered representative for standard evaluation input devices in trajectory-based move-

ments during interaction.

3.4.4 Relative modality efficiency and multimodal synergy

A fundamental issue that has to be considered when developing multimodal inter-

faces is the suitability of the different input methods for the tasks at hand (Bernsen

e Dybkjaer, 1998). Also, merging multiple modalities efficiently and determining

the appropriate modality combination is complex, such as the issue of multimodal

turn-taking (switching between modalities) and the selection of the most efficient

input device (Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008a).

Traditionally, the evaluation of multimodal systems is based on objective metrics

such as speed, number of errors and task completion, along with specific subjec-

tive metrics (Hone e Graham, 2000), mainly grounded on surveys and user opinions

(Dumas e Fox, 2008), that are then statistically analyzed (Mason et al., 2003; My-

ers et al., 2010). However, there are various difficulties and issues in applying these
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methods (Larsen, 2003; Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008a). Also, most of these tradi-

tional objective metrics undergo a poor correlation with subjective usability metrics.

The goal in evaluating multimodal interfaces should go beyond traditional metrics

and propose methods to assess unimodal efficiency, input modality usage, inactivity

times, and exploit synergies that affect the multimodal system performance. Each

of these concepts will be approached below.

Indeed, the evaluation of multimodal systems should also encounter two other prin-

cipals as to overcome the difficulties in combining the different interfaces: relative

modality efficiency and multimodal synergy (Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008b). These

objective metrics are meant to provide information and help identify usability prob-

lems during interaction.

Relative modality efficiency:

Evaluating the relative modality efficiency of an interface in comparison to others

helps identify underutilization of a specific input modality due to poor interface

design or data communication asymmetries (Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008b). This

metric only makes sense when based on the modality usage during interaction, that

is, the amount of time a user is actually making use of a specific input to the

detriment of the other, whether in the number of turns or total duration. This

analysis dictates the actual contribution of that input modality to the usability of

the system.

Basically, relative modality efficiency calculates the amount of information commu-

nicated in unit time for each modality or, as in the previous performance evaluation

paradigms (e.g. Fitts’ law), the information bandwidth. As such, this metric should

correlate well with the relative modality usage unless there is information asymme-

try between the user and the system: the modality efficiency should be proportional

to the inverse of the time required by that modality to complete a task, that is, effi-

ciency is proportional to the number of attributes (or actions) correctly completed

in unit time (the information bandwidth of each modality).

For example, when considering two input modalities in one same multimodal system,
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the overall time spent using both (T1 and T2) is associated to the amount of correctly

completed attributes (N1 and N2) using each, respectively. Thus, relative modality

efficiency (E) is defined as:

E = N1T2/(N1T2 + T1N2) (3.8)

On the other hand, relative modality usage (U) is defined as the percent of time

sent using one specific modality over the total interaction time:

U = T1/T1 + T2 (3.9)

When considering an evaluation uniquely based on efficiency aspects, the ratio of

modality efficiency and usage (E / U) should be approximately 1. In this sense, ratios

>1 means an underuse of the input modality during interaction, while <1 means

overuse. These equations may be used and adapted for all available modalities of

the system.

Also of interest to this evaluation metric are inactivity and interaction times (Per-

akakis e Potamianos, 2008a). Indeed, it is important to separate the input efficiency

(related to actual interaction times) from the output efficiency and cognitive load

(related to inactivity times).

The input efficiency is defined as being inversely proportional to task duration,

so if the activity takes a lot of time to be completed, it must be analyzed if the

amount of time taken was interface-related or, on the other hand, if the user was

not responding for different reasons other than the use of the input device, such

as inactivity time. This time refers to the time the user appears inactive to the

system, i.e. the idle time interval that starts at the beginning of the activity, and

finishes on the moment the user actually interacts with the system using one of the

devices. During this interval, the user must to comprehend the system’s response

and respond accordingly (Figure 3.7). This period is also known as output efficiency

or cognitive load time, as it represents the time the user needs to apprehend the

output of the system and react. Whereas, interaction time is related to the actual
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time the user is interacting with the system and completing the activities. Also,

it could be important to analyze which input modality leads to superior cognitive

loads and, thus, higher inactivity times (Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008b).

Figure 3.7 – Inactivity versus interaction times when using an interface (adapted from

(Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008b)).

Multimodal synergy:

Multimodal synergy measures the added value from an efficient combination of mul-

tiple interaction modalities and can thus be used as a measure of the quality of

modality fusion in a multimodal system.

Indeed, synergy is a design principle that applies to multimodal systems that support

more than one input/output modality and should be considered as another step in

the evaluation of such systems (Perakakis e Potamianos, 2008b). The principal

relates to the concept that a synergistic multimodal interface is better than the sum

of its parts, that is, unimodal interfaces (Bilici et al., 2000).

This metric is meant to translate into a number the percent of interface efficiency im-

provement in terms of time-to-completion achieved by the multimodal system when

compared to the average of the unimodal interface efficiency (Perakakis e Potami-

anos, 2008b). Thus, multimodal synergy can help identify problems in effectively

combining various input modalities in one same system, consequently creating more

synergistic interfaces.

When calculating the multimodal synergy of a system, the time-to-completion and
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relative usage of each modality must be accounted for. For example, D1, D2 and Dm

are the times taken by two separate interfaces to complete the task, and the time

of the respective multimodal system that combines both. Also, U1 and U2 are the

relative usage of each separate interface (normalized in [0,1] and summing to 1, as

explained previously). Then, the time-to-completion of the multimodal system Dr

is:

Dr = U1D1 + U2D2 (3.10)

Or, where i sums over all of the available modalities (more than two):

Dr =
"
i

UiDi (3.11)

Modality synergy Sm for a multimodal system m, where i sums over all input modal-

ities and corresponding unimodal systems, is defined as:

Sm = 1−Dm/
"
i

UiDi (3.12)

Furthermore, these equations take into account output synergies, which means that

the system supports visual feedback or graphical output to help the user during

interaction.

It is also important to acknowledge that multimodal synergy expresses the relative

improvement in terms of total time to complete the task achieved by multimodal

interfaces over the sum of its unimodal parts, and that synergy may also be negative.

Indeed, when a multimodal system combines input modalities inefficiently, it does

not exploit synergies well, becoming difficult to use and inducing high cognitive

loads. Thus, the result may be a negative multimodal synergy. In these situations,

the interface may become over complex to use and require changes to improve the

modality efficiency.
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3.5 Data collection and analysis

We resorted to several strategies for data collection: questionnaires, interviews, non-

participant direct observation, photographic records, a field diary and error maps.

Aside from photographs taken during the activities, with the express statement of

consent of all the participants, the sessions were documented through annotations

as well.

In the beginning of the experiment, the participants were asked to complete a ques-

tionnaire about their previous experience with the different interfaces used in the

different activities. Our intention was to select and control our sample group in

order to be able to generalize results without the target-audience being incongru-

ent. Therefore we could have certainty that our sample was consistent and valid for

comparison and analysis.

The several studies were monitored at all times by the investigators resorting to

direct and non-participant observation, with the intent of systematically collecting

data on qualitative variables. Regarding the qualitative data, our main goal was

to be able to apprehend the participants’ behaviors, reactions, feelings and even

commentaries or opinions, and thus we resorted to the creation of field diaries for

each phase of the study. During the tests, the researcher would also take photographs

using a camera that was set before the experiment began, so the participant would

not be disturbed and distracted by the photographic camera. Regarding quantitative

analysis, all the values were recorded during the tasks by the computer, being the

results organized into a participant ID for further statistical evaluation.

After the tests were concluded, enquiries were made to gather opinions on the qual-

ity of the interaction and their user experience. Therefore, aside from the discrete

data gathered throughout the tests by the system, we also requested the fulfillment

of a questionnaire at the end of each test, with closed-end questions that relied on

qualitative Likert Scales (Likert, 1932) and ranking lists to understand, for all the

input modalities: the ease of use, ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism of inter-

action, level of user comfort/frustration, user’s degree of presence and concentration,
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and also participants’ preference. The questionnaires’ layout can be found in the

appendix of this document. Also, an informal interview would also take place, in

order for the researcher to take notes on their opinion and compare them to the

questionnaires to validate their responses.

For the last phase of our study (the analysis of compound tasks and multimodal

activities), we resorted to a visualization method: error maps. These are graphical

representations of data and are used to illustrate specific areas of interest to analyze

patterns in the users’ performance, resorting to colors and spatial locations. Indeed,

we wanted to understand not only how many errors the participants would cause,

but also where exactly they occurred in the display. This could help us recognize

the patterns of interaction and what paths or techniques to avoid in the interface

design.

Finally, we analyzed all data accordingly, resorting to descriptive statistics where

we consider discrete values that the system would record and describe measures

that are commonly used, such as central tendency and measures of variability or

dispersion: mean values, standard deviation (or variance), and the minimum and

maximum values of the variables. Also, we performed the appropriate statistical

analysis of the values in the software package “IBM SPSS Statistics” and conclude

their significance using different methods depending on the normalization of the

data. When a presence of outliers was noticed on the recorded times, the results

were removed following the outlier-labeling rule (Beyer, 1981; Hoaglin e Iglewicz,

1987), in order to prevent error rates and substantial distortion of estimates.

3.6 Concluding remarks

In our study, every phase presented different quantitative and qualitative dependent

variables for evaluation due to the intricacy of the different activities. In that regard,

tests were conducted following specific methods of assessment well-known in the

literature: usability evaluation, Fitts’ law, steering law, relative modality efficiency

and multimodal synergy.
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Also, due to the complex approach of this investigation, we also stipulated strategies

for data collection: questionnaires, non-participant direct observation, photographic

records, and a field diary. Please note also that the researcher was always present

at the experiments, but acted only as a non-participant observer and thus did not

help the participants during the tests.

All tests were performed in controlled environments familiar to the participants, in

order to make them feel comfortable and at ease. Also, all subjects were volunteers

that accomplished the tests with their express consent and conscious of all the

conditions of the experiment (the consent form is in the appendix).



4 Evaluation of elemental tasks

The aim of HCI is to enable the universal access of interactive systems for all users

regardless of the diversity of the group, their tasks, or their context of use (Stephani-

dis, 2001). And it has been recognized the importance of adapting the input method

and presentation format according to different devices, as it can affect the user’s per-

ception and attitude when dealing with specific tasks (Jonsson et al., 2004; Sodnik

et al., 2008). Thereby, it becomes vital to grasp which elemental interaction tasks

may benefit from a specific interface to the detriment of others, whether we are talk-

ing about data selection, insertion or manipulation (Foley et al., 1984). For each of

these elemental user interface transactions it is essential to be aware of how the var-

ious modes of interaction can enhance or, quite on the contrary, impair the user’s

performance taking into account their profiles, the context, use and convenience of

the interaction techniques (Wigdor et al., 2009).

This study is particularly motivated by the absence of scientific data that system-

atically evaluates which interaction mode could be the most appropriate for users

with age-related differences when performing elemental tasks. Taking into account

our audience attributes and characteristics, we determined a sample for the first

phase of this study according to the directives stipulated on Chapter 3. For the first

group we chose children attending the basic school and worked with three different

105
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schools in the city of Vila Real: “Colégio Moderno de São José”, “Escola Monsen-

hor Jerónimo do Amaral”, and“Centro de Estudos Super-Heróis”. Regarding the

group of young adults, we restricted our sample to participants attending courses

related to computer science in “Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro”. It

was our purpose to limit the age brackets, but we did not intend to include people of

other fields that would not require everyday computer use. This case helped us con-

trol our human sample in terms of digital literacy. Finally, for the third group, we

chose older-adults that would work with the computer mouse as the primary pro-

fessional activity and thus contemplated workers of secretariat departments of two

different schools in the city of Vila Real: “Escola Monsenhor Jerónimo do Amaral”

and “Escola Secundária Morgado de Mateus”.

This chapter describes a study that was carried out in order to determine which

input modalities are better suited for which elemental tasks (selection, insertion and

manipulation) in a specific context, regarding the three groups of users considered

throughout this study (previously described in Chapter 3). Part of the results, more

precisely the case studies regarding selection and insertion tasks, was published in

(Carvalho et al., 2014, 2015a,b), and accepted for publication in (Carvalho et al.,

2016).

4.1 Evaluation of selection tasks

With this study we intend to understand: (1) how the users relate to the different

interfaces individually, and which yields better results when it comes to usability;

and (2) if the process of interaction is influenced by the users’ age, that is, if age

has an impact in the usability results. Our goal is to compare results between age

groups, as well as between interfaces.

We thus divided the experiment into two phases: for phase one we adopted a method-

ology based on usability testing in terms of speed, error rate and user preference;

phase two consisted on exploring target acquisition performances, resorting to Fitts’

law.
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4.1.1 Usability evaluation

Considering the scope of our study, we intended to compare four different interaction

modes (the computer mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures) in terms of speed, error

rate and user preference, and thus a usability analysis was adopted.

4.1.1.1 Materials and Methods

For the usability analysis, we resorted to discrete selection tasks, where a user begins

and ends only one task independently, and does not have a series of continuous

actions. Notice, also, that we have mentioned this type of discrete task on Chapter

2.

Apparatus:

The experiment was conducted in a closed room with artificial light and the tests

were performed in a specific setup assembled for the purpose of this research (Figure

4.1). The system consisted on a 22” touchscreen placed in front of the user, with a

resolution of 1280x800 pixels; a Microsoft Kinect sensor mounted on a tripod behind

the screen, about 25 cm above it and facing the user; a computer mouse; a webcam;

and 8 tangible pieces located in front of the screen, following a specific order and

with even spaces in-between them (Figure 4.2).

Materials:

A purpose-built application was created with support for all modes of interaction, in

order to keep the testing environment as coherent as possible. The tasks’ software

was developed in Python with the support of: the Kivy Framework, the open-source

computer-vision Framework reacTIVision (to track the fiducials) and TuioKinect (to

track the hand gestures).

In order to reduce the impact of the system’s feedback across the different input
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Figure 4.1 – Setup used in the experiment.

Figure 4.2 – Real setup used in the experiment.

modalities, some relevant adjustments were made regarding the cursor representa-

tion. The computer mouse was naturally represented by the classic white cursor,
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whereas the tangible interface triggered an instant visual feedback of the correspond-

ing button’s selection and thus had not a de facto representation of the cursor on

the screen. Additionally, the gestural-based pointing illustration was a target badge

grounded on the validated “point and wait” strategy (Schapira e Sharma, 2001) for

selection. The touch input, however, led to a slight adjustment made to the cur-

sor position on the screen in order to avoid the occlusion effect (Vogel e Baudisch,

2007). Therefore, for touch inputs we calibrated the system to register a contact

point at a corrected position of minus 1 mm on the x axis, a slight change that en-

hanced the accuracy of the users for low objects’ widths, as was understood after a

preliminary pilot study.

Aside from the discrete data collected during the tests, we also gathered qualita-

tive observational analysis on the participants’ attitudes. At the beginning of each

phase of this study, we performed a straightforward user questionnaire regarding

the participants’ previous experience with the interfaces at issue. Also, at the end

of each test we proposed a questionnaire with closed-end questions, qualitative Lik-

ert Scales and ranking lists, in order to understand the user’s preferences and their

views regarding: ease of use of the input modalities, ease of learning, fatigue ef-

fect, naturalism of interaction, level of user comfort/frustration, and user’s degree

of presence and concentration.

Experimental design:

We dealt with two independent variables in this study: the age groups; and the

input modalities. In turn, our dependent variables were: effectiveness, efficiency

and user preference.

Altogether there were 1200 experimental trials during the first phase of the study:

each of the 60 participants completed four required tasks five times each, which gives

a total of 20 trials per subject. Regarding the evaluation within groups using the

different input modalities, we used a repeated-measures within-participants design,

whereas regarding the evaluation between age groups we resorted to a repeated-

measures between-participants design.
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We have approached how we handled outliers in Chapter 3 of this document.

Participants:

The study included 60 volunteers who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment.

We divided them into three groups, according to their age, and we thereby had 20

users for each age group participating in the tests:

• Children: 20 participants of 9 to 12 years old (M = 10.4; SD = 1.01).

• Young adults: 20 participants of 20 to 30 years old (M = 25.3; SD = 3.44).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 45 to 60 years old (M = 53.3; SD = 6.43).

These individuals were selected according to the directives stipulated on Chapter 3.

Of all of the participants, two were left-handed and the rest was right handed. All

the participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision.

We assessed their level of awareness in terms of the different modes of interaction

used in the experiment (Table 4.1), so that we could perceive if their experience

could actually influence the interaction process.

Table 4.1 – Ratio of participants with prior experience using

the different interfaces.

Interfaces Children Young adults Older-adults

Graphical 100% 100% 100%

Touch 95% 100% 65%

Tangible 15% 35% 15%

Gestural 40% 60% 15%
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The interface with the lowest experience amongst all the participants was the tan-

gible one. The graphical and touch interfaces were the most familiar, although 35%

of the older-adults confirmed having never used a display with touch support. The

gesture-based interface was familiar to most groups but mainly for the young adults,

due to their time spent playing console games with support to this modality. Also,

we acknowledge that the percentage relating to tangibles regarding the young adults

was much higher than the other groups for this same reason.

Procedure:

The aim of each task was to use one of the four input modalities available (mouse,

touch, tangibles, gestures) to make a selection of the button on the screen. After

given an overview about the range of available modes of interaction, participants

were instructed about the goal of each task’s level at hand: make a button selection

out of eight buttons displayed on the screen that were randomly arranged into two

columns (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 – Layout of the buttons displayed on the screen.

We divided the task into four levels, each making use of a different mode of inter-

action: (1) computer mouse; (2) touch; (3) tangible pieces; and (4) hand gestures.

Over the course of the experiment the researcher was always present in order to
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explain the levels and respond to any questions the participants could have.

Each level would start with a countdown to 1 before the grid of buttons was presented

and the time started counting. At this moment, participants were requested to select

a specific button as quickly as possible while avoiding the amount of errors. If the

right button was selected the task would be complete and the corresponding message

displayed on the screen, after which the user could advance to the next level. On the

contrary, if the user selected the wrong button a “try again” message would appear

and the level would be resumed 5 seconds later to give the participant another chance

to successfully complete it. The task completion time was measured between the

appearance of the group of buttons displayed on-screen and the final notification of

“task successfully completed”.

The levels were arranged as follows. Level 1 and 2 involved the use of the computer

mouse and the touchscreen, respectively, to make the button selection. For level 3

the system imposed the use of the tangible pieces labelled with icons related to the

buttons’ names. Here, the users were told to hold the objects against the webcam

so that the fiducials engraved at their bottom could be recognized (Figure 4.4).

Lastly, level 4 consisted in a hand gesture-based selection strategy. To this end, the

participants were requested to hold the arm in an upright position within a certain

area in front of the screen and hold it for a short period of time. The system’s visual

feedback of the hand detection was a target on the screen that would be controlled

by the hand movement. Also, an animation was integrated to the target to inform

the user about a selection being in progress. Figure 4.5 shows the details of the

graphic feedback when the system detected the hand to be motionless. To make

a selection the participants would thus move the target to the front of the desired

button and wait 0.8 seconds for the system to recognize their intent. For evaluation

purposes this interval was removed from each participant’s interaction time.

Considering the stress of the experiment with some audiences, mostly children, there

were no time constraints to successfully complete the tasks, but the participants were

aware of the importance of completing them as fast as they could. Also, the tests

could be paused at any moment between the tasks in order for the participants to

rest. Furthermore, training trials were not provided, as we wanted to understand the
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Figure 4.4 – (a) Tangible pieces used in the experiment; (b) The webcam device used to

recognize the fiducials; (c) Fiducials engraved at the back of the pieces.

Figure 4.5 – Feedback for the selection strategy.

reaction time and adaptability of the participants who had no previous experience

with certain modalities. However, we asserted the recurrence of the task (five times

each) to perceive if performance would improve with practice or not.

Once the participants had finished the experiment, they were asked to fill a ques-

tionnaire. The purpose of this questionnaire was to gather their opinion about the

different interaction modalities and preferences, as already described, and to eval-

uate the perceived performance and efficiency of those modalities from their own

perspective.
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4.1.1.2 Results

This section presents the results of the experimental tests for this study’s first phase.

The results are divided into subsections for clarity of presentation. The effectiveness

of the selection trials (error rate and completion success) is dealt with, as well as

efficiency (completion time) and qualitative results about the user preference for each

interaction mode. We believe that this could be the first step in understanding how

different user groups, regarding age brackets, perceive different input modalities and

which could be considered the most efficient / effective in terms of a basic discrete

selection task.

Effectiveness:

All of the participants managed to complete the tasks, which means that we recorded

a 100% of success rate in task completion. According to accuracy, we considered an

error when the button that was selected by the participant was not the correct one.

The only input modality that registered faults during the task was the gesture-based

one, with a total of 2 errors from the children’s group, 8 errors from the adults’ and

14 errors from the older-adults’.

The errors recorded were all due to: the users leaving their hand still in front of a

button without realizing it while searching the screen for the right one; and moving

their hand so slowly that the target on the screen would continue to be on top of a

button when the selection animation terminated.

Efficiency:

Regarding the different interaction modalities, we analyzed the completion time

within each group of participants and also between them. Table 4.2 shows each

group’s average completion times, the maximum and minimum time, as well as the

standard deviation for the five trials with the four different input modalities, in

seconds. Also worth noting is that regarding the overall efficiency of participants,

the completion times recorded in each trial using each interface did not decrease,
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Table 4.2 – Each group’s mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation times for the

selection task regarding the four input modalities (in seconds).

and thus the recurrence of the trials did not enhance the results regarding any group.

The groups were more efficient using touch as the interaction modality. The group

that registered the mean fastest completion time regarding the selection task was

the older-adults, followed closely by the young adults and then the children. Cu-

riously, all groups recorded the minimum times when using the computer mouse

(children: 0.79 s; young adults: 0.78 s; older-adults: 0.90 s). However, regarding

the mean completion time throughout all the groups, touch was the interface that

showed faster results. The maximum time recorded during the experiment was using

gestures, especially regarding children (16.67 s).

Figure 4.6 shows the mean time taken to complete the tasks for all three groups

in each interface. Also, the data were normally distributed for each group, as we

assessed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Indeed, a one-way ANOVA determined there was no statistically significant dif-

ference between groups for each interface, except for the mouse input (p = .003).

Significant correlation exists if the value of p is <0.05. Post-hoc comparison tests

revealed that this modality registered a significant difference between the groups of

adults and older-adults (p = .002).

Overall, the adults’ group presented the lowest mean time in most of the interfaces,
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Figure 4.6 – Mean time taken to complete the task (in seconds).

comparing to the other groups. Also, the mean selection time for the several input

modalities did follow a pattern throughout the three user groups: (1) the gesture-

based interface was not nearly as efficient as the rest, showing much discrepancy

when compared to the other interfaces in terms of mean time; and (2) touch was

the fastest and proved to be more consistent throughout all the groups, with little

variations in mean time.

Additionally to comparing the efficiency between each group regarding the different

interfaces, we also analyzed the efficiency inside each group.

Regarding the group of the children, in terms of mean time, the input with the fastest

results was touch (2.27 s), followed by the mouse (2.69 s), tangibles (4.16 s) and

finally gestures (9.12 s). A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser

correction determined there was a significant difference between the mean time taken

to complete the task in each interface (F (1.108, 21.044) = 19.904, p <.000). Post-hoc

pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction showed that, except for

the mouse and touch inputs (p = .353), the mean times were statistically significantly

different: mouse and tangibles (p = .001); mouse and gestures (p = .000); touch

versus tangibles or gestures (p = .000); tangibles and gestures (p = .000).
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As for the results of the young adults, the touch input registered again the lowest

mean time (2.10 s) throughout the trials, followed very narrowly by the mouse (2.12

s). Also, the input modalities that registered the higher values were tangibles (3.61

s) and gestures (8.00 s). Indeed, this group registered such an insignificant difference

between mouse and touch inputs (.02 s) that we can assume that it is indifferent

for this group the use of the mouse or touch to perform a simple selection task. As

the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed, like in the children’s group, we applied

the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated measures ANOVA (F (1.010,

19.190) = 12.520, p <.002). Regarding the mouse and touch input modalities this

group also elicited a slight reduction in terms of mean time, which was not statisti-

cally significant as demonstrated by pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni

correction (p = 1.000). This difference registered as even lower than the previous

group. Moreover, the difference between gestures and tangibles was also not sta-

tistically significant (p = .077), as opposed to the other combinations: mouse and

gestures (p = .008); touch and gestures (p = .003); and tangibles versus mouse or

touch (p = .000).

The older-adults’ efficiency also achieved a statistically significant difference between

the mean times in each interface (F (1.137, 21.606) = 32.007, p <.000), as determined

by a repeated measures ANOVA with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. According

to post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction, the mean

times were statistically significantly different, except for the tangibles and mouse

(p = .373): mouse and gestures (p = .000); touch versus tangibles or gestures (p

= .000); tangibles and gestures (p = .001). Also, contrarily to the other groups,

the difference between mouse and touch input was statically significant in the older-

adults’ group (p = .003). Indeed, this group registered a different pattern concerning

performance when compared to the other two groups: mouse and tangibles did not

register a statistically significant difference with .59 seconds apart from each other in

terms of mean time; and, also very dissimilar to the other groups, mouse and touch

registered a statistically significant difference with 1.17 seconds apart from each

other in terms of mean time. These results led to a contrast between the groups

concerning the different interfaces. The interface that scored the lowest mean time

was touch (2.08 s), followed by the mouse (3.25 s), tangibles (3.84 s) and gestures
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(9.63 s).

Participants’ attitudes and preferences:

We observed different behaviors in the various groups concerning each modality.

When using the computer mouse, all of the participants showed a regular approach

of looking for the right button and clicking on it. However, we noticed that children

and the older-adults first took their time searching for the cursor and only after

finding its position they started searching for the right button. When resorting

to touch and tangibles all groups demonstrated a similar behavior, and did not

demonstrate an abnormal effort in completing the tasks.

The gesture-based interface was the one that proved to be more challenging, espe-

cially when selecting the buttons located at the top left and right corners. The most

perceptible behavior of the participants in this situation was that they would push

the arm forward to try to select the button, and thus exiting the detection area,

instead of lifting it upwards. This situation would lead the participant to a higher

level of frustration and thus ending up affecting the rest of the task until successfully

concluding it.

On a different matter, there was no apparent difference in attitude concerning users

right or left-handed. They performed the task with equal comfort.

At the end of the experiment, when asked about the interface they liked the most

regarding ease of use and intuitiveness, the majority chose touch. Even for those

who had never used touch as the interaction mode, this was the most popular

and every participant said it was easy to use and practical for an everyday use.

As for comfort in interaction, all of the subjects designated the gestural interface

as the least comfortable and more challenging of all. Also on this interface, the

groups of adults and older-adults thought it was also more demanding in terms of

concentration.

In terms of user preference, the children chose the touch modality and the tangibles

as the top two favorites, and the groups of adults and older-adults chose the touch
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interface. This was registered during the final survey where the participants ought

to pick their favorite type of interface and also their least preferred. Indeed, the

majority of children chose touch as favorite, with 60% of the answers putting this

modality in the first place, followed by the tangible interface (25%). At the bottom

two places were the gestures and the mouse. Likewise, the majority of the young

adults elected touch as the favorite, with 65% of the replies, and pointed gestures

as the least favorite. The older-adults chose touch as the favorite with 75% of the

answers, leaving behind the other input modalities with just 10% for mouse and the

same for gestures, and 5% for the tangibles.

4.1.1.3 Discussion

We followed a quantitative method of evaluation with specific performance metrics:

speed in successfully completing a task and the respective effectiveness (number

of errors) for the task completion. Also, qualitative survey was made in order to

understand the participants’ attitudes and preferences.

The group of the older-adults registered the higher error rate and also the higher

mean time of all groups. In the case of gestural input, during the trials the older-

adults seemed not to have the motor reflexes to divert the hand from the button

being incorrectly selected, that is, move the hand away from the button before the

animation of the target selection was completed. It could also be the case that

the cognitive process of understanding the hand position, while thinking about the

task, was compromised, and thus a mistake was not avoided. All the same, we may

infer that the acuity of the group of older-adults could decline along the years: the

motor reflexes could have been influenced by age, as the motion required to prevent

unintentional selections was slower.

Regarding the overall efficiency of participants, the repetition of the task with the

different input modalities did not enhance the users’ efficiency. This was an impor-

tant factor, as we did not have a random task order and thus the learning factor

was kept under close attention. Indeed, it was not a priority to understand if the

mean times improved with experience, as it might happen, but to understand the
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time taken by the user to adapt to each interface and perceive if the latter could be

intuitive and not require previous training (for that same reason we did not offer

a preparation period). Such circumstance is latent regarding the computer mouse

that, curiously, even with a similar experience level amongst the participants (it

was the input device every participant used on a daily basis), proved to be the only

input modality with statistically significantly different results between the groups

of young adults and older-adults. We might infer that analyzing these two groups

it seems that instead of increasing their performance with the experience over the

years, it could end up suffering, that is, performance might get compromised as the

years go by. We think that this fact requires special attention during the research.

Observing the worst completion times when using the mouse, and knowing that this

modality presented parallel levels of experience throughout the groups, the group

of older-adults shows there could be a loss of performance due to age, instead of an

improved performance due to increased experience.

For a simple selection task, touch appears to be more efficient amongst the three

groups in terms of mean time, even considering that their awareness in terms of

this input modality was distinctive (as concluded in the initial questionnaire). Even

though users assumed to have different levels of experience with touch surfaces, they

showed the best results overall using this interface. Therefore, evidences suggest that

touch could actually be more intuitive and provide an easy adaptation.

4.1.1.4 Summary

In this first study, we intended to understand which input modality could be the most

efficient for a specific target-audience in a discrete selection task. The modalities

considered were the computer mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures; and the three

age groups were organized as children, young adults and older-adults.

Overall, gestures presented the worst results amongst the three groups, followed by

tangibles. On the other hand, touch and the mouse performed the best, being touch

the interface with the lower completion times in all groups. However, each group

presented significant differences in interaction when comparing the input modalities
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side-by-side.

Also, in terms of user preference, it seems important to be aware that specific groups

of users may perform better with one interface, and actually prefer / like to use

another. This is the case of children that enjoyed using tangibles for selection and

chose this input modality as one of their favorites. Hence, this decision may throw

some light on which interface could be better accepted and welcomed regarding

particular age groups.

Even though this is the first stage of our study, according to the results presented

it appears to be evidence that for a specific selection task, the age group does not

influence the performance but, instead, the type of interface that is used does. That

is to say, according to the type of task, the use of different interfaces may influence

the users’ performance and preference. Even when comparing the groups side by

side, we may reach the conclusion that not all of the interfaces produced the same

results.

Furthermore, usability results have highlighted the need for further investigation

in order to understand key issues related to input modalities and user preferences.

Hence, it seems valid and important to understand performance according to differ-

ent levels of difficulty a continuous selection task may involve, and so a Fitts’ Law

evaluation was the next step to have into account in our study.

4.1.2 Target acquisition performance evaluation

This second phase of our study regarding selection tasks was designed to characterize

the index of performance of the three age-based user groups regarding three different

input modalities (mouse, touch and gestures) for an elemental activity: selection (or

target acquisition). In this phase we did not cover tangibles as they are not a

pointing device and thus could not be considered.
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4.1.2.1 Materials and Methods

To compare the three input modalities for pointing we made use of Fitts’ Law, a

frequently used model for measuring movement performance.

Indeed, it is näıve to try to measure input performance merely by analyzing user’s

task completion times and the average of all trials, including, at times, the number

of errors that took place; that is to say, measure input performance only through

usability evaluation. If the circumstances of the experiments change (such as target

sizes or distances in the screen) the method may not lead to the same results. This

scenario is relevant for Fitts’ law, as one of its goals is to measure and character-

ize the performance of various input devices, regarding different levels of difficulty

and movement times. More details about this performance model can be found in

Chapter 3.

For this second analysis, we resorted to continuous selection tasks, where the par-

ticipants resume a selection movement without stopping and perform multiple con-

tinued actions (for more information about this type of discrete task, please refer

back to Chapter 2).

Apparatus:

The experiment was conducted in a closed room with artificial light and the tests

were performed in a similar setup assembled for the previous testing (Figure 4.7): the

system consisted on a 22” touchscreen placed in front of the user, with a resolution of

1280x800 pixels; a Microsoft Kinect sensor mounted on a tripod behind the screen,

about 25 cm above it and facing the user; and a computer mouse.

Materials:

A purpose-built application was created with support for all modes of interaction, in

order to keep the testing environment as coherent as possible. The tasks’ software

was developed in Python with the support of: the Kivy Framework and TuioKinect
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Figure 4.7 – Experimental setup.

(to track the hand gestures).

In order to reduce the impact of the system’s feedback across the different input

modalities, identical adjustments were made to this application as on the previous

usability evaluation: the gestural-based pointing illustration was a target badge

grounded on the validated “point and wait” strategy (Schapira e Sharma, 2001) for

selection; and the touch input underwent a slight adjustment made to the cursor

position on the screen in order to avoid the occlusion effect (Vogel e Baudisch, 2007).

We also performed a straightforward user questionnaire regarding the participants’

previous experience with the interfaces at issue at the beginning of the tests. During

the tests, we gathered qualitative observational analysis on the participants’ atti-

tudes and, at the end of each test, we proposed a questionnaire with closed-end

questions, qualitative Likert Scales and ranking lists, in order to understand the

user’s preferences and their views regarding: ease of use of the input modalities,
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ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism of interaction, level of user comfort/frus-

tration, and user’s degree of presence and concentration.

Experimental design:

We dealt with three independent variables in this study: the age groups; the input

modalities; and the indices of difficulty (ID). In turn, our dependent variables were:

effectiveness, efficiency, index of performance and user preference.

Our goal is to compare the age groups and interaction modalities resorting to Fitts’

law. As such, we used six different amplitudes: A = 200, 460, 750, 770, 930, 940

pixels; and five different target widths: W = 16, 26, 50, 120, 200 pixels; which attain

seven levels of Fitts’ law index of difficulty, from 1.72 bits to 5.20 bits. The order

of appearance of the seven indices of difficulty was randomized. We also analyzed

the speed-accuracy tradeoff (Zhai et al., 2004) to understand the performance of the

users.

Thus, the target acquisition data consisted of: 3 age groups (60 participants); three

input modalities (mouse, touch, gestures); two target directions (left, right); 25

repetitions per index of difficulty; and seven indices of difficulty (1.72, 2.25, 3.12,

3.14, 4.04, 4.89, and 5.20 bits). Thereby, altogether there were 42 experimental

conditions and an overall of 63 000 correct trials.

Regarding the evaluation within groups using the different input modalities, we used

a repeated-measures within-participants design, whereas regarding the evaluation

between age groups we resorted to a repeated-measures between-participants design.

Also, we have approached how we handled outliers in Chapter 3 of this document.

Participants:

We invited 60 participants who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment and

divided them into the three groups considered for our study:

• Children: 20 participants of 10 to 12 years old (M = 11.5; SD = 0.87).
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• Young adults: 20 participants of 20 to 30 years old (M = 27.1; SD = 3.56).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 45 to 60 years old (M = 50.2; SD = 5.85).

As the previous experiment, these individuals were selected according to the direc-

tives stipulated on Chapter 3. Of all of the participants, only one was left-handed.

All the participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision.

Procedure:

As in the first phase of the study for selection tasks, we divided the task into levels,

each making use of a different mode of interaction: (1) computer mouse; (2) touch;

and (3) hand gestures. The researcher was always present as well. The entire

procedure described below was repeated for each interaction mode and their order

was shuffled between participants.

The users’ performance was analyzed considering only movements along one axis

and thus we used a reciprocal one-dimensional pointing task based on Fitts’ original

experiments. This consisted on a horizontal movement between two vertical bars

displayed on the screen, representing an initial location and its target (as shown in

Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 – Layout of the targets displayed on the screen.

We only intend to understand the one-dimensional movement with homogeneous

shapes for a simple selection task. Each trial proceeded as follows. Prior to each
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trial, the participant would be required to select a “start” button shown on the

screen, and thus keeping a consistent original position. The two vertical bars would

then be revealed: the initial position bar being grey and the target bar green.

Participants then selected the target bar in each successive trial, which was at all

times organized in opposing directions (from left to right and from right to left).

Also, there was a visual feedback to indicate a hover effect on the target bar: it

changed its color to blue. The start time was recorded from each target bar to the

next and stopped when the next target was selected. At the end of each interface’s

trial, the bars disappeared and a “successfully completed task” message appeared

on the screen.

Considering the target bar selection with the computer mouse and touch, the inter-

action process was kept original: a mouse click with the cursor on top of the bar;

and a finger touch on the screen regarding the bar’s position. Here, the participants

were asked to choose their index finger to interact with the touchscreen. For gestu-

ral selection the process was identical to the one implemented on phase one of this

study, described earlier.

Participants were given practice attempts for each interaction mode before starting

the experiment. This period consisted on completing a continuous task (MacKen-

zie, 1992) with 10 consecutive trials for each of the input mode, in order for the

participant to feel at ease with the interaction.

There were no time constraints to successfully complete the tasks, but the partic-

ipants were asked to complete them as fast as they could. Also, they could pause

between the input modalities and rest.

After the experiment, participants were asked to fill a questionnaire. The purpose

of this questionnaire was to gather their opinion about the different interaction

modalities and preferences. The topics found on the questionnaire matched the

ones included in the previous usability evaluation’s survey.
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4.1.2.2 Results

This section presents the results of the experimental tests for this study’s second

phase. The movement time of the continuous tasks and indices of performance of

each group regarding the different interaction modalities are presented and com-

pared. Also, we examine the participants’ attitudes during the tests and their pref-

erence towards the interfaces. The results are divided into subsections for clarity of

presentation. Each experimental session lasted approximately 25 min.

Effectiveness:

We assumed a speed-accuracy tradeoff approach (Zhai et al., 2004): the more pre-

cisely the task was performed, the longer it took to be completed, and vice-versa.

When dealing with errors in gestures, the selection rested on the “point and wait”

strategy and thus did not trigger false selections caused by user mistakes. Here,

the selection would only be triggered when the system detected the gesture to be

motionless and precisely on top of the target bar. Otherwise, no selection was made.

Regarding touch and the computer mouse, error rates were higher for touch than

for the mouse for the three groups. For children, error rates were on average 7.14%

when using touch versus 5% for the mouse. Young adults made 6,71% errors on

average using touch, compared to 6% on the mouse, and older-adults made 7.57%

errors on average regarding touch, compared to 4,57% using the computer mouse.

The correlation between speed and accuracy will be furthered next, when we analyze

and compare the indices of performance (IP) of the three age groups.

Efficiency:

We present the movement times recorded during each trial of the experimental tests.

First and foremost, we examine the trials’ movement times recorded by each group

of participants, and then we compare the age groups in order to determine if there

is a significant difference regarding the interaction modalities.
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Figure 4.9 shows the mean movement time of each age group when using the four

different interaction modes, considering all trials. Keep in mind that the total

time taken during the exercise is divided by the number of movements in order to

determine the movement time (MT) for the specific target sizes and amplitudes.

The input modality that registered the fastest mean results throughout all the three

groups was touch. Here, the young adults registered a mean movement time of 0.64

s, followed by the children (0.71 s) and older-adults (0.75 s) with a slight difference

between them. All groups registered the longer movement times when using gestures,

especially considering children (2.29 s), that took 21% more time than young-adults

(1.83 s) to complete the continuous task.

Figure 4.9 – Mean movement time of each age group.

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data were normally distributed. As

such, we performed a one-way ANOVA test to determine if these values were statis-

tically different. Indeed, all groups proved to have significant differences regarding

the movement times using the three input modalities: mouse (F (2,57) = 15.011, p

= .000); touch (F (2,57) = 8.294, p = .001); gestures (F (2,57) = 15.172, p = .000).

Also, Tukey post-hoc comparison tests revealed which groups presented significant

differences, and about which input modality. Regarding the computer mouse, touch
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Table 4.3 – Movement times recorded on ID 1 and ID 7 by all groups using the computer

mouse, touch and gestures.

and gestures, the only groups that were not statistically different were the children

versus older-adults (p = .760; p = .274; p = .327; respectively). On the other

hand, considering the groups of young adults versus older-adults, the differences in

movement times were always significant: mouse and touch (p = .000); gestures (p =

.001). Considering the computer mouse, the children and young adults performed

significantly different (p = .000). Likewise, regarding gestures, the groups of children

versus young adults registered a significant difference (p = .000). On the other

hand, the difference between movement times were statistically significantly lower

considering the groups of children and young adults when resorting to touch (p =

.042).

On another subject, we also present the groups’ movement time per index of diffi-

culty for each interface (Figure 4.10), since it could be helpful to understand if the

movement times are influenced when increasing the difficulty stage.

Indeed, as the difficulty increases, so do the mean movement times of all three

groups. Thus, when considering the input modalities, we can see that movement

times tend to be aggravated as the index of difficulty (ID) rises. Also, gestures

tend to degrade more exponentially as difficulty increases than the other two input

modes, which shows that they are more susceptible to variances considering the

difficulty of the task. The same situation happens when using the computer mouse,

but on a smaller scale. Once more, we can understand that touch does show lower

movement times regarding all groups. In order to better perceive the values, Table

4.3 shows the movement times recorded on ID 1 and ID 7 by the three groups with

the different input modalities.

Touch seems to suffer little changes from the first index of difficulty to the seventh.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.10 – Mean movement time per index of difficulty (in seconds): a) Using the mouse;

b) Using touch; c) Using gestures.
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Also, it shows fewer discrepancies, as happens with the computer mouse, when

comparing the values of the three age groups. On the other hand, the gesture-based

interface shows higher variances in values mainly when considering the last level of

difficulty, which does not happen with the other interfaces.

Additionally to comparing the movement times between each group regarding the

different interfaces, we also analyzed these values inside each group.

Regarding the group of the children, the input modality with the fastest mean results

was touch (0.71 s / SD = 0.08 s), followed by the computer mouse (1.03 s / SD

= 0.13 s) and then gestures (2.29 s / SD = 0.39 s). This indicates that this age

group performed 31% faster when using touch comparing to mouse, and 69% faster

when compared to gestures. A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-

Geisser correction determined there was a significant difference between the mean

time taken to complete the task in each interface (F (1.150, 21.844) = 247.770, p

<.000). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed

that this age group shows significant differences when using distinctive interaction

modalities, whether it is mouse, touch or gestures (p = .000), regarding continuous

selection tasks.

The young adults’ movement time also revealed to be statistically significantly differ-

ent between the mean movement times in each interface (F (1.296, 24.620) = 688.371,

p <.000), as determined by a repeated measures ANOVA with the Greenhouse-

Geisser correction. Also, according to post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the

Bonferroni correction, these values were indeed significantly different comparing all

interfaces (p = .000). Indeed, the young adults registered mean movement times of

0.85 s using the computer mouse (SD = 0.072 s), 0.64 s when using touch (SD =

0.074 s), and 1.83 s when using gestures (SD = 0.17 s), which denotes a 25% im-

provement in performance using touch rather than mouse, and 65% comparing to

gestures.

As for the results of the older-adults, touch (0.75 s / SD = 0.10 s) was 30% faster

than the computer mouse (1.07 s / SD = 0.18 s), and 65% than gestures (2.16

s / SD = 0.19 s). As the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed, we applied the
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Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated measures ANOVA (F (1.754, 33.327)

= 637.926, p <.000), which showed us that, as the other groups, the differences in

movement times were, also, statistically significantly different (p = .000).

Performance:

We present the values of the Index of Performance (IP) of each group regarding

the different input modalities, and then we analyze these values more closely within

each group, in order to determine if these report significant differences.

It is important to recall that the combination of several measurements of movement

time throughout the tasks with increased difficulty into a single statistic value reveals

an Index of Performance, or throughput, of the pointing device. As such, this

index comprises both speed and accuracy in a pointing task. As movement time is

measured in seconds and the index of difficulty in bits, the reciprocal of the slope of

the line is in ”bits/s”. This measure is considered the rate of transmission known as

Index of Performance. The higher the value of the throughput, the higher the rate

of human performance.

Figure 4.11 shows the mean IPs registered during the experiment for each age group

when using the four different interaction modes.

Indeed, users can manage more information per unit time using touch as the inter-

action modality, especially children, that appear to have a higher IP (IP = 20,42

bits/s; SD = 8.42 bits/s) than young adults (IP = 15.46 bits/s; SD = 5.08 bits/s)

and older-adults (IP = 17.31 bits/s; SD = 8.67 bits/s).

On the other hand, when using gestures for interaction, the groups presented the

worst IPs of all: children presented an IP of 2.17 bits/s (SD = 0.69 bits/s); young

adults, 3.25 bits/s (SD = 0.83 bits/s); and older-adults, 3.62 bits/s (SD = 1.43

bits/s).

When using the computer mouse as the pointing device: children registered the

highest throughput of 9.29 bits/s (SD = 3.29 bits/s); the young adults, 6.79 bits/s

(SD = 1.29 bits/s); and the older-adults, 9.22 bits/s (SD = 2.49 bits/s).
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Figure 4.11 – Index of Performance (IP) of the three groups regarding the different input

modalities (in bits/s).

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data were not normally distributed. As

such, a non-parametric independent-samples Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA was run

to determine whether the difference in terms of IP throughout the groups was indeed

significant. In this regard, there were significant differences in IPs when using the

computer mouse (χ2(2) = 11.124, p =.004), concerning the group of young adults

versus children (p = .018) and older-adults (p = .007), but not between children and

older-adults (p = 1.000). The same is true for gestures (χ2(2) = 17.929, p =.000),

but regarding children versus young adults (p = .001) and older-adults (p = .000)

and not between young adults versus older-adults (p = 1.000). On the other hand,

touch did not present significant differences between the groups (χ2(2) = 2.595, p

=.273).

Additionally to comparing the IPs between each group regarding the different inter-

faces, we also analyzed these values inside each group.

Regarding the group of the children, the IP was 54,51% greater with touch than using

the computer mouse, and 89,37% higher when compared to gestures. A Friedman
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test determined that there was a significant difference between the IPs of the input

modalities (χ2(2) = 30.125, p = .000). Also, a post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a

significance level set at p <.017. Median perceived throughputs for the mouse, touch

and gestures were 8.7, 17.03 and 2.07, respectively. There were, indeed, significant

differences regarding all of the input modalities when it comes to IP: touch and

mouse (Z = -3.506, p = .000); gestures and touch (Z = -3.724, p = .000); gestures

and mouse (Z = -3.516, p = .000).

As for young adults, their throughput was 56,08% greater with touch than using

the computer mouse, and 79,5% higher when compared to gestures. There was

a statistically significant difference in perceived IPs according to Friedman test,

χ2(2) = 26.143, p = .000. A Bonferroni correction was applied to post hoc analysis

with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, resulting in a significance level set at p <.017.

Median throughputs for the mouse, touch and gestures were 6.80, 14.50 and 3.84,

respectively. Thus, there were statistically significant differences in performance:

touch and mouse (Z = -3.294, p = .001); gestures and touch (Z = -3.516, p = .000);

gestures and mouse (Z = -3.516, p = .000).

All the same, older-adults increased their IP by 46,74% using touch rather than the

mouse, and 81,74% comparing to gestures. The Friedman test validated a signifi-

cant difference between the IPs of the input modalities (χ2(2) = 30.632, p = .000).

As in the previous groups, the Bonferroni correction was applied to post hoc analy-

sis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, resulting in a significance level set at p ¡ .017.

Median throughputs for the mouse, touch and gestures were 8.80, 13.07 and 3.01,

respectively. Indeed, the different input modalities significantly influenced perfor-

mance: touch and mouse (Z = -3.018, p = .003); gestures and touch (Z = -3.920, p

= .000); gestures and mouse (Z = -3.823, p = .000).

Participants’ attitudes and preferences:

Overall, the participants understood what was asked and the procedure. Also, there

were no significant events that could be considered relevant during this study in the
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group of children and young adults, other than the fact that gestural interaction did

show a tendency to tire the participants. Indeed, we noticed that the participants

would become very uncomfortable over time and get more tired using gestures in

this continuous task activity. As they could not rest until all of the trials ended

using one specific modality, they usually complained about discomfort in the arm

being used to interact. This was also noticed in the group of older-adults.

Moreover, we observed other different attitudes in the group of older-adults concern-

ing touch and gestures when compared to the other groups. Indeed, older-adults

showed a tendency of following the same pace throughout the trials when using

touch, that is, whether the index of difficulty changes or not, they maintain the

same rhythm selecting the intended targets. They do not go faster when targets

and easier (larger) and they do not slow down when they are more difficult (thin-

ner). This fact is interesting, because we can see that using touch, they seem to

follow a pace and maintain it until the end of the trials. This was only noticed using

touch. With the other input modalities, they would go faster and slower according

to the amplitude of the objects.

The same problem noticed in the previous usability evaluation regarding gestures

was also observed in this activity: the older-adults would tend to push the arm

upwards instead of forward and thus leaving the device’s detection area. Also, when

the targets were thinner, the participants would complain about the difficulty in

selecting them.

Regarding the final questionnaire that the participants were asked to answer, 40%

of the children said the computer mouse and touch were extremely easy to use. The

young and older-adults had similar opinions: 50% of the young and older-adults

said the computer mouse was extremely easy to use, and they had the same opinion

towards touch (70% and 40%, respectively). On the other hand, 35% of older-adults

and children said gestures were relatively difficult to handle, as well as 50% of young

adults saying they were relatively easy to use. This input modality was indeed the

least liked one. Moreover, all age groups acknowledged that touch and the computer

mouse were extremely comfortable to use, whereas gestures were mostly considered

as relatively tiring and frustrating.
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4.1.2.3 Discussion

Regarding the movement times recorded using the computer mouse, touch and ges-

tures, the only groups that were not statistically different were the children versus

older-adults. This insight may indicate us that children and older-adults show a

similar interaction behavior regarding movement times when performing continuous

selection tasks. On the other hand, considering the groups of young adults versus

older-adults, the differences in movement times were always significant. This consid-

eration may denote that despite the input modality used, these age groups perform

very differently.

The difference between movement times of the groups of children versus young adults

were statistically significantly lower when resorting to touch as the input modality,

which may suggest that these age groups have close interaction characteristics when

using touch surfaces for interaction, although still meaningful.

Like the previous usability evaluation, we can see a pattern in the results of this ex-

periment: (1) the gesture-based interface remained the least efficient throughout all

three groups; and (2) touch was the one to display faster movement times. There-

fore, we may come to the conclusion that regarding simple reaction times, these

interfaces allow similar efficiency whether on discrete or continuous selection tasks.

In contrast, considering continuous selection tasks, age seems to be of importance.

Indeed, not only the input modality influenced the efficiency of the users, but also

their age seems to have played a part in the significant differences in interaction.

This is somewhat different than we had experienced during the usability evaluation

of the discrete selection task, when we acknowledged that the age had not influenced

interaction, but the type of interface had. This disparity could have something to do

with cognitive processes and dexterity when performing multiple non-stop actions,

although this discussion will not be further examined yet. More types of tasks will

have to be considered to understand this situation, as we will see in the next sections

of this document.
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The young adults’ movement time also revealed to be statistically significantly dif-

ferent between the mean movement times of each interface, which indicates that

young adults display considerable differences when resorting to distinctive interac-

tion modalities to perform continuous selections tasks.

Overall, in spite of being faster using touch to accomplish the continuous task, all

groups were less precise when selecting the targets, and thus made more errors,

which can imply that touching the surface to select objects may reduce accuracy.

However, users can manage more information per unit time using touch as the

interaction modality, especially children, that appear to have a higher IP than young

adults and older-adults. This is interesting to analyze, as they were not the ones to

present faster movement times. Nonetheless, they seem to better balance precision

versus speed in interaction comparing to the other age groups. Also, we can see

that young-adults are the ones to display a worse IP regarding touch. This is

interesting, since they displayed the faster results in terms of movement times, which

leads us to think that they could not balance speed and accuracy as well as the

other groups. Certainly, they registered the lowest movement times but still could

not take advantage of that situation and ended up decreasing their accuracy and,

consequently, their throughput. Such fact allowed the older-adults to demonstrate a

better IP than the young adults. Also, touch proved to be constant throughout the

three age groups regarding throughput, as opposed to the other input modalities.

When using the computer mouse as the pointing device, children registered the high-

est throughput of all groups. Again, children performed the best, closely followed

by older-adults. Curiously, the young adults demonstrated once again the worst

throughput. This can be an indication that although they are faster than the other

groups, they aren’t so precise when it comes to continuous selection tasks.

Also, regarding touch and the computer mouse, young adults proved to be faster

than the other groups, but still could not take advantage of that situation and ended

up decreasing their accuracy and, consequently, their throughput, being surpassed

by children and older-adults.

On the other hand, when using gestures for interaction, the groups presented the
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worst IPs of all. Even so, older-adults were a positive surprise and demonstrated

the best IP of all the groups, which may indicate that, even though they present

one of the lowest movement times of all the groups, they are capable of managing

their movement time and accuracy accordingly, resulting in a higher throughput.

Indeed, when it comes to gestural interaction, the results were the worst in terms of

movement time and throughput. In this sense, we had come to believe that it was

important to experiment with other gesture-based devices in order to understand if

these values are due to actual interaction difficulties by the participants, or rather the

device itself was not the most appropriate. We thus acknowledged that the device

itself used for the gesture-recognition - the Microsoft Kinect - could be negatively

influencing the user due to the accuracy required by the task.

Different optical sensors, which allow human body acquisition with respected accu-

racy, have been released and comparable controllers in the same price range include

the Leap Motion, a sensor with declared sub-millimeter precision that claims to ob-

tain higher levels of accuracy than the Microsoft Kinect (Weichert et al., 2013).

Therefore we believed to be important to understand if another device could per-

form better than the one used in the former experiments. After all, when it comes

to gestural interfaces the precision of the sensor is said to be vital.

In this context, we performed a case study that aimed at understanding the indices

of performance of the three age groups comparing the use of two different gestural

sensors: Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion. We intended to understand: (1) if the

gestural interaction presents significantly better results on specific groups opposed to

others with regards to their age, and thus confirming our previous findings; (2) if the

devices used and their declared precision do influence or not the target acquisition

times and indices of performance in each group.

The study was published in the paper entitled “Performance evaluation of gesture-

based interaction between different age groups using Fitts’ Law” (Carvalho et al.,

2015b). Also, a deeper study has been accepted for publication in (Carvalho et al.,

2016). Hence, we direct the reader to those papers to further analyze our study, as

we did not intend to turn away from the main focus of our study and thus do not
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explain it in this document.

In short, we came to the conclusion that: (1) in terms of index of performance

the groups displayed statistically different results (the group of older-adults held

the best gestural performance results, and the children the worst, when compared

between each other); (2) both devices behave in a similar manner for selection tasks

and there are no statistically significant differences concerning their accuracy when

comparing each of the three groups individually.

Indeed, it appears to be evident that for continuous selection and target acquisition

tasks a gestural interface may not be the best approach, as it shows low indices

of performance throughout the three groups. We may presume that for selection

tasks that require a higher level of precision neither device displayed proof that it

influenced the user to complete the trials with better performance. In fact, the

devices’ accuracy did not appear to have a direct relation to improved performance.

As stated earlier, mean movement times should not be considered the only variable

when exploring the users’ performance, and here we can relate to why: for example,

when comparing the movement times and respective index of performance, children

exhibited mean times similar to the other groups, but not nearly as good performance

as the others. Children have as good response times as other groups, but they do

not present a consistent interaction, which may reveal that they are faster but not

as precise when interacting with gesture-based interfaces. On the other hand, the

group of older-adults was indeed the one that exhibited the best results concerning

performance with both devices. However, it was also the one group to present

higher movement times, which may indicate that they have a consistent interaction.

Regardless of their movement times being not as fast as the other groups, they tend

to be more precise throughout the several levels of difficulty of each set of trials.

These findings also attest the results formerly debated. However, in terms of user

preference, some participants felt that the Leap Motion sensor was easier to use and

less demanding in terms of concentration than the Kinect. In that regard, we thus

opted to continue our study with the Leap Motion instead of the Kinect, as the

survey regarding the users’ preference pointed us in that direction.
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4.1.2.4 Summary

In this second study, we intended to understand which input modality could posi-

tively influence the indices of performance of a specific target-audience in a contin-

uous selection task, considering Fitts’ Law. Comparing these results with the ones

registered on the first phase, we may presume that the creation of distinctive user

profiles regarding interaction with different interfaces could, indeed, be important.

Indeed, the experiment presented considerable differences within each group when

resorting to distinctive interaction modalities to perform continuous selections tasks.

Regarding the movement times, as well as performance indices of each group, we

have realized that when undertaking continuous selection tasks, not only age but also

the choice of the input modality could induce significant differences in interaction.

In a way, this contradicts the previous results of the usability evaluation, which

may suggest that discrete and continuous selection tasks may also influence the

users’ performance. When accomplishing discrete tasks, users are less volatile to

the interface used, as opposed to continuous tasks, where they seem to show more

susceptibility to the input modality.

4.2 Evaluation of insertion tasks

After analyzing the results obtained from our study regarding selection tasks, we

came to the conclusion that a simple shift between discrete to continuous tasks could

influence interaction when it comes to users of different age groups.

We think it is, thus, important to understand if the diverse input modalities may

also cause significant differences in interaction regarding elemental insertion tasks.

We intended to compare four different input devices (the physical keyboard, touch,

tangibles and gestures) in terms of speed, error rate and user preference.
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4.2.1 Materials and Methods

With this study we intend to recognize: (1) the relation users may have with the

different interfaces on a content insertion activity; (2) if age could affect interaction

with the system. Our goal is to compare results between age groups, as well as

between interfaces.

Apparatus:

The conditions of the experiment were similar to the ones adopted in our previ-

ous studies, apart from the fact that, instead of using the Microsoft Kinect as our

gesture-recognition input device, we used Leap Motion, due to our feedback on the

case study where we compared the two devices side by side.

Therefore, we conducted this study in a closed room, and the tests were performed

in a specific setup assembled for the purpose of this research (Figure 4.12). The

system (Figure 4.13) consisted on: a 22” touchscreen placed in front of the user,

with a resolution of 1280x800 pixels; a Leap Motion sensor placed on top of the desk,

between the user and the screen, and facing upwards; a physical keyboard placed

on top of the desk and in front of the user, next to the leap motion; a webcam; and

10 tangible pieces located in front of the screen, following the specific order of the

numbers (from 1 - 0) and with even spaces in-between them.

Materials:

A purpose-built application was created with support for all modes of interaction, in

order to keep the testing environment as coherent as possible. The tasks’ software

was developed in Python with the support of: the Kivy Framework, the open-source

computer-vision Framework reacTIVision (to track the fiducials) and the Leap Mo-

tion SDK. Also, in order to reduce the impact of the system’s feedback across the

different input modalities, the same adjustments of the previous evaluation regard-

ing selection were made to this application.
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Figure 4.12 – Experimental setup.

In order to reduce the impact of the system’s feedback across the different input

modalities, identical adjustments were made to this application as on the previous

usability evaluation: the gestural-based pointing illustration was a target badge

grounded on the validated “point and wait” strategy (Schapira e Sharma, 2001) for

selection; and the touch input underwent a slight adjustment made to the cursor

position on the screen in order to avoid the occlusion effect (Vogel e Baudisch, 2007).

At the beginning of each test, we performed a minor survey to determine the partic-

ipants’ previous experience with the interfaces at issue. Also, at the end of each test

we proposed a questionnaire with closed-end questions, qualitative Likert Scales and

ranking lists, in order to understand the user’s preferences and their views regard-

ing: ease of use of the input modalities, ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism

of interaction, level of user comfort/frustration, and user’s degree of presence and

concentration.
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Figure 4.13 – Setup assembled for the insertion task.

Experimental design:

We dealt with two independent variables in this study: the age groups; and the input

modalities. In turn, our dependent variables were: effectiveness, efficiency and user

preference. Thus, we followed two methods of evaluation: a quantitative one with

specific performance metrics -number of errors and efficiency - and a qualitative one

through user preference and observational analysis of the participants’ attitudes.

Altogether there were 720 experimental trials during the study. Each of the 60 par-

ticipants completed four required tasks randomly, three times each, which gives a

total of 12 trials per subject. Regarding the evaluation within groups using the

different input modalities, we used a repeated-measures within-participants design,

whereas regarding the evaluation between age groups we resorted to a repeated-

measures between-participants design. This is due to this study having two inde-

pendent variables to study.
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We have approached how we handled outliers in Chapter 3 of this document.

Participants:

We invited 60 participants who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment, and

distributed them into three age groups:

• Children: 20 participants of 9 to 11 years old (M = 10.3; SD = 0.71).

• Young adults: 20 participants of 22 to 30 years old (M = 25.7; SD = 3.14).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 47 to 58 years old (M = 49.7; SD = 3.86).

These individuals were selected according to the directives stipulated on Chapter

3. Of all of the participants, four were left-handed. All the participants reported

normal or corrected to normal vision.

Procedure:

Firstly, in the beginning of each test, we provided the users with an overview about

the range of available input modalities: the keyboard, touch, tangibles and gestures.

Participants were instructed about the goal of each activity at hand: correctly insert

a code provided on the screen in the beginning of each trial. The aim of each task

was to use one of the four input modalities available (keyboard, touch, tangibles,

gestures) to insert the requested content.

We divided the task into four random activities, each making use of one interaction

modality. Over the course of the experiment, the researcher was always present

in order to explain any doubts that could occur and respond to any questions the

participants could have. Also, we acknowledged training trials in order for the

participants to adapt to the interface and understand their reaction time.

Similar to the previous usability evaluation of a selection task, each activity would

start with a countdown from 3 to 1 to prepare the participant for the test, and then
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an input field would appear on the screen, along with a numerical code. When using

touch or gestures for interaction, a soft-keyboard would also appear on the bottom

of the screen (Figure 4.14).

a) b)

Figure 4.14 – (a) Layout of the screen when using the keyboard and the tangible pieces;

(b) Layout of the screen with the soft-keyboard when using touch and gestures.

Participants were asked to insert the provided code using one of four input modal-

ities, according to what was requested, as quickly as possible while avoiding any

errors. The four activities were randomly placed.

As such, touch and gestures made use of the soft-keyboard in the screen to insert the

numbers. On the other hand, regarding the graphical interface, users would insert

the code with the physical keyboard, and with the tangible interface they used the

numbered pieces on top of the table. In this case, when a participant made an error

and inserted the wrong digit, they could delete it using a specific black piece. All

the other pieces were white, as illustrated in the previous Figure 4.13.

When a digit was inserted, it would appear inside the text field and the user would

keep typing until the three numbers were inserted. The user did not need to select

any buttons to submit, as we wanted this task to remain elemental and not com-

posed in order to control the variables of the experiment. When the last digit was

inserted, the system would automatically check if the code was correct. If so, it

would automatically advance to the next trial, until it reached the third and last

trial, and then a “successfully completed” message would appear on the screen, af-

ter which the user could continue to the next activity. If the code was incorrect, the
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numbers inside the text field would turn red and the trial would not advance un-

til the code was corrected. For that, participants could use the “delete” button on

the soft and physical keyboards. We registered an error each time the delete button

would be used.

There were no time constraints to successfully complete the tasks, since this could

cause stress and influence performance. However, the participants were asked to

complete the activities as fast as they could. Also, the tests could be paused at any

moment between the tasks in order for the participants to rest. At the end of the

tests, participants were asked to fill in a survey about their preferences.

4.2.2 Results

Below are presented the results regarding the usability evaluation of a basic insertion

task: effectiveness (error rate and completion success), efficiency (completion time)

and satisfaction are presented and analyzed accordingly. The results are divided

into subsections for clarity of presentation. In this case, each experimental session

lasted approximately 15 minutes.

Effectiveness:

We considered an error when a wrong number was inserted in the system. Figure

4.15 presents the errors registered during the experiment. In total, we registered

102 errors: 3 with the physical keyboard as the input device, 6 using touch, 10 using

tangibles and 83 resorting to gestures for content insertion, being most of this errors

committed by older-adults.

Efficiency:

We analyzed the completion time within each group of participants and also between

them, considering the different input modalities. The task completion time was

measured between the appearance of the input field displayed on-screen and the
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Figure 4.15 – Number of errors each group committed per interface.

successful insertion of the code. Table 4.4 shows each group’s average completion

times, the maximum and minimum time, as well as the standard deviation (in

seconds) for the three trials with the four different interface conditions.

In terms of completion times recorded, the input modality that registered the fastest

mean results throughout all the three groups was the graphical interface: children

(1.28 s); young adults (0.61 s); and older-adults (0.95 s). On the other hand, the

gestural interface registered higher mean completion times: children (2.91 s); young

adults (1.81 s); and older-adults (6.09 s). The lowest time recorded was by young

adults using the keyboard (0.21 s) and the highest time was registered by older-adults

using gestures (19.85 s). Notice also that the mean minimum time recorded using

gestures (0.69 s) was actually very close to the mean maximum value documented

using the keyboard (0.96 s).

Figure 4.16 presents the tasks’ completion times recorded during the experimental

tests with the different interfaces by each age group.

Overall, the children’s group presented the highest mean times in most of the inter-

faces, comparing to the other groups, except regarding the gestural input modality.

In contrast, the group of young adults performed better with all interfaces and thus
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Table 4.4 – Each group’s mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation times for the

insertion task regarding the four input modalities (in seconds).

Figure 4.16 – Mean time taken to complete the task (in seconds).

showed the lowest mean completion times. It may be also important to highlight

the completion time recorded by the older-adults with the gestural interface, which

was about twice the children’s group.

Nevertheless, the mean selection time for the several input modalities did follow a

pattern throughout the three user groups: (1) the gesture-based interface was not as

efficient as the rest, especially considering the group of older-adults; and (2) using
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the physical keyboard was the fastest. It is noticed that the soft-keyboard was the

second best regarding completion times, but for an elemental insertion task the use

of a physical keyboard appears to be more efficient amongst the three groups in

terms of mean time.

We assessed the normality of data with the Shapiro-Wilk Test in order to under-

stand if the data were normally distributed and could thus be considered for statis-

tical analysis. We elected this test over the Kolmogorov-Smirnov due to the size of

our sample. Except for the gesture-based interface used by the older-adults (p =

.008), the data were normally distributed. Indeed, there was a statistically signifi-

cant difference between all the groups and each interface as determined by one-way

ANOVA: graphical interface (F (2, 57) = 17.539, p = .000); touch interface (F (2,

57) = 12.526, p = .000); tangible interface (F (2, 57) = 10.821, p = .000); gestural

interface(F (2, 57) = 16.053, p = .000).

Regarding the use of the physical keyboard, a Tukey post-hoc multiple comparisons

test showed that the mean completion times were significantly different between

children and young adults (p = .000), children and older-adults (p = .012), young

adults and older-adults (p = .013). As for the soft-keyboard, the results were also

significantly different: children versus young adults (p = .000), children and older-

adults (p = .037), young adults and older-adults (p = .042).

However, not all the groups showed a significant difference in the results consider-

ing the tangible and gestural interfaces: the tangibles only presented a significant

difference between children and young adults (p = .000), and young adults versus

older adults (p = .032); and a not significant difference between the children and

older-adults (p = .110). As for the gesture-based interface, the results were sig-

nificantly different between the group of children and older-adults (p = .000), and

young adults versus older-adults (p = .000). On the other hand, the children’s group

and the young adults did not present statistically significant differences regarding

the use of the gestural interface (p = .349). To sum up, there are not significant

differences between the groups of children versus older-adults regarding the tangi-

ble interface; and between the children’s group versus the young adults regarding

the gestural interface.
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Additionally to comparing the performance between each group regarding the dif-

ferent interfaces, we also analyzed the performance within each group resorting to

a within-participant repeated-measures design.

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined

there was a significant difference between the mean time taken by children to com-

plete the task in each interface (F (2.393, 45.470) = 23.493, p <.000). The input

device with the fastest results was the physical keyboard (1.28 s), followed by touch

(1.61 s), tangibles (2.41 s) and finally gestures (2.91 s). Post-hoc pairwise com-

parisons tests using the Bonferroni correction showed that, except for the physical

versus soft keyboard as input (p = .305) and tangibles versus gestures (p = .534),

the mean times were statistically significantly different throughout the other com-

parisons. Using the graphical interface against tangibles (p = .000) and gestures (p

= .000) was indeed significantly faster; as was the touch interface against these same

interfaces: tangibles (p = .000) and gestures (p = .000). To sum up, the physical

and soft keyboards display significantly faster results for insertion tasks regarding

the group of children, but do not show much of a discrepancy between each other.

Although the graphical interface presents a difference of 1.28 seconds comparing to

touch, it is not significant.

As the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed, like in the children’s group, we applied

the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated measures ANOVA. This group

also presented statistically significantly different completion times (F (2.381, 45.241)

= 95.497, p <.000). Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed that the

mean times returned by the young adults using the tangible interface compared to

the gesture-based one (1.62s and 1.81s, respectively) were not statistically significant

(p = .491). However, there were significant differences in using the other interfaces

(p = .000), being the graphical interfaces the fastest for this insertion tasks (0.61

s), followed by touch (0.92 s), as observed in the group of children.

The older-adults’ efficiency also achieved a statistically significant difference between

the mean times in each interface (F (1.034, 19.643) = 26.766, p <.000). Although the

analysis returns a statistically significant difference regarding the use of tangibles

versus gestures (p = .001) and the other interfaces (p = .000), using the physical or
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soft keyboard is near to not being significantly different (p = .045). In this situation,

more tests would have to be performed to really understand this correlation. The

graphical interface scored the lowest mean time (0.95 s), followed by touch (1.26

s), tangibles (2.06 s) and gestures (6.09 s). Indeed, the gesture-based interface

presented steeper results, proving to be the worst option for older-adults when it

comes to insertion tasks.

Participants’ attitudes and preferences:

Overall, there were no significant events that could be considered relevant during

this study. When using the physical and the soft keyboards, all of the participants

showed a regular approach of looking for the right key and pressing/touching it.

Regarding the tangibles, all participants understood the procedure and had no dif-

ficulty with the pieces, and gestures, in spite of being considered more challenging

by the participants, did not reveal problematic behaviors.

However, using gestures as the input modality, the group of older-adults did present

a tendency: they would put the arm extremely close to the screen, almost as if they

were going to select the key with touch, and so the occlusion effect would occur.

Also, they would read the numbers that were asked for with the hand over the

soft-keyboard and thus an unintentional selection was made.

We noticed another curious behavior in this group. When using the physical key-

board, they would read all of the numbers on the screen and then type them se-

quentially, all three at the same time. On the other hand, when using gestures, they

would look at the screen and type the digits one by one, thus causing more errors

and false insertions, that is, they would read one digit, then type, then read another

digit, then type it, and finally read the last digit and type it also.

Another aspect worth noting is that both children and older-adults tended to mix

up the pieces when using them to insert the digits, that is, they would not return the

piece to its original place after using it, and so they consequently got confused over

time. However, this was the most relevant interface for children, that responded

in the final questionnaires that this input modality was their favorite for insertion
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tasks. Indeed, for this age group, gestures were relatively difficult, whereas tangibles

and the mouse were considered relatively easy to use. Touch was the most easy input

modality to use, with 40% of the children saying it was extremely easy to use. This

indicates that, although this age group admits that tangibles are harder to use than

touch, they still prefer it for insertion activities.

Regarding the other two groups, the participants thought the task was relatively or

extremely easy to use resorting to all the input modalities, except for gestures.

4.2.3 Discussion

Being the group of older-adults the one to register the higher error rate in most of

the available interfaces and also the higher mean times of all the groups, specially

using gestures, this situation could imply that over the years the users’ age might

decrease the dexterity. This situation was also visible in selection activities.

The difference in efficiency between children versus young adults using the touch

interface was higher than when comparing with the other groups, which may imply

that they tend to have more disparate performance results regarding interaction

with the soft-keyboard.

We have reached the conclusion that for elemental insertion tasks, the use of dif-

ferent interfaces may also influence the users’ performance and preference, such as

in selection activities. The pattern for the interface that enables the fastest or the

slowest completion times appears to be constant (being the physical keyboard the

fastest and gestures the slowest), although displaying significantly different times

depending on the interface. This may imply that the type of interface that is used

can influence efficiency in insertion tasks, more even than other factors like age.

Indeed, our findings showed that: (1) more errors were detected when using gestures,

regarding all age groups; (2) the physical keyboard proved to be more efficient,

followed by the soft-keyboard using touch; (3) although tangibles proved not to be

as efficient as other interaction modalities, children had a great response in terms

of preference, which may suggest that this type of input could be interesting to use
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with this age group not because of efficiency results, but because this group had

such an empathy with the pieces.

4.2.4 Summary

With this analysis, we wanted to understand which input modality could induce bet-

ter results considering basic content insertion. We believe that we have indications

that the type of interface that is used can influence efficiency in insertion tasks, and

not so much other factors like age.

Indeed, the graphical interface was the best in these specific insertion tasks and all

groups performed better with the physical keyboard. However, we could observe a

curiosity regarding this study, as we did with the selection task: children are not as

efficient with tangibles, but they chose it to be their favorite, which could eventually

influence and improve their interest in the task at hand.

4.3 Evaluation of manipulation tasks

It is increasingly important to understand which input device could best suit the

users’ needs regarding different contexts. We often need to perform trajectory-based

tasks, such as drawing or navigating. These actions are part of an elemental task of

manipulation of content, where the user needs to perform a continued action with

an input device in order to complete an activity.

The Steering Law can be applied as an evaluation paradigm complementary to

Fitts’ law, to understand if the different input modalities can influence interaction

in manipulation tasks based on trajectory. More information on this well-known

human performance evaluation model can be found on Chapter 3.

We expect these results can offer us an insight on: (1) how users interact with the

different input modalities in a trajectory-based task; (2) if age could play any role

in their performance and thus influence the results.
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4.3.1 Materials and Methods

In this study we intend to analyses movement times of the different age groups and

the respective index of performance in two different steering tasks: one circular and

one linear.

As such, we intend to compare three different interaction modes (the computer

mouse, touch and gestures). In this phase we did not cover tangibles as they are

not a pointing device and thus could not be considered.

Apparatus:

The conditions of the experiment were identical to the ones adopted in our previous

studies. The only difference in the setup was that neither tangibles nor the physi-

cal keyboard were used. Instead, a computer mouse was available for the activity

(Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17 – Experimental setup.
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Materials:

A purpose-built application was created with support for all modes of interaction,

using the same frameworks and programming language as the previous studies, and

also with the same adjustments made to the system’s feedback across the different

input modalities.

This study makes use of two different trajectory-based tasks: one circular and one

linear (Figure 4.18). These tasks were based on the Steering Law, and we wanted

to use these specific shapes as they are valid to simulate common linear and non-

linear movements when manipulating an object, or even during navigation: the

straight tunnel (linear task) is meant as a way to imitate navigation in hierarchical

menus, perform an action of resizing an objects, or dragging data across the screen.

On the other hand, the circular tunnel mimics the ability to move along curved

paths to perform manipulation activities that require more coordination in multiple

dimensions. These curve-based paths are important to analyze because as the radius

of the circle changes, so does its curvature, and thus we can cover a wide range of

curvature trajectories. Also recall that on Chapter 3 we better explained this human

performance evaluation model.

Figure 4.18 – Two steering tasks: (a) Linear path; (b) Circular path.

Like the previous studies, during the tests we gathered qualitative observational

analysis on the participants’ attitudes. Afterwards, we asked the participants to

complete a survey with closed-end questions, qualitative Likert Scales and ranking

lists, in order to understand the user’s preferences considering: ease of use of the

input modalities, ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism of interaction, level of

user comfort/frustration, and user’s degree of presence and concentration.
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Experimental design:

We dealt with four independent variables in this study: the age groups; the in-

put modalities; the indices of difficulty; and the steering path types. In turn, our

dependent variables were: effectiveness, efficiency, index of performance and user

preference.

We used 2 different amplitudes: A = 600, 1000; and three different target widths:

W = 60, 100, 160 pixels; which provide six levels of difficulty, from 3.75 bits to 16.67

bits. We did not create tunnels under 60 pixels of width because it has been proven

that this should be the minimum value when using touch as an input modality (Yin

et al. 2015). Also, the order of the tasks according to the several indices of difficulty

was randomized. So, the experiment conditions were the following: 60 participants,

three input modalities (mouse, touch, gestures), two path types (linear and circular),

3 repetitions per index of difficulty, and six indices of difficulty (3.75, 6, 6.25, 10,

16, 16.67 bits). Thereby, altogether there were 36 experimental conditions and an

overall of 6 480 correct trials.

Regarding the evaluation within groups using the different input modalities, we used

a repeated-measures within-participants design, whereas regarding the evaluation

between age groups we resorted to a repeated-measures between-participants design.

Also, we have approached how we handled outliers in Chapter 3 of this document.

Participants:

The study included 60 volunteers who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment.

We divided them into three groups, according to their age, and we thereby had 20

users for each age group participating in the tests:

• Children: 20 participants of 8 to 12 years old (M = 10.6; SD = 1.24).

• Young adults: 20 participants of 20 to 30 years old (M = 25.1; SD = 4.38).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 45 to 55 years old (M = 49.1; SD = 4.14).
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These individuals were selected according to the directives stipulated on Chapter

3. Of all of the participants, two were left-handed. All the participants reported

normal or corrected to normal vision.

Procedure:

Before the test began, all participants were allowed to practice a set of trials of each

level of difficulty for as long as they wanted, since they needed to get used to the

input modalities and gain adequate practical skill.

Subjects would perform two types of steering tasks: a linear (straight) task and a

circular one. The entire procedure described below was repeated for each interaction

mode.

Firstly, participants would execute the linear path task, as the level of difficulty was

lower, giving the participants time and experience before accomplishing the circular

path. The goal was to begin drawing a path on one end of a tunnel and finish it on

the other end, from left to right, attempting to do this throughout different levels

of difficulty (Figure 4.19). The initial and end position would be highlighted with

the green color, and the tunnel to follow was a light grey. Also, there was a visual

feedback to indicate the path being drawn, being this path yellow (19/b and 19/d).

When reaching the end of the path, the yellow line turned dark green to indicate

the participant that the trial had ended and automatically advanced to the next

one. During the test, if the path went out of the boundaries of the tunnel before

the completion of a trial, an error was recorded and the trial would restart. The

time would only start counting when the user crossed the green area in the starting

position, and would stop recording when the user got to the final position. At the

end of each interface’s trial, the layout disappeared and a “successfully completed

task” message appeared on the screen.

Secondly, participants were asked to complete the circular steering task. Likewise,

for all levels of difficulty, the goal was to draw a path from one specific point and

then circle inside the tunnel until reaching the initial position again (Figure 4.20).

The initial/end position would be highlighted in green, and the tunnel to follow was
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Figure 4.19 – Example of two linear steering trials: (a / c) two levels of difficult as they

would appear on the screen; (b / d) the path drawn by the user from an initial to an end point.

a light grey, just like the linear task. Also, if the path went out of the boundaries

of the tunnel before the completion of a trial, an error was recorded and the trial

would restart. The same visual feedback from the linear steering is used and the

same procedure on task completion was also maintained.

Considering the computer mouse and touch, the interaction process was standard:

a mouse click with the cursor and a finger touch on the screen on top of the initial

highlighted position. The participants were asked to choose their dominant hand

and use the index finger to interact with the touchscreen. For gestural selection, the

process was identical to the one implemented on previous studies, described earlier

on this chapter.

There were no time constraints to successfully complete the tasks, but the partici-

pants were asked to complete them as fast as they could and minimize the errors.

Every time the path drawn hit or crossed the borders of the tunnel, an error was

recorded and the trial was cancelled, forcing the user to return to the initial position
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Figure 4.20 – Example of two circular steering trials: (a / c) two levels of difficult as they

would appear on the screen; (b / d) the path drawn by the user from an initial to an end point.

and restart the path. The time would also restart counting. Whenever the partici-

pants felt tired, they were allowed to rest between the levels. After the experiment,

participants were asked to fill a questionnaire with the purpose of gathering their

opinion about the different interaction modalities.

4.3.2 Results

This section presents the results and discussion of the experimental tests for both

tasks (linear and circular). Steering times, number of errors and indices of perfor-

mance of each age group regarding the different interaction modalities are presented

and compared. Also, we examine the participants’ attitudes during the tests and

their preference towards the interfaces. In this case, each experimental session lasted

approximately 20 minutes.
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Effectiveness:

For the linear steering task, regarding children, error rates were on average 22.75%

when using the mouse, 10.00% with touch, and 31.56% with gestures. Young adults

had an error rate of 4% when using the mouse, 2.44% with touch, and 19.46 with

gestures. On the other hand, older-adults presented an error rate of 9.09% with the

mouse, 2.17% with touch, and 33.82% with gestures. As one can see, on straight

movements, the interaction modality that registered fewer errors was touch, and the

age group to have fewer faults was the older-adults.

For the circular steering path: children registered a 37.5% error rate using the mouse,

10.22% with touch and 80.1% with gestures; the young adults registered a 7.22%

error rate using the mouse, 3.49% with touch and 35.71% with gestures; and older-

adults registered a 12.41% error rate using the mouse, 6.98% with touch and 59.78%

with gestures. Indeed, touch was again the interaction mode to present fewer errors.

Efficiency:

We present the steering times recorded during each trial of the experimental tests.

First and foremost, we examine both linear and circular times recorded by each

group of participants, and then we compare the age groups in order to determine if

there is a significant difference regarding the interaction modalities.

Concerning the linear steering task, children took longer to complete the task with

the mouse than gestures, taking respectively 1.56 s versus 1.39 s (Figure 4.21), very

closely followed by touch (1.37 s). The best times were recorded by the young adults

in all input modalities, respectively mouse (0.80 s); touch (0.79 s); gestures (1.20 s).

Also, older-adults were the ones that took longer to complete the task with gestures

(1.98 s), but on the other hand they tend to be faster than children with touch and

the computer mouse, respectively 1.15 s and 1.53 s.

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data were normally distributed. As

such, we performed a one-way ANOVA test and determined there was a statistical

difference in steering times: mouse (F (2,57) = 14.649, p = .000); touch (F (2,57) =
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Figure 4.21 – Average steering time of the three age groups for the linear task.

10.104, p = .000); gestures (F (2,57) = 12.257, p = .000). Tukey post-hoc comparison

tests unveiled that children did not presented significant differences using the mouse

and touch when comparing to older-adults (p = .997; p = .156; respectively), but was

indeed significantly different comparing to young adults (p = .000). Moreover, young

adults versus older-adults performed with statistical differences with all modalities:

mouse (p = .000), touch (p = .031) and gestures (p = .000); as did children compared

to older-adults using gestures (p = .001). However, young adults compared to

children did not show significant differences when using gestures (p = .423).

Concerning the circular steering task, Figure 4.22 illustrates the completion times of

all groups when using the different input modalities. Gestures registered the highest

mean values with all age groups: children (5 s), young adults (4.69 s), older-adults

(5.31 s). On the other hand, touch presented the fastest steering times: children

(2 s), young adults (1.74 s), older-adults (2.09 s); followed by the computer mouse:

children (3.13 s), young adults (2.14 s), older-adults (2.76 s). As can be seen by the

chart, the young adults managed to complete the task faster than the other groups

with all of the interaction modalities.
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Figure 4.22 – Average steering time of the three age groups for the circular task.

An independent-samples Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA test indicated that touch

(χ2(2) = 3.866, p = .145) and gestures (χ2(2) = 2.146, p = .342) did not signif-

icantly influence interaction. We performed this non-parametric analysis since the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that the results were not normally distributed.

On the other hand, using the mouse recorded significant differences in interaction

between the groups (χ2(2) = 15.280, p = .000). Moreover, a post-hoc multiple

comparisons test showed that the steering times with this device were statistically

different between young adults and older-adults (p = .018), and young adults and

children (p = .000); however, not between children and older-adults (p = .912).

Additionally to comparing the steering times between each group, we also analyzed

them within each group.

Firstly, we present the result analysis of the linear tunnel task, and secondly the

circular tunnel one. Children were on average 12.18% faster using touch rather than

the computer mouse, but only a merely 1.44% better comparing to gestures. A

Friedman test showed a statistical difference in their steering times (χ2(2) = 7.620,

p = .022). We were aware of a significant difference between the modalities mouse
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versus touch (Z = -2.502, p = .012) and gestures (Z = -2.110, p = .035), specified by

a post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correction.

However, there were no significant differences between gestures and touch (Z = -.242,

p = .809).

As for young adults, there was a 33.33% increase in the steering time when using

gestures compared to the mouse, and 34.17% comparing to touch. Also, there was

only 1.25% improvement in interaction when using touch against the mouse. Indeed,

the Friedman test showed a significant difference in the mean steering time when

comparing the use of the three input modalities (χ2(2) = 16.025, p = .000). After

a post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correction

applied, we could observe no statistical difference between touch and mouse (Z =

-.411, p = .681). However, there was significance with gestures versus touch (Z =

-3.342, p = .001) and mouse (Z = -3.562, p = .000).

Considering older-adults, the touch had an improvement of 41.92% in speed with

regard to steering times when compared to gestures and 24.84% against the mouse.

As before, the Friedman test showed significant differences in mean times (χ2(2)

= 33.899, p = .000). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a

Bonferroni correction also indicated statistical differences between: touch and mouse

(Z = -3.548, p = .000), and gestures and touch (Z = -3.921, p = .000), and mouse

and gestures (Z = -3.461, p = .001).

On a different subject, regarding the circular steering motion, children showed dif-

ferences in interaction with the several input devices (χ2(2) = 33.899, p = .000),

as presented by a Friedman test. Indeed, touch displayed an improvement of 60%

in speed when compared to gestures, and 37.40% regarding the mouse. Post hoc

analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correction also indicated

statistical differences with all combination (Z = -3.920, p = .000).

Young adults demonstrated touch could be faster by 62.90% rather than gestures

and 18.69% in comparison to the computer mouse. This difference in speed was

significant, as shown by the Friedman test (χ2(2) = 40.000, p = .000). Just the

same, here a post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni
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correction also indicated statistical differences with all combination (Z = -3.920, p

= .000).

As for older-adults, the Friedman test showed significant differences in mean times

(χ2(2) = 38.100, p = .000). With regard to touch, they managed to complete the

circular tunnel 60.64% faster than gestures and 48.02% faster than with the mouse.

Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correction

proved statistical differences between: mouse and touch (Z = -3.659, p = .000),

gestures and touch (Z = -3.920, p = .000), and gestures and mouse (Z = -3.920, p

= .000.)

Performance:

We present the values of the Index of Performance (IP) of each group regarding the

different input modalities in both linear and circular tasks, and then we analyze these

values more closely within each group, in order to determine if they are significantly

different.

Figure 4.23 shows the mean IPs registered during the experiment for each age group

when using the three interaction modes during the linear steering task. As we can

observe, young adults can manage more information per unit time than the other

age groups, since they presented the best mean values of IP using the mouse (IP =

10.76 bits/s; SD = 3.88 bits/s) and touch (IP = 14.89 bits/s; SD = 6.12 bits/s).

They registered high values with gestures (IP = 13.80 bits/s; SD = 7.95 bits/s), but

still children performed slightly better with this modality (IP = 13.83; SD = 11.97

bits/s). For this group, gestures provided the best result and the mouse caused the

worst IP value of 6.01 bits/s with a standard deviation of 2.75 bits/s, and touch

presented and IP of 9.95 bits/s (SD = 6.10 bits/s), close to the IP registered by

young adults but using the mouse. This means that children performed this steering

task 56.54% better with gestures than the mouse, and 28.05% better than touch.

The older-adults performed better than children using the computer mouse (IP =

6.39 bits/s; SD = 2.61 bits/s), but poorer when using touch (IP = 9.33 bits/s; SD

= 3.16 bits/s) and gestures (IP = 5.80 bits/s; SD = 2.51 bits/s).
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Figure 4.23 – Average IP of the three age groups for the linear task.

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data were normally distributed, and

a one-way ANOVA test determined that there were significant differences in inter-

action in linear manipulation tasks: mouse (F (2,55) = 13.651, p = .000), touch

(F (2,55) = 6.258, p = .004), gestures (F (2,51) = 5.662, p = .006). Moreover, Tukey

post-hoc comparison tests revealed that children and older-adults only registered

significant differences when using gestures (p = .014), and not with the mouse (p

= .926) or touch (p = .930). As for young adults and children, they did not prove

significant disparities either with gestures (p = 1.000), but when compared to older-

adults they did (p = .016). All the more, young adults also differentiated from

children (p = .015) and older-adults (p = .006) when using touch. Regarding the

mouse, young adults also displayed statistical variances compared to children (p =

.000) and older-adults (p = .000).

Regarding the circular steering task, Figure 4.24 clarifies mean IPs registered during

the experiment for each age group when using the three interaction modes. In this

case, touch was the one to present higher performance indices from all groups:
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children (IP = 5.50 bits/s; SD = 2.30 bits/s), young adults (IP = 5.81 bits/s; SD

= 1.88 bits/s) and older-adults (IP = 6.37 bits/s; SD = 2.89 bits/s).

About this task, we can observe the older-adults did have higher performance values

with touch than young adults. On the other hand, gestures, contrarily to the linear

task, presented the worst results in all groups: children (IP = 2.24 bits/s; SD =

0.72 bits/s), young adults (IP = 2.93 bits/s; SD = 1.17 bits/s) and older-adults

(IP = 2.64 bits/s; SD = 1.08 bits/s). In this regard, young adults demonstrated to

have the highest performance index and children the lowest. The same happened

with touch: children (IP = 5.50 bits/s; SD = 2.30 bits/s), young adults (IP = 5.81

bits/s; SD = 1.88 bits/s) and older-adults (IP = 6.37 bits/s; SD = 2.89 bits/s).

Here, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data were normally distributed,

and a one-way ANOVA test determined that there were no significant differences

in the three interaction modalities regarding circular manipulation tasks: mouse

(F (2,54) = 3.029, p = .057), touch (F (2,56) = 0.678, p = .512), gestures (F (2,55)

= 2.194, p = .121).

Figure 4.24 – Average IP of the three age groups for the circular task.
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As in other tests, additionally to comparing IPs between each group regarding

the different interfaces, we also analyzed these values within each group. When

it comes to the linear task performed by children, a repeated measures ANOVA

with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined there was a significant difference

between IPs (F (1.350, 21.599) = 6.615, p <.011), but only between the mouse and

gestures (p = .032) according to post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bon-

ferroni correction. Comparisons between mouse and touch (p = .068), or touch and

gestures (p = .179) were not statistically different.

On the other hand, the young adults’ performance was not significantly different be-

tween the interfaces (F (1.416, 21.241) = 3.174, p <.077), according to the repeated

measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

As for the results of the older-adults, they are significantly distinct between each

other (F (1.904, 32.371) = 23.344, p <.000). Moreover, post-hoc pairwise compar-

isons tests show us which comparisons are indeed different: touch against mouse (p

= .000), and touch against gestures (p = .000). By contrast, the computer mouse

and gestures did not prove to be statistically different (p = 1.000).

Regarding the circular steering motion, a repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-

Geisser correction indicated that children also displayed statistical differences in all

combinations (F (1.397, 23.754) = 26.045, p <.000): mouse and touch (p = .001),

touch and gestures (p = .000), mouse and gestures (p = .015).

The young adults’ performance was also significantly different (F (1.659, 28.204) =

28.261, p <.000) according to the repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-

Geisser correction. This groups shows variances between touch and the mouse (p =

.000) plus touch and gestures (p = .000). Mouse and gestures were also significantly

different (p = .017).

As for the older-adults, they display significant differences in performance as well

(F (1.258, 22.651) = 28.179, p <.000), namely between touch and mouse (p = .000),

touch and gestures (p = .000), and mouse and gestures (p = .017).
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Participants’ attitudes and preferences:

We observed different behaviors in the various groups concerning each modality,

mainly in the groups of children and older-adults. Indeed, the young adults were

constant during the trials and did not present any behavior worth noting. Also,

they did not provide comments during interaction that could be relevant for the

investigation. However, both children and older-adults exhibited certain aspects

that should be taken into account.

Regarding the children’s group, linear motions did not cause any relevant attitude,

other than the fact that when the participants would get comfortable with using ges-

tures in the activity, they would perform sudden movements with the arms instead

of following with cautious the path drawn from the initial point to the destination,

as if they were doing an shortened swipe movement. On the other hand, considering

circular motions, after a few trials some would perform a gesture with the finger as

to create a mid-air circular shape, not having to move their arm, but only the finger.

At a certain point during the test, one female child affirmed that in order to com-

plete the small circles she preferred gestures and it was easier. However, with bigger

circular movements most of the children ended up drawing weary paths, possibly

due to not having such good control over the movement in bigger circles (Figure

4.25). This was also true for the older-adults. Moreover, once they leave the bound-

aries of the circle and have to return to the initial position to reinitiate the trial, it

is curious that they do not go directly to the initial position, but instead circle back

all the way around the opposite direction to begin the motion once again.

Figure 4.25 – Child performing a circular steering task with gestures.

When asked about the interface they thought they were faster with, children often
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answer the computer mouse. However, as we can see from the quantitative results,

touch was the fastest modality.

Children and older-adults shared another behavior: they tended to make specific

shapes within the boundaries of the circle when using the computer mouse, which

did not happen with the other input modalities. For instance, Figure 4.26 represents

two shapes that were common when completing the steering path: a rectangle or

a triangle. This could indicate that when using the computer mouse, these groups

tend to make straight lines as opposed to organic or curved ones. This behavior was

not noticed in the group of young adults.

Figure 4.26 – Shapes drawn by some participants to complete the circular steering task.

Regarding the group of older-adults, we noticed they would have the tendency of

leaning over the screen unintentionally, which at times caused an occlusion effect

and thus the participant would not see the circle behind his/her hand. This could

aggravate the movement times of the participants and consequently their index of

performance. Also, one female participant even assumed that her eyes were getting

dry over the needed concentration to complete the task.

For this steering task, children and young adults considered the mouse and touch

as extremely easy to use (50% and 80%, respectively), whereas 60% of older-adults

thought they were relatively easy to use. Also, all age groups considered touch

and mouse as very comfortable to use. On the other hand, gestures were their

least favorite as the participants even discussed this input modality was tiring and

frustrating to handle.
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4.3.3 Discussion

Considering the error rate, the interaction modality that registered fewer errors

on straight movements was touch, and the age group to have fewer faults was the

older-adults. Comparing this result with our previous studies, it may seem older-

adults are more careful when interacting with the system using touch than the other

groups. Moreover, gestures negatively influenced the subjects, presenting the worse

error rates of all modalities in the three age groups. Regarding circular paths, it

seems they require more skills to accomplish, especially considering gestures that

caused the error rate to escalate in all groups. On the other hand, touch was once

again the interaction mode to present fewer errors.

When observing linear steering efficiency, gestures did not present the poorest mean

results in all groups, contrarily to what has happened on previous tests: children took

longer to complete the task with the mouse than gestures. However, keep in mind

that gestures was also the one to register more errors, which means that children

may be faster but they may not be very precise with gestures. Also, young adults did

not show significant differences when compared to children using gestures, whereas

there were differences recorded when compared to older-adults. This analysis could

present some insights on age groups’ patterns during interaction: (1) older-adults

complete linear steering tasks with significant difference when compared to young

adults, regarding all modalities; (2) they interact in a similar manner as children

when using the computer mouse and touch. Also, as in previous studies, they

take longer to complete the tasks with gestures than the other groups. Therefore,

it is valid to acknowledge that gestures may negatively influence interaction, as

the groups presented an increase in movement times when resorting to this input

modality.

Considering the circular steering task, using the mouse produced curious results:

the difference in interaction was indeed significant between all the groups. This

situation had happened also in the previous usability study on elemental selection

tasks. This device, in spite of being the one all participants had experience with,

showed again statistical differences regarding efficiency, this time on circular steering
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paths.

When considering mean IPs registered during the experiment for each age group,

the results of the linear steering task showed that young adults can manage more

information per unit time than the other age groups, since they presented the best

mean values of IP using the mouse.

Also, children and older-adults only registered significant differences when using ges-

tures, and not with the mouse or touch. That may indicate that children actually

perform gestures very well, contrarily to older-adults. As for young adults and chil-

dren, they did not prove significant disparities with gestures, but when compared

to older-adults they did. All the more, young adults also differentiated from chil-

dren and older-adults when using touch. Regarding the mouse, young adults also

displayed statistical variances compared to children and older-adults. It becomes

increasingly curious the fact that the computer mouse, widely used by all in daily

activities and with supposedly consistent levels of experience, actually has continu-

ally demonstrated that it does not have similar performances regarding the different

age groups.

Regarding the circular steering task, touch was the one to present higher perfor-

mance indices from all groups. Also, using touch, older-adults did have higher

performance values than young adults. This may be curious, since the steering time

of young adults in this task was lower and thus they took less time to complete the

task than older-adults. However, keep in mind that the performance index is not

only measure by movement time, but also by number of mistakes committed and

precision in the task. This may indicate that older-adults, when it comes to steer-

ing movements, perform better with touch than young adults and children. On the

other hand, gestures, contrarily to the linear task, presented the worst results in all

groups.
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4.3.4 Summary

In this experiment, we intended to understand which input modality could posi-

tively influence the indices of performance of three specific age groups in a linear

and circular steering task, considering the Steering Law. We considered this human

performance evaluation method because it is well-known and validated for analyz-

ing trajectory-based tasks, a widely used action for manipulating and navigating

through content.

The modalities considered were the computer mouse, touch and gestures; and the

three age groups were organized as children, young adults and older-adults.

Certainly, the experiment presented considerable differences in each group when

resorting to distinctive interaction modalities to perform steering tasks. Especially

considering linear manipulation paths, children showed that they could manage more

information per unit time using gestures rather than other input modalities. This

was, indeed, a surprise, as gestures tended to present the poorest results in previous

studies. Moreover, touch proved to be the paramount interaction modality between

all groups, regarding both linear and circular activities.

When it comes to the circular movement, we could observe the older-adults did

present higher performance values with touch than young adults, but were slower

on completing the task. This could indicate, yet again, that in spite of young adults

being able to complete the tasks more quickly, they could be less accurate than

the other groups, and thus influencing interaction performances. This situation

is actually important to justify why we thought relevant to evaluate not only the

usability of the interface, but also analyze performance indices.

4.4 Concluding remarks

The goal of this chapter was to understand if there could be differences in reaction

times and performance regarding three distinct age groups. It was also particularly
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motivated by the absence of scientific data that systematically evaluates which in-

teraction mode could be the most appropriate for users with age-related differences

when performing the three most common elemental tasks, whether it is content

selection, insertion or manipulation.

We intended to comprehend if different input modalities could enhance or, quite

on the contrary, impair the user’s performance and reaction times. Also, we have

become to understand that, aside from detecting the most or least efficient interface,

we should take notice on the user preferences, since sometimes they do not match

to the interface that would be more logical to improve performance. This is an

example of children that, whilst performing better with other interfaces, declared

several times in the surveys that their favorite was the tangible one. Although it

may indicate that they do not perform as good with tangibles, it could be relevant

for children to use this input modality for interacting with the systems, as it may

improve their level of satisfaction and keep their interest in the task at hand.

Considering all surveys, the most popular interface was touch for all groups and

for most tasks. Indeed, selection and manipulation presented superior results when

using touch. However, insertion did not and the physical keyboard still managed to

obtain better results in the content insertion activity.

Curiously, considering the selection and manipulation activities, the computer mouse

proved to have statistically significantly different results between the groups. This

can be an indication of a limitation of this graphical user interface paradigm, since

this situation occurred with groups that had a similar experience level with the

device, but were on different age brackets. This could throw some light on the fact

that age could influence interaction, and not only the input device.

Discrete and continuous selection tasks may also influence the users’ performance.

When accomplishing discrete tasks, users are less volatile to the interface used, as

opposed to continuous tasks, where they seem to show more susceptibility to the

input modality.

When it comes to the circular movement, especially considering linear manipulation

paths, children showed that they could manage more information per unit time using
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gestures rather than other input modalities. This was, indeed, a surprise, as gestures

tended to present the poorest results in previous studies. All the more, gestures

were the modality the groups found to be more difficult and struggling in almost

all activities. Additionally, we could observe the older-adults did present higher

performance values with touch than young adults, but were slower on completing

the task. This could indicate that in spite of young adults being able to complete

the tasks more quickly, they could be less precise than the other groups, and thus

influencing interaction performances. This situation is actually important to justify

why we thought relevant to evaluate not only the usability of the interface, but also

analyze performance indices.

When doing an overall analysis, young adults presented the best reaction times in

most activities, but their performance index diminished, which could indicate there

are faster, but not as precise.

Therefore, we may presume that the creation of distinctive user profiles regarding

interaction with different interfaces could, indeed, be important. Thus far, touch

seems better for all groups when it comes to selection, and the keyboard seems to im-

prove the three groups’ performance in insertion activities. For manipulation tasks,

linear movements are better executed by gestures when it comes to children, and

touch when it comes to young and older-adults. As for circular steering movements,

touch could once again be the best option.

This investigation was important to understand the input modalities’ individuali-

ties and if they could present age-related differences in interaction. This was a first

step in grasping which could present better results and positively influence interac-

tion and which ones actually impaired the user on elemental activities. Thanks to

these results, we could begin to understand which combinations could help improve

performance. This is this investigation’s next step.



5 Evaluation of compound tasks

The results obtained in the previous chapter show evidence that the creation of

distinctive user profiles regarding interaction with different interfaces could, indeed,

be important when it comes to elemental tasks. All groups in the study (children,

young adults and older-adults) showed differences in interaction regarding the use of

different input modalities for selection, insertion and manipulation tasks, and also

considering linear and circular steering movements.

With this concept in mind, it is now important to acknowledge if the differences

still remain when it comes to compound tasks, whether using one input modality

or combining them in a multimodal system. Multimodal interface design has been

inspired largely by the goal of supporting more flexible, natural and transparent

means of interacting with computers. These novel interfaces are said to reduce

cognitive load, stimulate cognition and improve performance in a variety of tasks

(Oviatt e Cohen, 2015). As such, they are better for accommodating individual

differences among users and thus may provide a universal access to computation.

Therefore, in this second phase of our investigation, we intend to understand: (1) if

the results gathered on the previous phase were also valid for compound tasks or,

on the other hand, if a change in the type of task (being a compound transaction)

affected interaction; (2) if there were any synergies when combining more than one

175
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interface to perform compound tasks, namely when using two, three or four input

modalities together in the same activity.

For this purpose, we created a simple game that could gather all the features we were

interested in studying. We did not opt to create everyday-based formal applications,

such as the task of browsing the web, or consulting the mailbox, because we had to

embrace different groups of users with different day-to-day routines concerning the

computer. Indeed, it was necessary to create an application that would arouse the

interest of children, instigating them to play and be captivated to be willing to keep

playing throughout the several stages of the game. This would be more difficult if we

considered formal applications, and could cause the children to perform worse due to

the lack of interest in the tasks, rather than the interaction modality itself. Also, the

groups of young and older-adults would be more accustomed to the tasks performed

on a daily basis, and could find it confusing to execute them using modalities other

than the ones they were used to. This could enhance error susceptibility and trigger

non-intended results due to recalling the wrong input modality that they had more

experience with in doing that same routine task, and thus confuse the user as to

what interaction modalities to actually use.

Therefore, we resolved to create an informal and playful application (a simple game)

that would still resort to the same elemental tasks of the daily routine using a

computer, but with a different feel to the groups. We did not want to recreate

specific daily tasks, as checking the email, or navigating through the web, because we

did not want to create bias groups that would more easily relate to those activities.

Instead, we created a simple game that required the same types of elemental or

compound tasks, but in a more casual manner.

The three groups of users and their characteristics were previously described in

Chapter 3, and were maintained throughout the whole study. The sample for this

phase is also in accordance to the preceding experiments.
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5.1 Performance with one mode of interaction

In order to validate previous results with regard to interaction with individual modal-

ities, and before combining different interaction modalities and observe their syner-

gies, we performed a specific case study with a compound activity that makes use

of each modality individually in order to complete a simple game.

5.1.1 Materials and Methods

Three input modalities are used in this case study: the computer mouse, touch and

gestures. We alienated tangibles, as they are not pointing devices and the game

created for this purpose has a path specification activity.

Apparatus:

The experiment was conducted in a closed room with artificial light and the tests

were performed in a specific setup assembled for the purpose of this research (Figure

5.1). The conditions of the experiment were identical to the ones adopted in our

previous phase, regarding the final elemental tasks.

Materials:

A purpose-built game was created with support for all modes of interaction, us-

ing the same frameworks and programming language as the previous studies, and

also with the same adjustments made to the system’s feedback across the differ-

ent input modalities. The efficiency and efficacy of the participants were recorded

automatically by the game, for each step and each trial.

Regarding the user preferences, we asked the participants to complete a finishing

survey with closed-end questions, qualitative Likert Scales and ranking lists, in order

to understand the user’s preferences considering: ease of use of the input modalities,
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Figure 5.1 – Experimental setup.

ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism of interaction, level of user comfort/frus-

tration, and user’s degree of presence and concentration. Also, like the previous

studies, during the tests we gathered qualitative observational analysis on the par-

ticipants’ behavior.

Experimental design:

We dealt with two independent variables in this study: the age groups; and the

input modalities. In turn, our dependent variables were the traditional metrics:

effectiveness, efficiency, inactivity time and user preference.

Altogether, there were 180 experimental trials. The aim of each trial was to ob-

serve the participants execute the compound task with each of the three available

input modalities. Regarding the evaluation within groups using the different in-

put modalities, we used a repeated-measures within-participants design, whereas
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regarding the evaluation between age groups we resorted to a repeated-measures

between-participants design.

Participants:

The study included 60 volunteers who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment.

We divided them into three groups, according to their age, and we thereby had 20

users for each age group participating in the tests:

• Children: 20 participants of 8 to 12 years old (M = 10.5; SD = 1.41).

• Young adults: 20 participants of 25 to 30 years old (M = 28.5; SD = 2.20).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 45 to 60 years old (M = 51.5; SD = 5.04).

These individuals were selected according to the directives stipulated on Chapter

3. All participants were right handed and reported normal or corrected to normal

vision.

Procedure:

After being given an overview of the steps of the game and the different obstacles

to overcome, participants were instructed about the goal of game. Before the test

began, all participants were allowed to practice the game, since they needed to

get used to the input modalities and gain adequate practical skills for the different

actions required. Participants were the ones that indicated the researcher that they

were comfortable and ready to begin the tests, as the practice attempts were not

accounted for nor had a limited time.

The game was organized into two phases with two different goals: (1) overcome a

labyrinth and its obstacles; and (2) insert a code to unlock the prize (Figure 5.2).

Here, the participants were asked to complete the first phase before continuing to

the second one.
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Figure 5.2 – Layout of the game: a) first phase; b) second phase.

During the game, users had to complete the first phase by performing different

continuous steps: (1) free a mouse from the cage; (2) direct the mouse through the

labyrinth without touching its sides; (3) open the red brick door; (4) remove the

rock from the way; (5) get to the end of the labyrinth to get the cheese; (6) scare

a moving cat that appears in the screen. For the second phase, users had to: (1)

select the input field; (2) insert the code; (3) submit the code.
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The participant had to complete the steps using only one input modality at each

time. The intended modality was given at the beginning of the game and would be

always visible in the top left corner of the display. As this phase of the study only

encompassed one modality at a time, all the icons regarding the different obstacles

would have the same caption, as is the case of the Figure 1 that maintains the touch

modality throughout the game. The order of the modalities was random in each

test.

The steps are as follows: to free the mouse, the user had to select the cage and move

it out of the way, to wherever the user wanted. The final position of the cage was

not important, as long as it was out of the way for the mouse to be able to enter

the labyrinth. Then, the user had to lead the mouse through the labyrinth without

letting it touch the walls. When this situation happened, an error was recorded and

a position of the impact. This would be useful for the evaluation of heat maps, in

order to understand where most errors occurred. When getting close to the brick

wall, the participant would have to open it. However, instead of directly selecting it,

as with the cage, the participant had to select a button on the bottom right corner

of the display. Our intention was to save the different times both these actions

took the user and compare them: selecting an object directly or manipulating it by

selecting a third-party icon. Afterwards, the user would have to move a rock out

of the way, using the same technique as for moving the initial cage. With the path

clear, the participant would direct the mouse towards the exit of the labyrinth to get

the cheese. But as soon as the mouse would get out of the maze, a cat that was not

in the display originally would appear from the top right corner, moving towards

the mouse in a controlled speed. The cat would take approximately 2 seconds to get

near the mouse. In this instant, the participant would have to scare the cat away,

or else a fault was recorded and the participant would get a visual feedback that the

mouse had been eaten (the image of the mouse would disappear).

This first phase of the study, using one modality at a time, did not embrace parallel

tasking, as there were no simultaneous activities. The user would terminate the

previous action and only then continue with the following ones. Please remember

that parallel tasking was addressed on Chapter 2 of this document.
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Regarding the technique necessary to complete the steps: when using the computer

mouse, the participant would click on top of the necessary obstacle and drag it to

a new position on the screen to make it move. This is the case for the cage, the

rock and the little mouse. As for the brick wall, all that was necessary was for the

participant to click on the red button to open the wall and let the mouse pass. When

it came to the cat, the participant had to click on it and drag it upwards to make

him go away and disappear to where he first came. When resorting to touch, the

participant had to touch the intended object and drag it directly on the screen. The

same is true for scaring the cat and opening the brick wall. On the other hand, when

using gestures, the participant would have to select the intended objects resorting to

the same technique explored in the previous experiments (explained in Chapter 4):

get the target badge on top of the object and wait for selection. However, as these

new experiments require the user to drop objects as well, the participant learned

that in order to release any object that he/she had picked up, it was necessary to

shake their hand. The system would detect the gesture and let go of the object.

When an object was being dragged by gestures, it would get semi-transparent, for

the user to have a visual feedback of the action being performed (Figure 5.3). In

the last step of this phase, to scare the cat away, by using gestures the user did not

have to take the time to select the mouse and drag it, as it was a moving target. As

such, the participants learned that they would only be required to perform a gesture

for the system to recognize their intent: a swipe gesture to scare off the animal. As

soon as the gesture was recognized, the cat would leave. On the contrary, if the

participant did not perform the gesture, or did not perform it correctly, the cat

would continue to advance towards the mouse.

We considered an error in these situations: for the first phase, the participant led

the mouse to collide with the labyrinth walls; and for the second phase, a wrong

number was inserted. Regarding the different obstacles in the maze, the participant

could not cause an error, but instead the time taken to overcome each obstacle

would escalate. To a certain degree, this method is equivalent to the speed-accuracy

trade-off of Fitts’ Law (for more depth on this subject, please refer to Chapter 3).

After completing the first phase of the game, the cheese would be locked, and so
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Figure 5.3 – Visual feedback of the dragging action with gestures as the input modality: a)

object standing still; b) object being dragged using gestures.

the participant had to insert the correct code to unlock it and feed the starving

mouse. They had to insert the provided code using one of the three input modalities,

according to what was requested, as quickly as possible while avoiding any errors.

First, the participant selected the input text box, then inserted the numbers one by

one, and finally selected the submit button. If the code was the right one, a message

of congratulations would appear on the screen (Figure 5.4) and, if the participant did

not want to rest, the game would restart with a different interaction modality. If the

code was incorrect, the numbers would turn red and the user would have to delete

the numbers inserted and insert the right ones again, until the code was accurate.

For this compound selection/insertion transaction the participant performed the

same way as explained in the previous Chapter 4, regarding the elemental tasks.

Regarding the time recorded, the system would only start recording it when the user

started the first action of each phase (removing the cage, and selecting the input

box), and not before, and would stop recording at the end of each action of each

phase (scaring the cat, and submitting the code). Thus, each phase had the times

recorded individually: time taken to complete phase 1 and time taken to complete

phase 2. This is due to our interest in comparing the times without the period of

inactivity, i.e. when the participant was just looking at the game layout and not
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Figure 5.4 – Message of successfully completed level of the game.

performing any action. Thus, we also recorded the inactivity periods, in order to

compare them and understand which modality presented the highest values. We

consider an inactivity period all the time that the user does not perform any action

and is just looking at the layout, inert. An example of this condition could be

when the user scares the cat away and the screen to insert the code appears: the

user’s reflects to immediately select the insertion box could be slow or the user could

be reading the code before starting to insert it. Also, all the times of each object

manipulation were recorded, as well as the entire time for the game.

There were no time constraints to successfully complete the tasks, since this could

cause stress and influence performance. However, the participants were asked to

complete the activities as fast as they could.

The game completion time was measured between the fist action performed by the

user (removing the cage and thus freeing the mouse) and the successful insertion of

the code, minus the inactivity period.

Once the participants had finished the experiment, they were asked to fill a ques-

tionnaire. The purpose of this questionnaire was to gather their opinion about the
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different interaction modalities and preferences, as already described, and to eval-

uate the perceived performance and efficiency of those modalities from their own

perspective.

5.1.2 Results

Below are presented the results regarding the usability evaluation of the compound

selection/navigation and selection/insertion tasks: effectiveness (error rate and com-

pletion success), efficiency (completion time) and satisfaction are presented and an-

alyzed accordingly.

With this case study we intend to validate previous findings and also understand

which modality can more positively influence interaction regarding compound tasks,

and which one can lead to worse results when it comes to the three age groups. In

this case, each experimental session lasted approximately 10 minutes.

Effectiveness:

Figure 5.5 presents the total number of errors registered during the experiment.

In total, there were 1960 errors in both phases, being the majority committed by

children and older-adults. The gestural-based interaction modality was the one to

present most faults in all three groups. However, as we can see, the groups of

older-adults suffered the most with this input modality.

Indeed, most of the errors occurred during the first phase, in the labyrinth, as the

errors recorded by the wrong insertion of the code consisted of only about 3.4% of

the entire value. Also worth noting is that the computer mouse also produced more

errors than touch, and that this interface was the most constant between the three

groups: with 9 errors from the children, 10 from the young adults, and 11 errors

from the older-adults’ group.

Efficiency:
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Figure 5.5 – Total number of errors each group committed per interface.

Table 5.1 shows each group’s average completion time, the maximum and the mini-

mum time, as well as the standard deviation (in seconds) for the three groups with

the three input modalities.

In terms of completion times recorded, the input modality that registered the fastest

mean results throughout all the three groups was touch: children (21.49 s); young

adults (15.40 s); and older adults (26.47 s). On the other hand, the gestural interface

registered higher mean completion times: children (95.52 s), young adults (40.24 s),

and older-adults (70.53 s). The lowest time recorded was by young adults with

touch (10.06 s) and the highest time was registered by a child using gestures (188.64

s). This value was 228% higher than the same maximum value registered by young

adults, and 63% higher than the older-adults.

Figure 5.6 presents the game’s mean completion time recorded during the experi-

mental tests with the different interfaces by each age group. Overall, the children’s

group presented the highest mean times using both the mouse and the gesture-based

input. In contrast, the group of young adults performed better with all interfaces

and thus showed the lowest mean times. It may also be important to highlight that
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Table 5.1 – Each group’s mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation times for the

game regarding the three input modalities (in seconds).

the completion time recorded by the children with the gestural interface was about

twice the young adults’ group.

Figure 5.6 – Mean time taken to complete the game (in seconds).

We recorded the mean time of each action individually as well, using each modality.

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the times recorded during the completion of the different

activities individually by the three groups using each input modality.

Gestures had the highest results, except for the manipulation task that was required
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Figure 5.7 – Time taken by the groups to complete the several actions in the game using

the three modalities (in seconds).

by chasing the cat away. Here, the results were distinct from the other tasks (selec-

tion and insertion). The remaining values appear to follow the same conclusions as

previous studies.
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Also, we measured inactivity periods as well (Figure 5.8). As we can see, the young

adults were the ones to record fewer inert times using all of the modalities, and

these seem to share similar values of inactivity. In the children’s group, gestural

interaction did indeed record the higher inactivity times, and the computer mouse

did not create so many inert times as the others. This is also valid for the group of

older-adults that presented very similar inertia results for both touch and gestures.

Figure 5.8 – Time of inactivity recorded during the entire game by each modality (in

seconds).

Regarding the mean completion time taken by the groups to complete the game,

we analyzed the data and their statistical validity. We assessed the normality of

data with the Shapiro-Wilk Test in order to understand if the data were normally

distributed and could thus be considered for statistical analysis. We elected this

test over the Kolmogorov-Smirnov due to the size of our sample. Except for the

gesture-based interface in the group of older-adults (p = .002) and touch in the

group of children (p = .020), the data were normally distributed. Analyzing the

significance of the results by a one-way ANOVA, we observed a statistical difference

at the p <.05 level between all the groups and each modality: mouse (F (2, 53) =

13.993, p = .000); touch (F (2, 54) = 16.026, p = .000); gestures (F (2, 55) = 16.176,

p = .000).
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A Tukey post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that the only input modality

that did not present a significant difference between the groups of children and

older-adults was the mouse (p = .809). On the contrary, every other combination

presented significant differences in terms of mean completion time by the three

groups. As such, using the mouse proved to be statistically different between children

and young adults (p = .000), and young adults versus older-adults (p = .000). As

for touch, young and older-adults were significantly different when interacting with

this modality (p = .000), as were the children compared to young adults (p = .008).

However, in spite of being statistically unlike, the differences in interaction with

touch in the groups of children and older-adults were not as significant as the others

(p = .036). The same situation happened when using gestures: the group of children

versus older-adults were statistically different (p = .045), but not at the same level

as the other groups: children and young adults (p = .000), or young adults versus

older-adults (p = .005). Thus, children and older-adults do not present such a

disparate interaction performance when compared to other combinations regarding

compound tasks.

Additionally to comparing the performance between each group regarding the dif-

ferent interfaces, we also analyzed the performance within each group resorting to

a within-participant repeated-measures design.

Regarding the group of children, a repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-

Geisser correction determined there was a significant difference between the main

time taken to complete the game in each interface (F (1.095, 18.615) = 44.659, p

= .000). The input modality with the fastest results was touch (21.49 s), followed

by the computer mouse (30.81 s), and finally gestures (92.52 s). Post-hoc pairwise

comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction showed that the mean times were

statistically significantly different. Using touch was indeed significantly faster than

using the computer mouse (p = .007) or gestures (p = .000), as was using the mouse

compared to gestures (p = .000).

As the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed in the young adults’ group, like in

the children’s group, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated
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measures ANOVA. This group also presented statistically significantly different com-

pletion times (F (1.228,20.879) = 130.570, p = .000). Post hoc tests using the Bon-

ferroni correction revealed that the mean times returned by the young adults using

gestures were significantly higher compared to using touch (p = .000) or the mouse

(p = .000) to complete the game, considering that this group recorded a high mean

completion time of 40.24 seconds using gestures. The same goes for using the com-

puter mouse versus touch (p = .002), being the touch modality the fastest (15.40

s), followed by the computer mouse (19.45 s).

Older-adults’ efficiency also achieved a statistical significant difference between the

mean times in each interface (F (1.103,19.850) = 57.128, p = .000). However, al-

though the analysis returns a statistical difference regarding the use of gestures

compared to touch (p = .000) and the mouse (p = .000), using the computer mouse

and touch to execute the game did not lead to significant differences (p = .844). In

this situation, the touch modality also scored the lowest mean time (26,47 s), closely

followed by the computer mouse (28.36 s), and finally gestures (70.53 s).

Participants’ attitudes and preferences:

During the tests, all of the participants expressed with vigor their discontent to-

wards using gestures to complete the labyrinth. Indeed, in previous experiments

participants had already commented their dislike towards this input modality. Now,

during a compound task, their opinions were even stronger.

Some participants even discussed their unwillingness to complete the task when they

were asked to go through the labyrinth using gestures. This was a fact for all age

groups. Also, the same attitude was expressed in the screen to insert the code,

where participants were asked to select the proper digit in the soft-keyboard.

We also noticed that participants would mistake the gestures they had to perform

during the game. Indeed, they would shake their hand for more than the intended

action: whereas to let go of an object or select the objects. Instead, the procedure

was to stand still while selecting and object, and shake the hand to drop it. This

proved to be very confusing for the participants, mostly children. In turn, the other
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input modalities did not cause any uncommon attitudes in the participants and the

tests continued without special behaviors.

5.1.3 Discussion

For a compound task involving three transactions (selection, manipulation and in-

sertion), the gestural interface appears to show worse results in terms of completion

times recorded. On the contrary, touch seems to be the most coherent modality

among the groups and returned the lowest values.

Indeed, the compound tasks followed a pattern coincidental with the respective

elementary activities approached in the previous Chapter: (1) the gestural-based

interface was not as efficient as the rest considering the game as a whole; and (2)

touch was the modality that achieved the best results among the three user groups.

We recorded the times of each action individually as well, using each modality. This

can be important to establish if the results obtained are caused by the composition

of different actions in one compound task, and if the results are still valid and

concurrent with the previous experimental phase of this study: elemental tasks.

It is important to highlight that gestures had the highest results, except for the

manipulation task that was required by chasing the cat away. Here, the results were

distinct from the other tasks (selection and insertion). Notice that this result was

discussed in the previous Chapter, where we came to realize that, for manipulation

tasks, especially for linear ones, gestures was a modality to consider in terms of

speed. That being said, we presume that this situation continues valid when the

actions are combined in a compound task, once the gesture-based interface showed

better results than the mouse in both the young and older-adults’ groups, and even

proved to be better than touch for young adults. Curiously, previous tests showed

that children took less time to complete the task than older-adults in linear steering

tasks. However, in this situation they took longer than the other group. This

could indicate that when it comes to compound tasks, gestural inputs may degrade

interaction, as opposed to elementary transactions, for the group of children.
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All the same, we find it interesting to also note that for removing the obstacles out

of the way (remove the cage and the rock; open the door), we had two techniques:

(a) select object and drag; (b) select button; respectively. As we can see in the

charts (Figure 5.7), both removing the cage and the rock shared the same technique.

However, the gestural interface showed different results: the time taken to remove

the cage was far less in the groups of young and older-adults than the time taken

to remove the rock. One might think that this could be due to the order of the

actions: removing the cage was the first action to be performed, while removing the

rock was a task executed right after another one. This could indicate that gestural

interaction during compound tasks may suffer if the action is not required at the

beginning of the transaction.

Regarding the periods of inactivity, the young adults were the ones to record fewer

inert times using all of the modalities, and these seem to share similar values of

inactivity. This situation could also imply that young adults have the fastest reflexes

during interaction, or at least they do not seem to take as long as the other groups

to act upon the task.

Regarding the mean completion time taken by the groups to complete the game,

we observed a statistical difference in the values. Indeed, we have reached the

conclusion that considering compound tasks that are performed unimodally, the

usage of different interfaces may influence the users’ performance. This also proved

to be true for elemental tasks, as described in the previous Chapter.

5.1.4 Summary

This experiment was intended to validate previous findings on which modality would

be better for which interaction task. Considering a compound task that aggregated

several elemental activities, we noticed that the completion times of each elemental

activity regarding the different modes of interaction are more exacerbated, that is,

we did not present such statistically significantly different results in the previous

experiments as we noted in this purpose-built game.
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All participants presented better efficiency values with touch. On the other hand, all

participants thought the gestures were the worst interaction modality for precision

activities, but not when used to scare the cat, as it was a linear steering task and

thus it was considered practical to use. Also, more errors were detected when using

gestures regarding all age groups, mainly during the steering circular movements

required by the labyrinth. However, we can see that unlike previous tests that

showed children took less time to complete the task in linear steering tasks using

gestures, this compound task did not follow the case: children took longer than the

other groups to execute the action with gestures. This could indicate that when it

comes to compound tasks, gestural inputs may degrade interaction, as opposed to

elementary transactions, for the group of children.

Indeed, we may come to realize that: (1) compound tasks may augment the dis-

crepancies of each modality considering the different age groups; (2) the type of

interface that is used can influence efficiency in compound tasks, even aggravating

the efficiency of each group when compared amongst each other.

5.2 Performance with several modes of interac-

tion

Results presented in the previous section show that different input modalities can in-

fluence performance in compound tasks. However, this analysis was only directed at

performing the purpose-built game unimodally. Indeed, it is increasingly important

to understand the synergies that can occur if one same compound task is performed

multimodally.

Hence, in this section we intend to combine the different interaction modalities ad-

dressed throughout this systematic study and observe their synergies. Therefore,

four input modalities are used in this case study: the computer mouse, touch, tan-

gibles and gestures.
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5.2.1 Materials and Methods

We conducted a study using different combinations/sequences of modalities, and

requested participants to execute the same game created in the previous section,

in order to be able to compare results and understand if the users’ performance

improved. The experiment was divided into three levels:

• Level 1: Combining two modes of interaction;

• Level 2: Combining three modes of interaction;

• Level 3: Combining four modes of interaction.

Each level presented a combination of input modalities that were randomly grouped

and the participant had to execute the complete set of combinations provided in or-

der to advance to the next level. However, the levels were not organized randomly,

that is, they would respect the order of level 1 first, then level 2 and finally level 3.

We did not intend for the users to get overwhelmed by all the possible combinations

and preferred to keep increasing the number of combinations gradually. Also, an-

other aspect that could be important to analyze is if the learning process influences

the results.

As explained in Chapter 2 regarding interaction tasks, it was important for us to

understand the performance of the participants by executing the game with parallel

tasking (where two activities are performed simultaneously) and non-parallel tasking

(where there are no simultaneous tasks). Thus, the participants performed both

types of tasks. In the case of being a parallel compound task, the only change

the level would suffer would be to integrate one other obstacle in the path of the

labyrinth: the rock (as described in the previous experiment). This rock could be

removed in parallel with the dragging of the mouse, if the participant saw fit. This

parallel activity was also significant to recognize if the participants would embrace

this possibility and which input modalities would be more useful to carry out this

action.
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Apparatus:

The experiment was conducted in a closed room with artificial light and the tests

were performed in a specific setup assembled for the purpose of this research (Figure

5.9). The conditions of the experiment were identical to the ones adopted in our

previous phases.

Figure 5.9 – Experimental setup.

Materials:

The purpose-built game created, with support for all modes of interaction, was used

in this phase as well. The efficiency and efficacy of the participants were recorded

automatically by the game, for each step and each trial. We also saved a heat map

for the errors that were registered throughout the first phase of the game, as will be

described later on. This map is a graphical representation of the faults detected by

each modality.
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Also, in order to analyze the synergies that came from combining the different in-

put modalities we resorted to two different metrics: relative modality efficiency and

multimodal synergy. The first metric (when compared with modality usage) can

identify an underutilization of modalities due to poor interface design or informa-

tion asymmetries. On the other hand, multimodal synergy measures the added

value from efficiently combining multiple input modalities, and can be used as a sin-

gle measure of the quality of modality fusion in a multimodal system. As already

further described on Chapter 3, relative modality efficiency calculates the amount

of information being communicated in unit time for each modality, i.e., the infor-

mation bandwidth, and should correlate with relative modality usage unless there is

information asymmetry between the user and the system. Indeed, relative modality

usage is defined as the percent of time spent using a certain modality over the to-

tal interaction time, and is thus important to define the ratio of modality efficiency.

This value is essential to calculate the multimodal interfaces with the “sum” of its

unimodal parts and measure how “synergetic” the interface design is.

Regarding the user preferences, we asked the participants to complete a finishing

survey with closed-end questions, qualitative Likert Scales and ranking lists, in order

to understand the user’s preferences considering: ease of use of the input modalities,

ease of learning, fatigue effect, naturalism of interaction, level of user comfort/frus-

tration, and user’s degree of presence and concentration. Also, like the previous

studies, during the tests we gathered qualitative observational analysis on the par-

ticipants’ attitudes.

Experimental design:

We dealt with two independent variables in this study: the age groups; and the

combinations of the various input modalities. In turn, our dependent variables were:

effectiveness, efficiency, inactivity time, multimodal synergy and user preference.

Regarding the evaluation within groups using the different input modalities, we used

a repeated-measures within-participants design, whereas regarding the evaluation

between age groups we resorted to a repeated-measures between-participants design.
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We have approached how we handled outliers in Chapter 3 of this document.

Each experimental session lasted approximately 50 minutes.

Participants:

The study included 60 volunteers who were näıve to the purpose of the experiment.

It is important to highlight that these were not the same subjects that participated

in the previous case study. We divided them into three groups, according to their

age, and we thereby had 20 users for each age group participating in the tests:

• Children: 20 participants of 8 to 12 years old (M = 9.3; SD = 1.28).

• Young adults: 20 participants of 20 to 27 years old (M = 22.8; SD = 3.01).

• Older-adults: 20 participants of 45 to 57 years old (M = 50.13; SD = 4.67).

These individuals were selected according to the directives stipulated on Chapter 3.

Of all of the participants, three were left-handed and the rest was right handed. All

the participants reported normal or corrected to normal vision.

Procedure:

Level 1:

The procedure was maintained during the different levels of the game. Also, all

participants were allowed to practice the game. In this first level, the labyrinth was

simpler than in the first case study. The only actions to perform were: (1) get the

mouse through the labyrinth; (2) scare the cat away; (3) insert the code. Depending

on the parallelism of the tasks, there could be a rock in the middle of the labyrinth

(as in the previous study) or no obstacles between the mouse and the cheese. Also,

the participants had to begin with a specific input mode and change to another one

at some point, as instructed. This indication was at all times present in the upper

left corner of the display, as in the previous study.
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Figure 5.10 – Layout of the first level (task without parallelism) and indication of two

modalities.

When it came to the parallel tasking, participants would encounter the rock in

the middle of the labyrinth and had to remove it. As such, as we can see in the

Figure 5.10, the maze would be performed with the first modality of the bimodal

interface (in this case using the computer mouse), and chasing the cat away with the

second modality (gestures). Whenever a parallel action was required, the user would

intercalate with the one already in use. In this case, if the crossing the labyrinth

was performed using the computer mouse, the rock would have to be removed using

gestures.

The completion time of each task was measured between the first action performed

by the user (as soon as entering the labyrinth) and the successful insertion of the

code, minus the inactivity period.

Level 2:

The procedure was maintained during the different levels of the game. Also, all

participants were allowed to practice the game. The second level of the game had

one more obstacle than in the first one: the mouse was trapped inside a cage that the

participant had to release. Depending on the parallelism of the tasks, there could

be a rock in the middle of the labyrinth (as in the previous level) or no obstacles
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between the mouse and the cheese. The actions to perform were: (1) release the

mouse from the cage; (2) get the mouse through the labyrinth; (3) scare the cat

away; (4) insert the code. Also, the participants had to begin with a specific input

mode and change to another at some point, as instructed. This indication was at

all times present in the upper left corner of the display (Figure 5.11). When it came

to the parallel tasking, participants would encounter the rock in the middle of the

labyrinth and had to remove it.

Figure 5.11 – Layout of the second level (task without parallelism) and indication of three

modalities.

Level 3:

The procedure was maintained during the different levels of the game. Also, all

participants were allowed to practice the game. The third level of the game had one

more obstacle than in the second one: there was a brick wall inside the labyrinth that

the participant had to open. Depending on the parallelism of the tasks, there could

be a rock in the middle of the labyrinth (as in the previous level) or no obstacles

between the mouse and the cheese. The actions to perform were: (1) release the

mouse from the cage; (2) get the mouse through the labyrinth; (3) scare the cat

away; (4) insert the code. Also, the participants had to begin with a specific input

mode and change to another at some point, as instructed. This indication was at

all times present in the upper left corner of the display (Figure 5.12). When it came

to the parallel tasking, participants would encounter the rock in the middle of the
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labyrinth and had to remove it.

Figure 5.12 – Layout of the third and final level and indication of four modalities.

5.2.2 Synergies between two modes of interaction

For this case study, participants were asked to complete the activities resorting to

two different interaction modalities required. The combinations are as follows:

• Computer mouse and gestures;

• Touch and gestures;

• Gestures and tangibles;

• Touch and computer mouse;

• Mouse and tangibles;

• Touch and tangibles.

5.2.2.1 Results

This section presents the results and discussion of the experimental tests for the two

compound bimodal tasks. Thus, we examine effectiveness (error rate and completion
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success), efficiency (completion time) and user preference, regarding the usability of

the interface, but also the inactivity periods and multimodal synergy of the interface.

Moreover, such as the previous experiments, we review the participants’ attitudes

during the tests and their satisfaction towards the different interfaces.

Effectiveness:

Please remember that a fault was recorded under the same circumstances as the

previous unimodal study. Thus, it posed as an error whenever the participant led

the mouse to collide with the labyrinth walls, or a wrong number of the code was

inserted. Considering the obstacle in the maze (the rock), during the parallel tasking,

any issue removing it would cause the time to escalate, augmenting the modality

usage of the active mode of interaction and thus reducing the modality efficiency of

that specific combination.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.13 presents the total number of errors registered during the experiment. In

total, there were 782 errors, being the majority committed by children (348 errors).

As we can see, the combination of gestures and tangibles presented the most errors

in all three groups, accounting for about 50% of all the errors committed.

The second combination to present more errors is the computer mouse and gestures.

Considering the other bimodal interface that uses gestures to scare the cat away

(touch and gestures), it seems that touch copes better with gestures than using the

computer mouse.

The combination that showed fewer errors was touch and the computer mouse, with

children making 13 mistakes, young adults making 4, and older-adults making 9

mistakes during the non-parallel task.

Aside from collecting the number of errors of the groups in the labyrinth, we also
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Figure 5.13 – Total number of errors presented during the experiment (task without paral-

lelism).

recorded their positions, in order to understand where exactly in the path the par-

ticipants had most difficulty. Figure 5.14 shows the position of the errors committed

by the three age groups in the labyrinth using the various input modalities. The

dots in the images relate to the place where a collision against the labyrinth walls oc-

curred. As we can see, most errors were performed by gestures, and children collided

against certain locations in the wall that the other participants did not.

• Task with parallelism:

Regarding the task with parallelism, there were a total of 781 errors (Figure 5.15),

being the majority also committed by children (433 errors).

Moreover, the following situations are similar to the task that does not require

parallelism: (a) the combination of gestures and tangibles presented the most errors

in all three groups, accounting for about 57% of all the errors committed; (b) the

combination of mouse and gestures was the second worst in all groups; and (c) the

combination of touch and mouse was the one to present fewer errors. In this case,

children made 21 mistakes, the young adults 4, and older-adults made 6 mistakes.
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LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

a)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

b)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

c)

Figure 5.14 – Position of the errors committed in the labyrinth using the various combina-

tions (in a non-parallel task): a) Children; b) Young adults; c) Older-adults.
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Figure 5.15 – Total number of errors presented during the experiment (task with parallelism).

Also, we recorded the position of the errors committed by the groups in the labyrinth

(Figure 5.16). The same pattern as in the non-parallel activity occurs.

Efficiency:

We analyzed the completion time of the tasks with each combination within each

group of participants and also between them.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.17 presents the mean completion time of each age group registered during

the experiment when using the different bimodal interfaces. The combination that

registered the fastest results among the three age groups was touch and mouse:

children (18.69 s); young adults (14.06 s); older-adults (23.58 s). On the other

hand, the combination with worse results was gestures and tangibles in all groups:

children (49.09 s); young adults (33.82 s); older-adults (46.67 s). As we can observe,

aside from these interfaces being the ones to present the highest and lowest number

of errors, they are also the slowest and fastest ones, respectively, to complete the

tasks without parallelism.
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LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

a)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

b)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

c)

Figure 5.16 – Position of the errors committed in the labyrinth using the various combina-

tions (in a parallel task): a) Children; b) Young adults; c) Older-adults.
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Figure 5.17 – Mean time taken to complete the task without parallelism (in seconds).

A Shapiro-Wilk test showed us most of the data was normally distributed, except for

the combinations of touch and tangibles/touch and gestures/mouse and tangibles in

the group of young adults (p = .000). Thus, we proceeded with a one-way ANOVA

analysis as it requires approximately normal data and is quite ”robust” to violations

of normality, meaning that assumption can be a slightly violated and still provide

valid results (Schmider et al. 2010). There was a significant difference in completion

times between all groups when using the combinations: touch and gestures (F (2,57)

= 4.339, p = .018); touch and mouse (F (2,56) = 6.998, p = .002); and mouse

and gestures (F (2,57) = 9.885, p = .000). On the contrary, regarding the other

combinations, there was no statistical difference: touch and tangibles (F (2,55) =

.216, p = .806); mouse and tangibles (F (2,57) = 2.675, p = .078); and gestures and

tangibles (F (2,57) = 2.921, p = .062).

Regarding the combination touch and tangibles, no significant differences were de-

tected among the groups: children and young adults (p = .790); children and older-

adults (p = .931); young and older-adults (p = .958). As for the touch and gestures

bimodal interface, the results were only significantly different between the group of

young versus older-adults (p = .015), whereas the other groups did not show sig-

nificance: children and young adults were just as fast (p = .129), and also children
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and older-adults (p = .634).

Considering the combination that obtained the best results in completing the task

(touch and mouse), the analysis showed us that young adults were significantly faster

than the other groups: versus children (p = .038) and also versus older-adults (p

= .002). However, as in the previous combination, children were quite similar to

older-adults (p = .484).

The combination of the computer mouse and gestures proved to cause similar effi-

ciency results in the groups of children versus older-adults (p = 1). However, when

comparing the other two groups, the difference is significant (p = .001), which means

that young adults are indeed faster than the other two groups using this combina-

tion. On the other hand, young adults were quicker than the other groups using

the combination of the computer mouse and tangibles, but this difference was not

significant: children versus young adults (p = .069); children versus older-adults (p

= .745); young versus older-adults (p = .283). Finally, regarding the gestures and

tangibles combination, this was the worst one for all groups, not existing any sig-

nificant differences between them: children versus young adults (p = .063); children

versus older-adults (p = .857); young versus older-adults (p = .186).

Additionally to comparing efficiency between each group regarding the different

interfaces, we also analyzed efficiency within each group resorting to a within-

participant repeated-measures design. Regarding the group of the children, a re-

peated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined there

was a significant difference between the bimodal interfaces (F (1.902, 36.130) =

15.875, p <.000). For this group, touch and mouse was the fastest combination

(18.69 s). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction

showed that the mean completion times using this bimodal interface were indeed

statistically significantly lower when comparing to the other interfaces (p = .000),

except for the touch and tangibles where, in spite of still being significant, the dif-

ference was not as high (p = .041). Regarding the worst mean completion time

(49.09 s), recorded by gestures and tangibles, this value was also significantly higher

than the other interfaces, except for the bimodal interfaces mouse and gestures (p

= 1.000), and mouse and tangibles (p = .117).
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A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction also determined

that the group of young adults presented statistically different results regarding the

interfaces (F (2.245, 42.655) = 10.976, p <.000). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons

tests using the Bonferroni correction confirmed that the mean times using touch

and mouse were significantly lower than using the other interfaces (p <.05). When

using the combination of gestures and tangibles, the analysis reported a lack of

significant differences in efficiency between this interface and two others: touch and

tangibles (p = .279); and mouse and tangibles (p = .332). Every other combination

was significantly different (p <.05).

Just the same as the other groups, older-adults seem to present a statistically sig-

nificant difference between the mean times using the interfaces (F (3.188, 54.203)

= 21.742, p <.000). Also, similar to the group of children, the fastest interface

(touch and mouse) was significantly different when compared with the others (p

<.01), except for the combination of touch and tangibles (p = .217). On the other

hand, considering the worst values, gestures and tangibles versus mouse and ges-

tures did not present significant differences of time (p = 1.000), whereas the other

combinations did (p <.007).

Also, we measured inactivity periods as well (Figure 5.20). All the groups appear

to be very constant in terms of the periods of inertia. However, we can see that the

combination mouse and tangibles, and also touch and tangibles, caused higher values

on young adults. Curiously, in this group, gestures and tangibles (the combination

that presented the worst results in terms of mean time) did not record such high

values of inactivity. Also, the combination to have the lowest period of inactivity

was the same that provided the best mean time results for this group: touch and

mouse. Regarding the group of older-adults, the combination that presented longer

intervals of inactivity was a different one than the previous group: it was mouse and

gestures. Note that this was the second worst interface regarding efficiency for this

group.

• Task with parallelism:
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Figure 5.18 – Time of inactivity recorded during the non-parallel task by each sequence (in

seconds).

Figure 5.19 presents the mean completion time of each age group registered during

the experiment when using the different bimodal interfaces to complete the task

with parallelism. The combination that registered the fastest results among the

three age groups was, again, touch and mouse: children (23.39 s); young adults

(16.85 s); older-adults (23.30 s). This situation appears to be very identical to

the values recorded on the previous non-parallel activity. The combination with

worse results was, just like the previous results, gestures and tangibles in all groups:

children (50.50 s); young adults (37.70 s); older-adults (46.71 s). Also, these results

were very close to the previous. As we can observe, aside from these interfaces being

the ones to present the highest and lowest number of errors, they are also the slowest

and fastest ones, respectively, to complete the tasks with parallelism.

We proceeded with a one-way ANOVA analysis of the data (which were mostly nor-

mally distributed, as in the previous case), that determined a statistically significant

difference in the values: touch and tangibles (F (2, 54) = 6.113, p = .004); touch

and gestures (F (2, 53) = 6.191, p = .004); touch and mouse (F (2, 57) = 3.769, p =

.029); mouse and gestures (F (2, 51) = 14.304, p = .000); mouse and tangibles (F (2,

54) = 10.066, p = .000); and gestures and tangibles (F (2, 53) = 3.775, p = .029).
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Figure 5.19 – Mean time taken to complete the task with parallelism (in seconds).

The bimodal interface touch and tangibles presented significant differences in mean

time among the groups of children and young adults (p = .003), as indicated by

Tukey post-hoc multiple comparisons test. However, this interface did not register

any differences regarding the other groups: children versus older-adults (v = .485)

and young versus older-adults (p = .059). Regarding the combination touch and

gestures, children were significantly slower than young adults (p = .003), but there

were no other significant differences regarding interaction by children versus older-

adults (p = .305), nor by young versus older-adults (p = .112).

When it comes to touch and mouse, the combination to display the fastest mean

results, no significant differences were found in neither the groups: children versus

young adults (p = .051), children versus older-adults (p = .999), young versus older-

adults (p = 056).

Regarding the combination of the computer mouse and tangibles, the group of young

versus older-adults were statistically similar (p = .175), but children were signifi-

cantly slower than young adults (p = .000) and older-adults (p = .023). As for the

worst combination of all, gestures and tangibles, the group of older-adults versus

children (p = .438) and young adults (p = .286) did not present statistical differ-

ences. However, young adults were significantly more efficient than children (p =
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.023).

We also analyzed efficiency within each group resorting to a within-participant

repeated-measures design, in order to understand if there were any significant dif-

ferences in interaction within each group.

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined the

group of children presented statistical differences in mean completion times (F (2.826,

16.407) = 16.407, p <.000). Just like in the previous non-parallel task, this activity

also presented the same best and worst interfaces regarding mean completion times:

touch and mouse (23.39 s), gestures and tangibles (50.50 s), respectively. Post-hoc

pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction showed that the mean

completion times using touch and mouse were indeed statistically significantly lower

when comparing to the other interfaces (p <.010), except for the touch and tangibles,

where the difference was not significant (p = .148). Regarding the worst mean

completion time, recorded by gestures and tangibles, this value was significantly

higher than using touch and mouse (p = .001), the computer mouse and tangibles

(p = .023), or even touch and tangibles (p = .011). On the contrary, the bimodal

interfaces mouse and gestures (p = 1.000), and touch and gestures (p = .197) were

not significantly faster than gestures and tangibles.

Regarding the young adults, as the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed, like in

the children’s group, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated

measures ANOVA. This group also presented statistically significantly different com-

pletion times (F (3.582, 42.985) = 35.847, p <.000). Post hoc tests using the Bon-

ferroni correction revealed that the best mean time returned by the young adults

using the combination touch and mouse (16.85 s) was significantly more efficient

than any other bimodal interface: whether versus touch and tangibles (p = .016)

or any other (p = .000). On the other hand, the combination with the worst re-

sults, gestures and tangibles, was indeed significantly more inferior than touch and

tangibles (p = .000), touch and mouse (p = .000), or even mouse and tangibles (p

= .001). However, this modality did not present statistically significant differences

when compared to touch and gestures (p = .408) or mouse and gestures (p = .288).
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The older-adults’ efficiency in the parallel compound task also achieved a statistically

significant difference between the mean times in each interface (F (3.336, 60.043) =

24.744, p <.000). Also similar to the other groups, the fastest interface (touch and

mouse) was significantly different when compared with the others (p <.01), except

comparing touch and tangibles (p = 1.000) or mouse and tangibles (p = 1.000).

On the other hand, considering the lower value, gestures and tangibles did present

significant differences of time when compared to the other combinations (p <.05).

On a different matter, we measured inactivity periods as well (Figure 5.20). All the

groups appear to be constant in terms of the periods of inertia, although we can

see the children used up slightly more time. This parallel activity presented lower

values regarding inactivity when compared to the previous non-parallel activity.

Here, the participants missed a maximum of approximately 4 seconds, by standing

still, whereas in the previous case, participants missed approximately 6 seconds.

Figure 5.20 – Time of inactivity recorded during the parallel task by each sequence (in

seconds).

Multimodal synergy:

Aside from the previous analyzed objective metrics such as speed, number of errors
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and task completion that are usually computed, we also find it important to eval-

uate the combination of the input modalities according to their relative modality

efficiency and thus multimodal synergy.

As in the previous sections, this metric will be analyzed considering both the parallel

and non-parallel activities of the trials.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.21 presents the multimodal synergy of the several combinations regarding

each age group performing a non-parallel activity. As shown in the Figure, there are

synergy fluctuations regarding the different combinations between the three groups.

Figure 5.21 – Multimodal synergy (%) for the six multimodal interaction sequences in the

non-parallel task.

We find it important to point the very low synergies of some combinations. These

values are negative, and thus imply that there is no added value from efficiently

combining these specific input modalities. These are the cases of: (a) touch and
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tangibles, in the groups of children and young adults; (b) mouse and tangibles, in

all groups; and (c) mouse and gestures, in the group of older-adults. Indeed, touch

and tangibles proved to have the lowest values for young adults, and was also the

worst synergy of all.

On the contrary, some interfaces appear to display high multimodal synergies: such

as touch and mouse. However, please note that even though the young adults ex-

hibited the fastest mean completion times with this combination, their displayed

multimodal synergy was the lowest of all groups. The synergy of the bimodal inter-

face touch and gestures seems to decrease with relation to age. The older the groups

are, the lower the value of synergy is: from 19% (by children), and 12% (by young

adults), to 6% (by older-adults).

• Task with parallelism:

Figure 5.22 presents the multimodal synergy of the several combinations regarding

each age group performing a parallel activity. As shown in the Figure, there are

synergy fluctuations regarding the different combinations between the three groups.

As we can see, the only group that does not present negative synergies is the older-

adults’ one. On the other hand, both children and young adults presented negative

synergies, as is the case of the combination touch and tangibles in both groups.

Moreover, children presented a high synergy value for the combination of gestures

and tangibles, as opposed to the other interfaces in this group.

Participants’ attitudes:

After overviewing the main results of this study’s phase, we present the major

difficulties sensed by the participants. These behaviors were annotated in a field

diary created for the purpose of the experiment.

Regarding the group of the children, they were very excited during the tests. They

wanted to perform the trials as fast as possible, and sometimes their accuracy and
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Figure 5.22 – Multimodal synergy (%) for the six multimodal interaction sequences in the

parallel task.

attention would suffer. Also, they kept discussing the tangibles as being different

and “cool”. The group of young adults tried to remain focused on the tasks, and

did not speak much, whereas some participants in the group of older-adults would

from time to time giggle or smile when they made an error or got confused about

which input modality to use.

At first, participants were more confused with having to adapt to using two interac-

tion modes, as was commented during the activities. However, after the trial period

when they were practicing the game, they got more comfortable about it.

5.2.2.2 Discussion

We intend to understand which combination of two modalities could benefit inter-

action, causing a positive synergy, or on the other hand, which could be harmful,

regarding the three age groups. For that purpose, we performed two types of com-

pound tasks: with and without parallelism during interaction.

Regarding the task without parallelism, the combination of gestures and tangibles
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presented the most errors in all three groups. This is important to highlight, be-

cause this combination appears to cause more errors than all the other combinations

united. This is also a validation of our previous findings, as we have discussed that

gestures are not an advised modality for steering complex paths (regardless of the

group), and note that the participants would cross the maze with gestures in this

specific combination.

Considering the task with parallelism, the majority of errors was committed by

children. Also, the total number of errors is extremely close to the one of the

task without parallelism, which may indicate that in a bimodal interface, having

parallelism in an activity may not influence effectiveness regarding all the age groups.

On the other hand, when analyzing the completion time of the non-parallel tasks

with each combination within each group of participants, it seams that: (1) touch

and mouse is the fastest and more accurate bimodal interface to accomplish these

types of tasks; whereas (2) gestures and tangibles is both the slowest and less accu-

rate bimodal interface regarding compound non-parallel tasks.

Considering the combination that obtained the best results in completing the task

(touch and mouse), young adults were superior to the other groups when combining

the two technologies that are most common for them during daily interaction. In

turn, when analyzing efficiency within each group, the mean time using touch and

mouse was significantly lower than using the other interfaces in the group of young

adults. This may indicate that this age group can indeed take better advantage of

this combination regarding efficiency in tasks without parallelism.

Regarding inactivity periods, for young adults gestures and tangibles (the combi-

nation that presented the worst results in terms of mean time) did not record such

high values of inactivity. This may implicate that although the users take longer to

perform the task, they are more constant and thus have fewer periods of inactivity.

Considering the task with parallelism, the pattern of values recorded regarding the

different combinations was very similar to the ones presented by non-parallel tasking.

This could indicate that, regarding efficiency (completion times), the users do not

seem to have fluctuations in performance when executing parallel or non-parallel
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activities. However, the interfaces show more inconsistencies among the groups.

Also, when it comes to touch and mouse, the combination to display the fastest

mean results, no significant differences were found in neither the groups, which may

indicate that this combination, regardless of the group, presents the best efficiency

in parallel tasks.

Regarding inactivity periods, the task with parallelism presented lower values when

compared to the previous non-parallel activity. Here, the participants missed a

maximum of approximately 4 seconds, by standing still. In the previous case, par-

ticipants missed approximately 6 seconds. This may indicate that users may waste

less time during interaction when dealing with parallel activities. This point could

be interesting to further explore, as we could try to understand if productivity in-

creases using bimodal interfaces to complete parallel tasks. Also, the mean times

taken to complete the task do not directly relate to the respective inactivity time

of each interface, that is, the longer times of completion certain interfaces display

are not in line with inertia periods: a task may take longer to complete with a cer-

tain interface, but that fact does not mean that the user will also present higher

inactivity periods using that same interface.

On a different matter, when analyzing how “synergetic” the interface is in a non-

parallel task, some interfaces appear to have a high multimodal synergy, and other

display negative values. Touch and mouse, being the combination to show the

best efficiency values when it comes to completion times regarding all three groups,

also displayed high multimodal synergy values. However, please note that even

though the young adults exhibited the fastest mean completion times with this

interface, their displayed multimodal synergy was the lowest of all groups. This

may indicate that, even though this group is able to quickly execute the tasks

with the two modalities, they do not take advantage of their synergies as the other

groups. There is another interesting fact to highlight, regarding the combination

of gestures and tangibles. This combination presented the worst results considering

mean completion times of this activity. However, its multimodal synergy is higher

in all groups when compared to other interfaces. Indeed, in the case of children, this

interface presents the best synergy value of all interfaces among all groups. The same
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is valid for older-adults, which showed better synergy values than young-adults.

We might ponder that, even though those age groups performed slower with this

interface, their ratio of relative modality efficiency and usage is very symmetric and,

thus, they may be able to take better advantage of the synergies. This is not the

case for the young adults that have lower synergy values regarding this bimodal

interface. Also, the synergy of the bimodal interface touch and gestures seems to

decrease with relation to age. Moreover, if we look at the values for mouse and

gestures (being the latter the same modality for both interfaces), we can observe

that even though one modality is the same, it does not mean the synergies will be.

Indeed, the gesture-based interface influences the previous modality used, whether

touch or the computer mouse. Here, touch is positively influenced by the gestures,

whereas the computer mouse does not display such positive synergy ratios.

Therefore, we might assume that: (a) the age groups may affect multimodal synergy

values, i.e. the same interface can present very different values depending on the

age group; (b) two different combinations with one same modality may cause very

different multimodal synergy values, as is the case of touch and gestures / mouse

and gestures; and (c) fastest mean results do not necessarily mean high synergy

ratio, e.g. the combination gestures and tangibles presented high mean completion

times, and also high synergy ratios.

Regarding the task with parallelism, all interfaces have a quite consistent synergy

ratio amongst them. If we relate to these participants’ behavior during the tests

(as will be further discussed in the next topic), they were calmer during interaction

and not as nervous to complete the task. This could indicate that they can manage

both interaction modalities better when they are used in parallel. Also, we find it

important to highlight the negative synergy of the bimodal interface touch and ges-

tures recorded by young adults. Indeed, this combination seems to suffer immensely

with its adaptation to a parallel activity, as this value is far different from the one

displayed in the previous non-parallel task.

Moreover, children presented a high synergy value for the combination of gestures

and tangibles, as opposed to the other interfaces in this group. This is indeed
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interesting, because we are finding that in non-parallel as well as in parallel tasks,

children are able to take better advantage of the features of both modalities to

improve their synergy: when compared, evidently, to their unimodal parts. They

may not perform faster or more efficiently, but they seem to know how to combine

them better as to improve their synergy ratio.

5.2.2.3 Summary

In this phase of the study, it was our goal to understand which combination of

two modalities could cause positive synergies and present the best results regard-

ing effectiveness and efficiency in two types of compound tasks: with and without

parallelism during interaction.

Regarding the number of error committed during interaction, the combination of

gestures and tangibles was the one to present the highest number of faults, regardless

of the type of task. Also, the group of children made the most mistakes.

During interaction, all groups displayed similar results: (1) touch and mouse is the

fastest and more accurate bimodal interface to accomplish the tasks; (2) gestures and

tangibles was both the slowest and less accurate bimodal interface; (3) their mean

completion times were all significantly different when compared among groups; and

(4) the multimodal synergy analyzed for the combinations were distinct depending

on the age group, which may indicate that the group’s characteristics may influence

interaction, and not only the interaction modality used.

5.2.3 Synergies between three modes of interaction

In this stage of the case study, participants were asked to complete the activities

resorting to three different interaction modalities required. The combinations are as

follows:

• Computer mouse, touch and gestures;
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• Gestures, computer mouse and tangibles;

• Tangibles, computer mouse and gestures;

• Touch, computer mouse and tangibles;

• Tangibles, touch and computer mouse;

5.2.3.1 Results

In this level of the game, we aim at understanding which combination of three

modalities could benefit interaction. As in the previous phase, we also performed

two types of compound tasks: with and without parallelism during interaction.

This section presents the results and discussion of the experimental tests for the two

compound tasks, regarding effectiveness (error rate and completion success), effi-

ciency (completion time), user preference and multimodal synergy of the interface.

Moreover, such as the previous experiments, we review the participants’ behavior

during the tests and their satisfaction towards the different interfaces.

Effectiveness:

The same circumstances of error evaluation from the previous test apply to this

phase of the study.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.23 presents the total number of errors registered during the experiment. In

total, there were 356 errors in both phases, being approximately 71% committed by

children. The combination that presented more errors regarding all the groups was

tangibles, mouse and gestures, with a total of 126 faults. The fewest errors were

recorded using the combination tangibles, touch and mouse: children (25 errors),

young adults (only 2 errors), and older-adults (5 errors).
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Comparing to the previous bimodal interfaces, participants made far less errors

when combining three input modalities. However, this may be explained by our own

experimental design, as in this case, we avoided the combination of the interfaces

with the previous worst results. Therefore, the specified the best-case scenarios for

the combination of the three interfaces, and so we can see that, as far as effectiveness,

the results improved.

Figure 5.23 – Total number of errors presented during the experiment (task without paral-

lelism).

As we did on the previous test with bimodal interfaces, aside from collecting the

number of errors of the groups in the labyrinth, we also recorded their positions.

Figure 5.24 shows the position of the errors committed by the three age groups in

the labyrinth using the various input modalities during the non-parallel task.

• Task with parallelism:

Regarding the task with parallelism, there were a total of 306 errors (Figure 5.25),

being the majority also committed by children (154 errors).

Moreover, resorting to the combination of tangibles, touch and mouse (the same as
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Figure 5.24 – Position of the errors committed in the labyrinth using the various combina-

tions (in a non-parallel task): a) Children; b) Young adults; c) Older-adults.
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the non-parallel task) the participants recorded fewer faults: children (11 errors),

young adults (only 1 error) and older-adults (7 errors).

Figure 5.25 – Total number of errors presented during the experiment (task with parallelism).

Also, Figure 5.26 shows the position of the errors committed by the three age groups

in the labyrinth using the various input modalities during the parallel task.

Efficiency:

The completion time of each task follows the same principles of the previous exper-

iment: the time of each task was measured between the first action performed by

the user (as soon as entering the labyrinth) and the successful insertion of the code,

minus the inactivity period.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.27 presents the mean completion time that each age group registered during

the experiment when using the combination of three interfaces. As we can see in

the chart, the fastest combination used by children was mouse, touch and gestures

(21.97 s). However, this was not the fastest combination for the other age groups.
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Figure 5.26 – Position of the errors committed in the labyrinth using the various combina-

tions (in a parallel task): a) Children; b) Young adults; c) Older-adults.
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Instead, touch, mouse and tangibles were the most efficient for young (15.32 s) and

older-adults (19.53 s). On the other hand, the three groups presented the worst

results with the same combination (gestures, mouse and tangibles) with 36.52 s,

23.28 s and 27.89 s achieved by children, young and older-adults, respectively.

Figure 5.27 – Mean time taken to complete the task without parallelism (in seconds).

Indeed, the worst three-interface combination is common for the three age groups,

but the best fit for the participants is not the same for the three groups, which indi-

cates that when it comes to efficiency, gestures, mouse and tangibles are definitely

a wrong choice to use as a multimodal combination.

A Shapiro-Wilk test showed us most of the data were normally distributed, except

for the combinations of: touch, mouse and tangibles (p = .002) / tangibles, mouse

and gestures (p = .002) in the group of children; and also tangibles, touch and mouse

in all age groups (p = .003). Next, a one-way ANOVA analysis showed that there

are statistically significant differences in all groups regarding most combinations:

touch, mouse and tangibles (F (2,57) = 10.300, p = .000); tangibles, mouse and

gestures (F (2,56) = 13.065, p = .000); mouse, tangibles, gestures (F (2,56) = 8.146,

p = .001); gestures, mouse and tangibles (F (2,57) = 8.783, p = .000). The only

combination that was not significantly different was tangibles, touch and mouse

(F (2,57) = 1.272, p = .288).
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When considering the three age groups, results of efficiency were mainly significantly

different. Regarding the combination of touch, mouse and tangibles, between age

groups, results show that this combination is not significantly different amongst

young and older-adults (p = .227), but it does present differences between children

and young adults (p = .000), and children and older-adults (p = .018). Indeed,

this combination was significantly slower for children when compared to young and

older adults, but in turn showed to be the fastest for these two age groups. As

for the combination tangibles, mouse and gestures, it presents the same pattern:

significantly different between children versus young adults (p = .000), and children

and older-adults (p = .001); but not between young and older-adults (p = .610).

The sequence mouse, touch and gestures was indeed the fastest for children and

showed significant differences when compared to young adults (p = .002), but not

to older-adults (p = .968). Understandably, young and older-adults also presented

statistical differences (p = .004). Statistical differences were also encountered in

the combination of gestures, mouse and tangibles: children versus young adults

(p = .000); children versus older-adults (p = .025); but not between young and

older-adults (p = .328).

Indeed, the only combination that did not show any statistically significant differ-

ences between age groups was tangibles, touch and mouse: children versus young

adults (p = .391) and older-adults (p = .992); and young versus older-adults (p =

.329). This indicates that this sequence is not the fastest or the slowest of each

group, but it is also not statistically different between groups.

Additionally to comparing efficiency between each group regarding the different

combinations, we also analyzed efficiency within each group resorting to a within-

participant repeated-measures design.

Regarding the group of the children, a repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-

Geisser correction determined there was a significant difference between the tested

sequences (F (3.027, 54.489) = 7.382, p <.000). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests

using the Bonferroni correction showed that the mean completion time using the

combination mouse, touch and gestures (21.97 s) was indeed statistically signifi-

cantly lower when comparing to tangibles, mouse and gestures (p = .034); and
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gestures, mouse and tangibles (p = .004). However, it did not display significantly

different results when compared to the following sequences: touch, mouse and tan-

gibles (p = .697); or tangibles, touch and mouse (p = 1.000).

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction also determined

that the group of young adults presented statistically different results regarding the

various combinations (F (2.257, 42.886) = 10.942, p <.000). Post-hoc pairwise com-

parisons tests using the Bonferroni correction confirmed that the mean completion

time using the sequence touch, mouse and tangibles (15.32 s) was significantly lower

than when using tangibles, mouse and gestures (p = .001), or gestures, mouse and

tangibles (p = .001); but now when using mouse, touch and gestures (p = 1.000),

or tangibles, touch and mouse (p = .174).

Just the same as the other groups, older-adults seem to present a statistically signif-

icant difference between the mean times using the combinations (F (1.352, 24.332)

= 4.151, p <.042). Also, similar to the group of young adults, the fastest combi-

nation (touch, mouse and tangibles, with 19.53 s) was significantly different when

compared with the sequence gestures, mouse and tangibles (p <.000). However, it

did not present statistical differences between the other sequences: tangibles, mouse

and gestures (p = .112); mouse, touch and gestures (p = .373); or tangibles, touch

and mouse (p = 1.000).

Also, we recorded the periods of inactivity during interaction. Figure 5.28 shows that

all groups presented periods of inactivity regarding all sequences, although the three

groups presented lower inactivity periods using touch, mouse and tangibles. This

sequence was also the best in terms of mean completion time for the groups of young

and older-adults. Two sequences recorded the highest inactivity periods: tangibles,

touch and mouse; and tangibles, mouse and gestures. However, these combinations

were not the ones to present the highest mean completion time. On the contrary,

gestures, mouse and tangibles (the worst combination regarding efficiency) did not

present the highest inactivity time.

• Task with parallelism:
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Figure 5.28 – Time of inactivity recorded during the non-parallel task by each sequence (in

seconds).

The mean completion time of each age group registered during the experiment when

using the different sequences to complete the task with parallelism is shown in Figure

5.29.

Figure 5.29 – Mean time taken to complete the task with parallelism (in seconds).
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The combination that registered the fastest results was not the same for the three

age groups. The group of children managed to complete the parallel tasks quicker

with tangibles, touch and mouse (26.91 s). On the other hand, the other two groups

performed better with touch, mouse and tangibles (young adults recorded 19.21 s

and older-adults, 27.69 s). The same pattern is also presented in the worst mean

completion time results. Children took longer to complete the parallel task using the

following sequences: tangibles, mouse and gestures (44.05 s); and gestures, mouse

and tangibles (44.09 s). In turn, the latter sequence was also the one that presented

worse results with young and older-adults (30.09 s and 34.93 s, respectively).

A Shapiro-Wilk test showed us that the data were normally distributed. As such, a

one-way ANOVA analysis of the data determined a statistically significant difference

in the values: touch, mouse and tangibles (F (2, 57) = 16.192, p = .000); tangibles,

mouse and gestures (F (2, 57) = 9.295, p = .000); mouse, touch and gestures (F (2,

57) = 9.415, p = .000); gestures, mouse and tangibles (F (2, 57) = 6.260, p = .0043);

and tangibles, touch and mouse (F (2, 57) = 6.993, p = .002).

A Tukey post-hoc multiple comparisons test showed the significant differences in

the three groups regarding the sequences. The sequence touch, mouse and tangibles

presented statistical differences between the groups of young adults versus children

(p = .000) and older-adults (p = .001). However, the children and older-adults

presented similar values (p = .240). Regarding the combination tangibles, mouse

and gestures, young and older-adults present statistically similar values (p = .206),

although there are significant differences between children versus young adults (p =

.000), and versus older-adults (p .034).

Moreover, the combination mouse, touch and gestures presents statistical differences

in results between the groups of young adults versus children (p = .000) and older-

adults (p = .009), but not between children and older-adults (p = .515).

As for one of the worst sequences (gestures, mouse and tangibles), children present

significant differences in efficiency when compared to young adults (p = .003). How-

ever, the other groups do not: children versus older-adults (p = .067); and young

versus older-adults (p = .456).
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Finally, concerning the sequence tangibles, touch and mouse, results were mainly

not significantly different (children versus young adults: p = .125; and versus older-

adults: p =.196), except for the groups of young versus older-adults (p = .001).

We also analyzed efficiency within each group resorting to a within-participant

repeated-measures design, in order to understand if there were any significant dif-

ferences in interaction within each group.

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined the

group of children presented statistical differences in mean completion times (F (2.651,

50.376) = 15.137, p <.000). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonfer-

roni correction showed that the mean completion times using the sequence tangibles,

touch and mouse (26.91 s) was statistically faster than three other sequences: tan-

gibles, mouse and gestures (p = .000); mouse, touch and gestures (p = .006); and

gestures, mouse and tangibles (p = .001). However, it was not significantly faster

than the sequence touch, mouse and tangibles (p = .053).

Regarding the young adults, as the Mauchly’s sphericity was not assumed, like in

the children’s group, we applied the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment to the repeated

measures ANOVA. This group also presented statistically significantly different com-

pletion times (F (2.526, 47.988) = 8.953, p <.000). Post hoc tests using the Bonfer-

roni correction revealed that the best mean time returned by the young adults using

the combination touch, mouse and tangibles (19.21 s) was significantly more effi-

cient than two other sequences: mouse, touch and gestures (p = .029), and gestures,

mouse and tangibles (p = .000). However, it was not significantly more efficient

than tangibles, mouse and gestures (p = .077), or tangibles, touch and mouse (p =

1.000).

On the contrary, the older-adults’ efficiency in the parallel compound task did not

achieve a statistically significant difference between the mean times in each inter-

face (F (2.481, 47.137) = 2.904, p <.054). Indeed, the sequence touch, mouse and

tangibles only displayed significant differences when compared to tangibles, mouse

and gestures (p = .016), and to gestures, mouse and tangibles (p = .001). Indeed,

there were not statistical differences between the first sequence and mouse, touch
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and gestures (p = .056), or tangibles, touch and mouse (p = 1.000).

On a different matter, we measured the periods of inertia during interaction as

well (Figure 5.30). Overall, the children used up slightly more time. However,

when comparing this period with the previous type of non-parallel task, the groups

seem to have been more active during this activity. For children, they were more

passive with the sequence gestures, mouse and tangibles (5.59 s), and more dynamic

with touch, mouse and tangibles (3.15 s). Similarly to children, young and older-

adults did not waste as much time with touch, mouse and tangibles (2.25 s and

2.39 s, respectively). However, these two groups were different when it comes to

the sequences that displayed the longest periods of inactivity: young adults with

tangibles, mouse and gestures (4.15 s); and older-adults with tangibles, touch and

mouse (5.06 s).

Figure 5.30 – Time of inactivity recorded during the parallel task by each sequence (in

seconds).

Multimodal synergy:

Aside from analyzing efficiency and number of errors committed, we also evaluated
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the combination of the three input modalities according to their relative modality

efficiency and thus multimodal synergy. As in the previous sections, this metric will

be analyzed considering both the parallel and non-parallel activities of the trials.

• Task without parallelism:

Figure 5.31 presents the multimodal synergy of the several combinations regarding

the three age groups performing the non-parallel activity. As we can see in the chart,

not all sequences return positive synergies. This same situation happened in the

previous experiment when analyzing bimodal interfaces. Indeed, all groups present

the same difficulties when using two sequences: touch, mouse and tangibles; and

tangibles, touch and mouse. Moreover, older-adults also showed negative synergies

when combining gestures, mouse and tangibles. On the other hand, mouse, touch

and gestures is the sequence that presents the higher synergetic values in all groups.

Figure 5.31 – Multimodal synergy (%) for the five multimodal interaction sequences in the

non-parallel task.
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• Task with parallelism:

Figure 5.32 presents the multimodal synergy of the several combinations regarding

each age group performing a parallel activity. As shown in the chart, there are syn-

ergy fluctuations regarding the different combinations between the three groups. All

the groups present positive and negative synergy levels, depending on the sequence.

Figure 5.32 – Multimodal synergy (%) for the five multimodal interaction sequences in the

parallel task.

First, children do not present positive synergies with touch, mouse and tangibles,

neither with tangibles, mouse and gestures. Young adults present negative synergies

with tangibles, mouse and gestures, as well as mouse, touch and gestures. On

the other hand, older-adults only present negative synergies with one sequence:

tangibles, touch and mouse. Overall, the combination with the best synergy results

in all three groups was gestures, mouse and tangibles.

Participants’ attitudes:

We present the major difficulties sensed by the participants during this test. These
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attitudes were annotated in a field diary created for the purpose of the experiment.

We were not aware of significantly different attitudes towards the use of three input

modalities to complete the tasks. The participants behaved similarly to the previous

activities, and did not present any commentaries worth of discussion.

However, we did notice that the participants were more anxious during the tests.

They did make more sounds of frustration and often complained that they were lost

about the task and which input modality to use.

5.2.3.2 Discussion

Like in the previous study of bimodal interfaces, the overall number of errors is sim-

ilar between both types of tasks: with and without parallelism. This could indicate

once more that in multimodal interface, parallelism may not influence effectiveness

regarding all the age groups.

On a different matter, by analyzing the number of errors committed and the par-

ticipants’ efficiency in the non-parallel task, we can acknowledge that the these two

variables are not related, that is, the combination that led to more errors did not

turn out to be the least efficient.

Regarding the different periods of inactivity during interaction, the sequence touch,

mouse and tangibles was the best in terms of mean completion time for the groups

of young and older-adults. This suggests that this sequence can be presented as the

most efficient and the most dynamic, or “active”, for these two groups. Similar to

the interaction with bimodal interfaces, these results may suggest that although the

users take longer to perform the task, thus having higher mean times, they are more

constant and have fewer periods of inactivity.

Unlike the previous experiment that analyzed bimodal interfaces, the pattern of the

various sequences was not similar between parallel and non-parallel tasking. This

may indicate that when putting three interfaces together, the type of compound task

can also influence interaction. This is clear when comparing children’s efficiency
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times of the sequence mouse, touch and gestures in both types of tasks. Indeed, the

results were different as in non-parallel tasks this sequence was one of the best, and

in parallel tasks, it is the third worst sequence of all.

Also, most of the combinations do not display significant differences between the

groups of children and older-adults in parallel activities. This could suggest that

these two groups show similar efficiency results in this type of tasks.

On the other hand, regarding periods of inertia during interaction, parallel tasking

encourages the users to be more active and do not waste as much time. This is

also interesting to explore because multimodal interaction favors the active use of

different modalities and thus does not encourage inactivity periods.

In turn, considering multimodal synergy of the several combinations regarding the

three age groups performing the non-parallel activity, we can assume that when

using three input modalities multimodally, there are also combinations that do not

help the user during interaction and thus do not generate positive fusion levels.

The sequence that showed the best results in terms of efficiency in the groups of

young and older-adults presents negative synergies: this indicates that although the

results of interaction is positive, the relative modality efficiency considering the input

modalities is not. On the other hand, mouse, touch and gestures is the sequence

that presents the higher synergetic values in all groups. As this combination was

one of the best regarding mean completion times, this could be a good choice for

the three groups.

Moreover, overall there are sequences that seem to present decreasing values over

time. Indeed, if we look at two specific sequences (mouse, touch and gestures; and

gestures, mouse and tangibles), they present worse results in relation to age, that is,

the older the groups are, the lower the level of synergy presented. Please remember

that this scenario also happened in the previous experiment.

Therefore, we might assume that (similarly to the previous results concerning bi-

modal interaction): (a) the age groups may affect multimodal synergy values; (b)

a change in the sequence and not the chosen input modalities can affect the mul-

timodal synergy values; and (c) fastest mean results do not necessarily mean high
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synergy ratios.

Regarding the task with parallelism, as we could observe in the previous experiment

about bimodal interaction, in parallel activities older-adults tend to display better

synergy levels in the majority of combinations than the other groups. Again, this

could indicate that they can manage the three interaction modalities better when

they are used in parallel.

Overall, the combination with the best synergy results in all three groups was ges-

tures, mouse and tangibles. Remember that this combination was one of the ones

to present a higher mean completion time in bot parallel and non-parallel activi-

ties. However, it does present higher relative modality efficiency levels and, thus,

improved multimodal synergy.

The groups may not perform faster or more efficiently using this combination, but

they seem to know how to combine the input modalities better as to improve their

synergy ratio. This could also be explained by the acquisition and homing time

being better managed by the groups when using this sequence.

5.2.3.3 Summary

During this phase of the study, we intended to understand which combination of

three input modalities could cause positive synergies and present the best results

regarding effectiveness and efficiency in two types of compound tasks: with and

without parallelism.

Regarding the number of error committed during interaction, children were the ones

that presented more faults during the activities, and tangibles, mouse and gestures

was the combination that cause those faults.

Also, the differences in each group became more apparent that in the previous exper-

iment about bimodal interaction: (1) the differences in interaction were significant

for the three age groups; (2) gestures, mouse and tangibles was the sequence to

present the slowest and less accurate values in all groups; and (3) the multimodal
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synergy analyzed for the combinations were distinct depending on the age group,

which may indicate that the group’s characteristics may influence interaction, and

not only the multimodal sequence used.

5.2.4 Synergies between four modes of interaction

In this stage of the case study, participants were asked to complete the activities

resorting to four different interaction modalities required. The combinations are as

follows:

• Tangibles, touch, computer mouse and gestures;

• Computer mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures;

• Gestures, computer mouse, touch, tangibles;

• Touch, computer mouse, gestures and tangibles;

5.2.4.1 Results

In this phase of our study, we aim at understanding which, if any, combination of

four input modalities could benefit interaction. Contrarily to previous phases, we

only developed one compound task, as in this case the evaluation of the non-parallel

task did not make sense nor added any new results other than the ones already

reviewed.

This section presents the results of the experimental tests regarding effectiveness

(error rate and completion success), efficiency (completion time), user preference

and multimodal synergy of the interface. We also assess the participants’ attitudes

during the tests and their satisfaction towards the different interfaces.

Effectiveness:
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The same circumstances of error evaluation from previous tests apply to this phase

of the study.

Figure 5.33 presents the total number of errors registered during the experiment. In

total, there were 204 errors, being the majority committed by children (127 errors),

regardless of the multimodal interface. This situation was constant in all tests:

children made the majority of errors.

Figure 5.33 – Total number of errors presented in this level.

Overall, the interface to present more errors was using gestures, mouse, touch and

tangibles (a total of 65 errors). On the other hand, the interface to present fewer

errors was: tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures (37 errors).

Also, we recorded the position of the collisions in the labyrinth caused by the three

age groups using the various input modalities during the task (Figure 5.34).

Efficiency:

We analyzed the completion time of the tasks with each combination within each

group of participants and also between them. The completion time of each task was

measured between the first action performed by the user (as soon as the cat was

freed from the cage) and the successful insertion of the code, minus the inactivity
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LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

a)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

b)

LEGEND:

· MOUSE

· TOUCH

· GESTURES

c)

Figure 5.34 – Position of the errors committed in the labyrinth using the various combina-

tions: a) Children; b) Young adults; c) Older-adults.
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period.

Figure 5.35 presents the mean completion time of each age group registered during

the experiment when using the different interfaces. The combination that registered

the fastest results among the three age groups was touch, mouse, gestures and

tangibles: children (37.83 s); young adults (26.26 s); older-adults (35.76 s). On

the other hand, the combination with worse results was gestures, mouse, touch and

tangibles in the group of children (46.21 s); and both groups of young and older-

adults completed the task using more time with the combination mouse, touch,

tangibles and gestures, with 32.09 s and 41.93 s, respectively.

Figure 5.35 – Mean time taken to complete the task (in seconds).

A Shapiro-Wilk test showed us most of the data were normally distributed. Thus, we

proceeded with a one-way ANOVA analysis as it requires approximately normal data

and is quite ”robust” to violations of normality. There were significant differences in

all groups regarding the various combinations: gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles

(F (2,57) = 13.007, p = .000); tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures (F (2,57) =

7.896, p = .001); mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures (F (2,57) = 4.887, p = .011);

and touch, mouse, gestures and tangibles (F (2,57) = 10.305, p = .000).

Regarding the first sequence, all groups displayed statistically significant differences

in efficiency: children versus young adults (p = .000); children versus older-adults (p
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= .037); and young versus older-adults (p = .034). On the other hand, the sequence

tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures also displayed differences in efficiency in the

groups of children versus young adults (p = .002), and young versus older-adults (p

= .005), but not between children and older-adults (p = .966).

Considering the other two combinations, the same pattern in values occurs: with the

sequence mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures, children versus young adults display

significant differences (p = .013), as well as young versus older-adults (p = .049), but

not between children and older-adults (p = .864); with the sequence touch, mouse,

gestures and tangibles, children versus young adults display significant differences

(p = .000), as well as young versus older-adults (p = .003), but not between children

and older-adults (p = .727).

Additionally to comparing efficiency between each group regarding the different

interfaces, we also analyzed efficiency within each group by resorting to a within-

participant repeated-measures design. Regarding the group of the children, a re-

peated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined there

was a significant difference between the sequences (F (2.334, 44.338) = 4.070, p

<.019). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction showed

that, for this group, the fastest combination (37.83 s) was not significantly better

than the other sequences: comparing with gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles (p

= .060); tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures (p = .296); or mouse, touch, tangibles

and gestures (p = .072).

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that

the group of young adults did not presented statistically significantly different results

regarding the combinations (F (2.334, 44.347) = 3.675, p <.070). Indeed, Post-hoc

pairwise comparisons tests using the Bonferroni correction confirmed that the mean

efficiency time was not significant between any sequence.

Just the same as the young adults, older-adults do not present a statistically signif-

icant difference between the mean times using the combinations (F (2.265, 43.038)

= 2.203, p <.117).

Indeed, with a four-interface multimodal combination, young and older-adults do
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not display significant differences in performance and, as such, they are indifferent

towards which sequence they use.

We also found it important to measure inactivity periods for these combinations

(Figure 5.36). As in the previous phase, all the groups appeared to be constant in

terms of the periods of inertia, although the children may present slightly higher

values. Moreover, the combination to display longer inactivity times if the one that

supports tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures, while the least amount of inertia was

supported by gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles, for the young and older-adults;

and touch, mouse, gestures and tangibles regarding children.

Figure 5.36 – Time of inactivity recorded during the task by each sequence (in seconds).

Multimodal synergy:

Aside from the previous analyzed objective metrics such as speed, number of errors

and task completion that are usually computed, we also evaluate the combination

of the input modalities according to their relative modality efficiency and thus mul-

timodal synergy.

Figure 5.37 presents the percentage of multimodal synergy of the several combina-

tions regarding each age group. As shown in the chart, there are synergy fluctuations

regarding the different combinations between the three groups. However, all values
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are negative, thus showing that the combination of four interaction modalities may

be excessive for all groups of users.

Figure 5.37 – Multimodal synergy (%) of the four multimodal interfaces.

The lowest values relate to the combination of mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures,

in all groups. On the contrary, gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles managed to

have a less negative value.

Participants’ attitudes:

We present the major difficulties sensed by the participants and discuss their most

prominent attitudes.

Indeed, the observation of the participants’ interaction validates the results already

presented and discussed above. Every participant, regardless of the group, would get

confused during the trials. We could notice that they did not stop playing the game,

but rather gesticulated a lot more and almost every participant would begin to talk

at some point, as if they were explaining the steps to themselves in order not to

get lost. This method may have helped maintaining the rhythm of the interaction,

because we can see in the efficiency results that they did not scatter when compared

to the other simpler combinations.
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A sign of confusion was also the participants’ reactions regarding the tangibles,

mainly the children. Indeed, when picking up a tangible to execute the action, a lot

of participants did not put it down afterwards to the same position as where they

got it. They would begin to mess the order of the tangibles and then they would

become more confused.

5.2.4.2 Discussion

Regarding error evaluation, overall the combination to present more errors was ges-

tures, mouse, touch and tangibles, whereas the interface to present fewer errors

was: tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures. Comparing the groups of young and

older-adults, the number of errors was rather consistent and quite similar.

On a different matter, when it comes to efficiency the values of mean completion time

using four input modalities do not present so many fluctuations as in the other com-

binations of two and three interaction paradigms. Also, children and older-adults

display similar results in terms of efficiency, which can imply that these participants

have similar interaction patterns when dealing with these types of multimodal in-

terfaces.

Considering the inactivity time recorded, the time gaps are similar to the previous

studies. That being said, we believe the inactivity time may not increase with the

addition of more input modalities to the same interface.

Also, considering the multimodal synergy that occurs with the combination of four

input modalities, we may imply that users tend to: (a) become overwhelmed with

the different input options; (b) there are no positive synergies generated during

interaction and thus no input modality helps the other; (c) it seems that the order

of the modalities, i.e. the elemental task they perform does not influence synergies

at all.
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5.2.4.3 Summary

This experiment was intended to understand if four modes of interaction in a multi-

modal interface could cause positive synergies and improve the efficiency, effective-

ness and preference of the participants.

Considering the third level of the game, we noticed that the synergies of the combi-

nations become negative in all age groups, which may indicate that the participants

cannot handle that many input devices in one same task.

Indeed, we may come to realize that: (1) four input modalities augment the dis-

crepancies of possible fusion levels; (2) the order of the sequence does not influence

interaction, as all combinations present negative synergetic values; (3) every partic-

ipant, regardless of the group, would get confused during the trials with so many

modality options.

5.3 Concluding remarks

The goal of this chapter was to understand if there could be differences in effective-

ness, efficiency and preference regarding three distinct age groups using multimodal

interfaces. Also, one other goal was to identify synergies that could come from com-

bining various modes of interaction, specifically two, three and four input modalities.

Out study was particularly motivated by the absence of scientific data that system-

atically evaluates which combination of input modes could be the most appropriate

for compound tasks and users with age-related differences.

Indeed, we have come to realize that: (1) compound tasks may augment the discrep-

ancies of each modality considering the different age groups; (2) the type of interface

that is used (unimodal or multimodal) can influence efficiency in compound tasks;

(3) the differences in each group became more apparent in a three-interface com-

bination than in a bimodal interface; (4) and the multimodal synergy analyzed for

the various combinations were distinct depending on the age group, which may in-

dicate that the group’s characteristics may influence interaction, and not only the
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interaction modality used;

Thus, according to the results presented, it appears to be evident that the creation

of distinctive user profiles regarding interaction with different interfaces could be

important. Furthermore, these indications have highlighted the need for further

investigation to understand key issues related to input modalities and user prefer-

ences.
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I



6
Proposal of a multimodal
interaction model regarding
different user profiles

In this Chapter, we propose a multimodal interaction model for compound tasks

regarding different user age groups: children, young adults and older-adults.

Throughout our study we came to realize that the use of different interfaces that

better accommodate the users’ needs or individualities is important, that is, the cre-

ation of distinctive user profiles regarding interaction with different interfaces. Thus,

several guidelines are recommended accordingly for the three age groups studied in

a controlled environment. Our intention is to convey information that helps the

reader get an understanding of the most adequate interfaces that should be used in

certain contexts.

Alongside the guidelines suggested, we provide examples that should help the reader

understand the different contexts that can be considered for developing interactive

systems. As such, the specifications given intend to aid the designer/developer in

creating more adequate interfaces that can harness the interaction potential of the

three age groups considered for this research.

Indeed, there are some considerations we find important to relate forthwith, consid-

ering the age groups behavior, and the types of tasks.

249
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First, the age groups revealed certain tendencies throughout the study when us-

ing the various input modalities, whether considering them for elemental or com-

pound tasks. The participants kept a consistent opinion regarding the different input

modalities during the different phases of the study, whether about their preferences

or even difficulties. This surely indicates that the three age groups have individual

opinions and display a consistent behavior about the input modalities. The par-

ticipants maintained their opinions and showed not to be volatile before different

tasks, sharing a very strong judgment about which input modalities they preferred.

Of course, this does not indicate which input modalities are better suited for them,

as other key aspects like speed, accuracy or performance indices must be taken into

account, but reveals that when considering tasks that do not require great control

over the quantitative values of participants, their preference should be taken into

account. Please note, however, that the participants’ opinion could be influenced

by their familiarization with their daily input modalities and hence some training

could help them favor other interaction modes as well.

On a different matter, regarding the types of tasks studied and the four input modal-

ities contemplated, we must acknowledge that a multimodal interaction only makes

sense when considering compound tasks. Indeed, elemental tasks require a much

basic and direct feedback from the participants and, as such, a multimodal system

would not provide a gain in performance. In this context, if we consider low-level

types of interaction tasks, i.e. primitive actions as hierarchies of compound sub-

tasks, they only require single interactions. A unimodal scenario in that situation

is more desirable and beneficial for the user. However, in a compound task with

sub-tasks and different actions that can be performed with or without parallelism,

a multimodal system does influence interaction.

It is, indeed, important to acknowledge that elemental actions are a part of a com-

pound activity that benefits from multimodal interaction. Therefore, we find it

essential to provide an overview of the results gathered throughout the study re-

garding elemental tasks for the three age groups.

Table 6.1 shows an overview of the qualitative and quantitative results gathered

throughout the study on elemental tasks, and also provides an overall look at the
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unimodal interfaces when used in compound tasks. In the chart, we can see: the

best modality choices for performing the different tasks studied, represented by a

green smiley face; the second best choices that, in spite of having worse results,

were not statistically significantly different from the best modality, represented by

a yellow neutral face; the modalities that were not considered the best nor worst in

the evaluation, represented by a grey neutral face; and finally the worst modality

choices for the respective tasks, represented by a red sad face. Due to the high

amount of data retrieved from the various evaluation phases, we opted to present

the information in this format, as this assessment benefits the reader to have a wider

and more comprehensive perspective of the study.

The presented guidelines are organized into various categories, depending on the

applicability of the task: effectiveness, efficiency, user preference and performance.

Moreover, we make an overall analysis of the results with a more global perspective in

some final considerations. Please note that these results were extensively presented

and discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this document.

First and foremost, we can observe that the tangible interface is not applicable in

various situations. This is due to this type of input modality not being a pointing

device, as thus cannot be used to point to objects on the screen. Whenever the tasks

required a direct action that influences a particular object on the screen relating to

positioning, tangibles cannot be considered, that is, for activities that require direct

manipulation and simultaneous steering capacities, this input modality may not be

applicable. We are aware that other strategies exist in order to not set aside this

input modality, but we do not consider them in our study. Note that this subject

and other limitations of our study will be discussed later, in the next Chapter.

Thus far, we are already recognizing a limitation of tangibles: they cannot be widely

used as the other input modalities, hence the need to accurately define the type

of task being performed when developing an interactive system with support to a

tangible interface, and its requirements. Indeed, when we refer to elemental tasks,

we need to consider the type of basic action required. Hence, tangibles are not a good

choice for manipulating objects that require pointing, that is, the objects that can be

manipulated must be already configured in the system with the respective tangible
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Table 6.1 – Overview of results gathered on elemental and compound tasks using a unimodal

interface, by the three groups.
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piece, or else the users’ performance may be undermined. Hence, working with

tangibles can be limiting when using them as the primary modality for interaction.

However, in compound tasks, when considered as a complementary input to be used

alongside other modalities, this can be a good tactic, as will be explored ahead in the

Chapter. Regarding the other input modalities, they can all be considered for the

various elemental tasks, whether they involve selection, insertion or manipulation.

We describe below how the different modalities scored in terms of effectiveness, effi-

ciency, preference and, when applicable, performance during the different elemental

tasks. This overview is important to demonstrate variations in the three age groups,

and also understand with which input modalities the disparities occurred. Indeed,

when developing interactive systems, it is important to follow the main requisites

imposed and thus select which modality could help the user when it comes to the

various contexts: if the system values accuracy, or rather speed, different input

modalities will be used for the three age groups, according to the task at hand.

Effectiveness:

When the interactive system values mostly the effectiveness in performance, and

whether the user completes the tasks with the least errors, the input modality that

should not be used to complete any type of task is gestures, regardless of the age

group in question.

Indeed, gestures presented the worst results of all modalities when it comes to errors

made during interaction. This interface shows that even in different age groups, the

outcome is the same: gestures cause more errors than any other input modality.

When performing selection tasks, for instance, we can see that there is a difference

on the best modality to be used for discrete versus continuous tasks. This difference

indicates that the change in the type of task itself influences the users’ effectiveness.

Continuous tasks require more accuracy than discrete tasks, as the user needs to

finish one selection and move on to the next continuously and without breaks. This

implies that the user needs to be more precise in selecting the object and does not

have the same amount of time as he/she would have in discrete tasks. Indeed, for
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these discrete selection tasks, all the input modalities behave alike and results showed

that neither caused the users to make mistakes during interaction. On the other

hand, continuous selection tasks did not display the same results: the age groups

made fewer errors using the computer mouse, followed by touch as the second best

input for this task. This reveals: (1) the computer mouse is a good option for both

discrete and continuous tasks, but touch should be the second choice for continuous

tasks; (2) gestures should not be considered for selection tasks at all. Also, even

though the type of selection did make a difference in effectiveness considering the

various input modalities, the age groups maintained the same behavior, as the three

groups presented similar conclusions. This indicates that, for basic selection tasks,

age does not influence interaction.

Analyzing the results for insertion tasks, the effectiveness of the three age groups

is similar, although we can see that the soft-keyboard is considered the second best

choice for the groups of children and young adults, and only the older-adults showed

no differences whatsoever in terms of the number of errors registered. This indicates:

(1) older-adults can use the soft- or physical keyboard as a first choice; (2) children

and young adults should use the physical keyboard as the first choice, followed by

touch if the first is not available; (3) young and older-adults can consider tangibles

as a second choice, since the difference in the number of errors was not statistically

significant between the physical keyboard; and (4) children should only consider

using tangibles if the two best options are not offered, as they make more errors

using the tangible pieces. Again, gestures should not be considered for this task in

any age group.

For manipulation tasks, the best options indeed vary according to age. Thus it is

important to understand which inputs to use and which ones to avoid according to

the age group. First, the type of manipulation being performed (linear or circular)

proves to influence the users’ effectiveness. Hence, for linear or circular tasks we

highlight: (1) touch is the best option for all age groups; (2) gestures remain the

worst, causing more errors. Specifically regarding linear tasks, the computer mouse

can be considered a second choice for children and young adults, but not for older-

adults, that made significantly more errors with this input modality, and thus should
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also be avoided in this age group. On the contrary, for circular tasks, the computer

mouse can be considered a second choice for young and older-adults, but not for

children that recorded significantly more errors using this input modality.

Considering effectiveness in compound tasks, the age groups follow the same pattern:

users should interact with the system via touch, use the computer mouse only if the

first option is not possible, and definitely avoid gestures.

Efficiency:

Next, we analyze the best input modality choice for interactive systems that mostly

value efficiency, where it is important for the user to finish the task as fast as possible

regardless of mistakes that can occur.

For all three age groups performing selection tasks, touch proves to be the fastest

choice and gestures the one to avoid. For discrete selection tasks, tangibles are

not a good choice either and should not be considered for any age group. Also,

the computer mouse should be used with caution, as it presents different results by

the groups: (1) children should not use the computer mouse for discrete, let alone

continuous tasks; (2) young adults may use the computer mouse with the same

confidence as touch for discrete tasks, but not for continuous, as it is significantly

less efficient than touch; (3) older-adults should only be required to use the computer

mouse if there is no possibility to resort to touch, either for discrete or continuous

tasks.

Curiously, when considering insertion tasks, the interactive system can follow the

same guidelines for the three age groups if speed is the main requisite: the physical

keyboard should be the required input, touch should just be considered as the second

choice, tangibles are significantly slower to use and thus should not be provided, and

gestures should definitely not be considered for interaction.

When it comes to manipulation activities, linear actions should be carefully planned

for the three age groups. Indeed, even tough systems are mostly discouraged to pro-

vide gestural interaction, when children perform linear paths this situation reverses:
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gestures become the first choice to be considered for interactive systems that value

linear movements, along with touch, and the computer mouse should be avoided.

For young and older-adults, though, gestures are still the worst choice for interactive

systems. Also, young adults are able to use the computer mouse with the same effi-

ciency as touch, but older-adults should use touch and avoid the computer mouse.

On the other hand, for performing circular steering movements, the system can give

the same relevance towards the input modalities for all the groups: choose touch as

the first option; if this is not possible, provide the use of the computer mouse; and

the last resort should be gestures.

Lastly, if we analyze overall compound tasks, when the system must emphasize speed

we recommend: (1) do not provide gestural interaction; (2) favor the use of touch;

(3) consider the use of the computer mouse by young and older-adults as a second

choice, but do not enforce children to use this modality unless touch is not available

Preference:

When the interactive system being developed has the intention of providing the input

modalities the users prefer, that is, value their preference over speed or accuracy,

the following guidelines should be taken into account.

Regardless of the age group in question, for selection tasks (discrete or continuous)

the users prefer to use touch. If this input modality is not available, the second

choice to consider if the system is being built for children should be tangibles (for

discrete selections). For this group, the computer mouse is not advised, and ges-

tures should be avoided. For young adults, both the computer mouse or tangibles

(where applicable) can be considered, but are not advised, and gestures should be

also avoided. On the other hand, older-adults prefer using the computer mouse

or gestures for discrete selections, and instead tangibles should be avoided, but for

continuous tasks they also dislike gestures.

When considering insertion tasks, young and older-adults share opinions: touch is

the favorite and should be highlighted, the physical keyboard can be considered a

second choice, tangibles are not advised, and gestures should be avoided. However,
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even though children also dislike gestures for this type of task, they prefer using the

tangible pieces, being these considered the first choice for the interactive systems

when user preference is the higher purpose. Next, children choose the soft-keyboard,

i.e. touch, and the actual physical keyboard. Indeed, when developing interactive

systems that privilege the children’s preference, for example, for applications that

depend on the interest of children, tangibles are the best option to maintain their

interest and enthusiasm. Finally, gestures is the least liked input modality.

For manipulation purposes, both children and older-adults share their preference:

touch is the favorite, the computer mouse should be used only as a second choice,

and gestures is the least liked input modality and is thus not recommended. The

group of young adults shares their lack of interest in gestures, but prefer to use the

computer mouse over touch.

Finally, when performing overall compound tasks, all the groups agree: (1) touch

should be given privilege; (2) the computer mouse can be seen as a second choice;

(3) gestures should be avoided.

Performance:

Regarding the index of performance analyzes in previous the Chapters, we have

seen that both speed and accuracy influence results. If the interactive system being

developed has the purpose of harnessing the performance potential of the users,

different input modalities should be pondered.

When performing continuous selection activities, all the groups behave similarly:

(1) touch is the best option for interaction; (2) the computer mouse should only be

considered in the impossibility to provide touch; (3) gestures should be avoided.

Attention should be given to manipulation activities if performance is of interest.

Indeed, the three age groups show contrasting options. For linear movements, chil-

dren show a better index of performance using touch or gestures. This is very

important, as the gestural interface tends to be the most avoided one for the other
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activities. On the other hand, the computer mouse should not be provided for in-

teraction when the interactive system is being built for children. Contrarily to this

group, young adults show better performance rates with touch, and thus this in-

put modality should be prioritized, followed by the computer mouse, that does not

show significant differences in performance. Gestures should be avoided if possi-

ble. For the group of older-adults, touch is the best option, the computer mouse is

not recommended and gestures should be avoided. When considering circular steer-

ing movements, the groups’ performances are more consistent: (1) touch should be

privileged; (2) the computer mouse can be used but as a second choice; (3) gestures

should be avoided.

Overall:

As we can see in Table 1, the input modalities have different results for the three

age groups, and do not demonstrate the same aptitude for performing basic actions.

However, we can see a pattern in the chart: the input modality with the majority

of green smiley faces is touch, whereas the one with the majority of red sad faces is

gestures. This is true for the three age groups, and this means that these two input

modalities are consistently the best and worst choices for the majority of the tasks

in an interactive system.

6.1 Multimodal interaction model

Thus far, we have come to realize that the creation of distinctive user profiles re-

garding interaction with different interfaces could, indeed, be important.

Now that we have acknowledge the age group’s differences regarding elemental ac-

tivities and the compound tasks that can be performed resorting to a unimodal

interface, it becomes important to provide guidelines that can be followed when de-

veloping multimodal interfaces. The previous analysis was important to provide a

baseline for the multimodal study and must be regarded as a stepping-stone for the

combinations chosen and studied during this research.
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Ultimately, our goal was to understand at which point the redundancy of commands,

and constant addition of new input modalities, start to saturate and harm the user’s

overall performance. As such, we believe it is important to analyze side-by-side the

combinations chosen for this study, as we intend to propose guidelines about the

best possible ratio between quantities of input modalities provided in a multimodal

system versus the positive benefits for the age groups according to the system’s

various purposes and contexts.

First, we present a series of observations and guidelines that assure the best fit

for the three age groups regarding the number of input modalities provided in a

multimodal interface. Secondly, we explore the guidelines and deepen the model

by providing an overview of each combination and their influence on the three age

groups. This is important for the reader to understand the best options that should

be provided in a specific multimodal system, for each type of combination: two,

three or four input modalities.

Table 6.2 presents an overview of the qualitative and quantitative results gathered

throughout the study on compound tasks regarding the combination of two, three

or four interfaces. The same strategy is used to represent the best modality combi-

nations for performing overall compound tasks: happy, neutral and sad faces with

the corresponding coloring. Additionally, note that these results were extensively

presented and discussed in Chapter 5 of this document.

In the chart we analyze compound tasks with and without resorting to parallelism

to complete the activities. Note that parallelism in multimodal interaction may

cause differences in the users’ performance, as different actions are being executed

simultaneously.

Our presented guidelines are organized into four categories: effectiveness, efficiency,

synergy and user preference. Note that in this situation we present one more cate-

gory, synergy, which was not presented in the previous guidelines. Please remember

that this factor is about the measure of the quality of modality fusion in a multi-

modal system, and relates to the concept that a synergistic multimodal interface is

better than the sum of its parts, that is, unimodal interfaces. However, we alert for
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Table 6.2 – Overview of results gathered on compound tasks by the three age groups using

three types of combinations.

the fact that a better synergy between input modalities may not necessarily con-

vert to better effectiveness or efficiency. Even tough two modalities can improve the

relative modality efficiency when brought together, it may not be sufficient to pro-

vide better results and overcome other combinations that, even though may present

lower synergy rates, still manage to continue being the best choice in terms of speed

or success levels. Moreover, we make an overall analysis of the results with a more

global perspective in some final considerations.

Similarly to the elemental tasks analysis, this chart demonstrates at times more

than one first option to be considered when taking into account the desired feature.

This is due to the results being equivalent for the various input modalities and thus

cannot be ranked on a hierarchical basis.

Effectiveness:
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When the multimodal interactive system values mostly the effectiveness in com-

pound tasks without parallelism, that is, the number of error committed while exe-

cuting actions that are not simultaneous, it should privilege two different combina-

tions, regarding the age groups: children are more effective when using a bimodal

interface, whereas young and older adults are more successful using an interface that

combines three input modalities.

Indeed, young and older-adults executed fewer errors during interaction with three

input options for compound tasks. This indicates that they are more effective when

using three interaction modalities and thus commit fewer errors.

For tasks that require synchronous actions, a new pattern emerges considering the

group of children and young adults: (1) they display similar results, and so the

combination of three interfaces should be used by this age groups to prevent more

errors; (2) the bimodal interface can also be considered for these two groups, as it

does not display significant differences; (3) four interfaces prove to be overwhelming

and thus should not be considered at all by these two groups. On the other hand, this

model changes for older-adults, as they perform more accurately using the bimodal

interface, closely followed by three combinations, and finally the interface with four

input modalities should not be considered.

Efficiency:

If the multimodal system being developed has the purpose of exploiting the users’

efficiency and values speed in completing compound tasks without parallelism, the

three age groups share the same model: they are more efficient using combination

of three input modalities, closely followed by the bimodal paradigm.

In this situation we cannot consider that there is a combination that should be

avoided, as the groups did not display significant differences in speed, and so we can

acknowledge that both types of combinations can be presented.

Regarding the compound tasks with parallelism, we also encounter similar results

for the three groups: the combinations of two and three input modalities can be
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considered as the first choice when building the multimodal system, whereas the

combination of four interaction modalities should not be considered.

Accordingly, note that for compound tasks, having simultaneous actions or not does

not influence efficiency when comparing the three age groups. Indeed, the same

guidelines can be followed, since the groups display analogous efficiency results.

Synergy:

Next, we analyze the best combinations for multimodal systems regarding their

declared synergy levels. Our intention is to provide guidelines that help develop

interfaces that are more synergetic, that is, manage to integrate more efficiently the

different input modalities available in order to create positive cooperation between

modalities.

When it comes to compound tasks without parallel actions, the synergies that come

from combining the various input modalities by the three age groups are similar.

Thus, we recommend that, when building multimodal systems that value the posi-

tive integration between input modalities, bimodal interfaces should be prioritized,

since the synergies that come from combining three interfaces are negative. This in-

dicates that combining more than two interfaces for compound tasks without parallel

actions, leads to negative synergies, and thus the input modalities cannot provide

cooperative work between each other. In other words, regardless of the age group,

the input modalities hinder each other and do not function together to take advan-

tage of each other’s benefits nor improve each other’s limitations, regardless of the

age group.

Considering compound tasks with parallelism, the recommended guidelines about

multimodal synergy levels for each age group are divergent, except for the four input

modalities combination, which should not be used under any circumstances by any

age group.

On one hand, bimodal interfaces should be prioritized when the system is being built

for children, as they can exploit the two modalities’ advantages and set forth positive
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synergies. The combination of three input modalities can also be considered, but

four input options prove to be overwhelming and damage the integration. On the

other hand, a multimodal system built to harness synergies for young adults should

not follow these same guidelines. In this situation, the combination used should be

with three input modalities as the best choice, and a bimodal interface should only

be considered if three input modalities are not available for the same system. Also,

the combination of four input options should not be provided. In turn, older adults

display the opposite result: the bimodal interface is the best option and three input

modalities should only be offered as a second choice. Again, four input modalities

should be avoided at all times.

As we can see, as more input modalities are brought together and combined into

a more complex multimodal interface, the existing synergies that could come from

this grouping begin to fade. Indeed, the more input modalities available, the more

negative the synergies become, especially considering the group of children and

older-adults.

Preference:

In terms of user preference, it is indifferent whether the compound tasks are per-

formed with parallel actions or not. The three age groups maintain identical opin-

ions about both situations: (1) children prefer to use a bimodal interface and have

a strong negative opinion about the other combinations, which means that more

than two input modalities are not advised if the system intends to follow the users’

preference; (2) young adults also prefer a bimodal interactive system, having less

favoritism about a three-interface combination and even less about four; (3) older-

adults firmly expressed their unwillingness about using more than one single input

modality. As such, when the system developed is built on the user preferences alone,

it should not use multimodal interaction at all for this group, and instead prioritize

a unimodal interface. This guideline is very important, as it is the fiercest regarding

the group of older-adults when considering multimodal interaction and their advan-

tages. Aside from the benefits that multimodal systems can provide, older-adults

show that they are reluctant to use them.
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Overall:

It is important to acknowledge a wider perspective of the three types of combina-

tions proposed. Even tough the amount of input modalities that should be combined

are not the same for all the groups, we can assume a broaden awareness that consid-

ering all the factor, generally children and older-adults work best using a bimodal

interface, whereas young adults can withstand three input modalities in the same

multimodal system.

6.1.1 Guidelines for combining two interfaces

In this section, we present guidelines that may help the development of multimodal

interfaces that are more aware of the users’ characteristics. Here, we provide an

overview of the results for a two-interface combination and its influence on the three

age groups, in order to inform the reader about which bimodal interface is the best

fit for each age group.

Table 6.3 presents an overview of the quantitative results gathered throughout the

study on compound tasks regarding the combination of two interfaces. The same

strategy is used to represent the best modality combinations for performing overall

compound tasks: happy, neutral and sad faces with the corresponding coloring.

Furthermore, remember that these results were extensively presented and discussed

in Chapter 5 of this document.

Our guidelines are organized into three categories: effectiveness, efficiency and syn-

ergy; all analyzed with and without parallel activities. Moreover, it is important to

mention that the worst fit regarding synergy levels indicate that that specific com-

bination displayed negative synergies and, thus, should not be used by any means.

Note that, contrarily to the above guidelines, where we compare the type of com-

binations side-by-side, we do not involve user preference in this assessment. As

explained in the previous Chapter, this situation is due to the lack of feedback from

the participants during the tests about which combination of two input modalities

was their favorite. Remember that the participants were somewhat confused about
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the multimodal combinations and, thus, we do not have concrete opinions about

their preference. We also make an overall analysis of the results with a more global

perspective in some final considerations.

Effectiveness:

If the interface being developed provides two choices for interaction, the following

guidelines may be helpful to understand which combinations are best suited for the

three age groups.

Provided that the bimodal interface must offer a smoother interaction without errors,

the best combination for all the age groups is touch and mouse, whether the task

has parallel activities or not. This combination leads back to fewer errors during

interaction and is thus safer to adopt when the amount of errors is relevant. On the

other hand, the combination to avoid at all times is gestures and tangibles, regardless

of the age group. Indeed, this conclusion does make sense when we ponder that both

of these input modalities cause difficulties in users if used together, because gestures

alone can be daunting for some users, let alone combining them with physical pieces

that have to be carefully picked.

The remaining combinations are also relevant for some groups, but not equally by

all. Regarding parallel and non-parallel activities, children and older-adults may use

touch and tangibles as a second best fit; mouse and tangibles may also be considered

for older-adults. For young adults performing non-parallel activities, mouse and

gestures are best to be avoided for interaction, and the other combinations may

be considered as second best; and when performing parallel activities touch and

tangibles help the group’s effectiveness and thus can also be pointed out as a first

choice. The other combinations not specified should be given neutral preference.

Efficiency:

When it comes down to efficiency and the tasks must be completed as fast as possible,

the best combination is again touch and mouse, regardless of age group or task
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Table 6.3 – Multimodal interaction guidelines for the three age groups using a two-interface

combination.
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parallelism. Furthermore, gestures and tangibles should not be considered for the

multimodal system.

Older-adults are also efficient when using touch and tangibles, or mouse and tan-

gibles for both types of parallelism in tasks. However, there are differences for the

other two groups when performing non-parallel or parallel activities. For the first

situation, all the other combinations not mentioned yet should be used with care,

as they cannot be even considered second choices in interaction. But they are not

the worst, either. Considering the latter situation, young adults reveal the same

pattern as older-adults. Furthermore, mouse and gestures should also be entirely

avoided; touch and tangibles may be considered a second best fit; and the other two

remaining combinations are neutral.

Synergy:

Next, we provide guidelines that help develop interfaces that are more synergetic

and create positive cooperation between modalities. In this regard, groups behave

very differently.

First, the combinations touch and tangibles or mouse and tangibles should not be

considered for interaction by children or young adults, as they display negative

synergies working together, regardless of the type of task parallelism. The grouping

of mouse and tangibles should also not be considered in a multimodal interface

when it comes to young adults (in parallel or non-parallel tasks), and children (in

non-parallel tasks). Still dealing with these two groups, parallel tasks should not

support the combination of touch and gestures or mouse and gestures, for they

too present negative synergies. Moreover, children should not be provided with

the combination of mouse and gestures either. Regarding the execution of parallel

activities, the group of older adults did not register any negative synergies in any

combination.

On a different matter, the best fit for the three age groups is distinct. The mul-

timodal interface should always favor the following combinations if its purpose is

having higher synergy levels: gestures and tangibles with children; touch and mouse
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with young adults; mouse and tangibles with older-adults. Indeed, we can once

again understand the need for creating distinct user profiles in multimodal interac-

tion, as the age groups may have very distinct performances/behaviors towards the

input modalities combinations.

Lastly, the second best fit for young adults is mouse and gestures, or gestures and

tangibles; and the second best choice for older-adults is touch and mouse, or also

gestures and tangibles, as the previous group.

The remaining combinations are neutral as should be provided with attention.

Overall:

Regarding a wider perspective of the combinations proposed, generally the three age

groups have a tendency towards touch and mouse as the best multimodal scenario,

and gestures and tangibles as the worst.

6.1.2 Guidelines for combining three interfaces

As in the previous section, we present guidelines that may help the development

of multimodal interfaces that are more aware of the users’ characteristics regard-

ing multimodal interfaces that combine three input modalities. Our intention is to

inform the reader about which combination is the best fit for each age group. Fur-

thermore, remember that these results were extensively presented and discussed in

Chapter 5 of this document.

We present an overview of quantitative results of the three-interface combinations in

Table 6.4, following the same visual representation for the best, second best, neutral

and worst fits. Similarly, our guidelines are organized into three categories: effec-

tiveness, efficiency and synergy, for the exact same reasons as the previous analysis.

We also make an overall analysis of the results with a more global perspective in

some final considerations.
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Take under consideration that, at this stage, the order in which the input modali-

ties are used also influences end results. Remember that the acquisition and homing

times are also of interest during multimodal interaction and can influence results.

This is an indication that the input modalities by themselves are not the only influ-

ential factors during interaction, but also their order of use and how well they can

merge with the previous or next modality being used in the combination.

Effectiveness:

Whenever the interface being developed provides three choices for interaction, the

following guidelines may be helpful to understand which combinations are best suited

for the three age groups.

Provided that the bimodal interface prizes the user effectiveness, the best combina-

tions are divert for all three three groups. To ensure the least amount of errors is

made, children should be provided with the combination of mouse, touch and ges-

tures, or tangibles, touch and gestures, for non-parallel tasks. On the other hand,

for parallel tasks, they should use tangibles, touch and mouse. The combinations to

avoid at all times are gestures, mouse and tangibles (for parallel tasks), along with

tangibles, mouse and gestures (for both types of tasks). Still considering parallel ac-

tivities, children could also use mouse, touch and gestures as a second choice. The

other combinations are neutral.

Young adults also favor two combinations for non-parallel tasks, namely mouse,

touch and gestures, or tangibles, touch and mouse. In this types of tasks, gestures,

mouse and tangibles are the worst fit. Contrarily, for parallel tasks, the worst fit

is tangibles, mouse and gestures; but the best combination still is tangibles, touch

and mouse, followed by mouse, touch and gestures as a second choice.

The worst combinations for older-adults are touch, mouse and tangible (for non-

parallel tasks), or tangibles, mouse and gestures, regardless of the type of task. In

turn, the best combination is tangibles, touch and mouse, followed by mouse, touch

and gestures (for non-parallel tasks), and mouse, touch and gestures, followed by

tangibles, touch and gestures (for parallel tasks). In this situation, keep in mind
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Table 6.4 – Multimodal interaction guidelines for the three age groups using a three-interface

combination.
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that the best combinations are the same, but their relevance changes contingent on

the type of task.

Efficiency:

Next, we analyze the best combinations for multimodal systems that mostly value

efficiency, where it is important for the user to finish the task as fast as possible

regardless of mistakes that can occur.

Indeed, mouse, touch and gestures prove to be the best fit for children when perform-

ing non-parallel tasks, whereas tangibles, touch and mouse are the best combination

for parallel-tasks. Tangibles, touch and mouse can also be considered as second best

in non-parallel tasks. In turn, young and older-adults share the best combination,

regardless of the type of task: touch, mouse and tangibles. They can also consider

mouse, touch and gestures as a second choice, but only in non-parallel tasks. With

regard to parallel tasks, tangibles, touch and mouse can also be considered as a

second best for the group of young adults.

On the other hand, for both types of tasks, gestures, mouse and tangibles are the

worst fit for all age groups, and so that combination should be avoided at all times.

Additionally, tangibles, mouse and gestures should also not be provided for children

or older-adults. The other combinations are neutral.

Synergy:

Next, we analyze the best combinations for multimodal systems regarding their

synergy levels.

The best three-input combination for all age groups is mouse, touch and gestures

(for non-parallel tasks), whereas gestures, mouse and tangibles are the best fit for

all of them when performing parallel tasks. In turn, the combinations that match

the worst are touch, mouse and tangibles, or tangibles, touch and mouse, for all age

groups. Additionally, gestures, mouse and tangibles are also the worst fit for older-

adults. Regarding tasks with parallel actions, the groups present different results.
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The combinations of touch, mouse and tangibles, or tangibles, mouse and gestures,

should not be provided in a multimodal system targeted at children. For the group

of young adults, the worst combinations are: tangibles, mouse and gestures, or

mouse, touch and gestures. Lastly, older-adults should not be provided with the

combination of tangibles, touch and mouse for interaction.

Also, note that for the most tasks, there are not second best choices, which means

that either the groups are provided with the best synergetic combinations, or the

results are drastically worse.

Overall:

As we have seen by the proposed guidelines above that the best and worst choices for

input modalities combinations are scattered through the various multimodal options

and age groups. As such, in this situation we cannot provide an overall analysis of

the combinations, and thus the designer/developer should try to select their main

requisites for the multimodal system based on what age group they intend to target.

6.1.3 Guidelines for combining four interfaces

Regarding the combination of four input modalities in a multimodal interface, we

hereupon present the respective guidelines that have the goal to help the develop-

ment of multimodal interfaces and indicate the best and worst combination choices.

Remember that these results were extensively presented and discussed in Chapter 5

of this document.

We present an overview of quantitative results of the three-interface combinations

in Table 6.5, following the same visual representation for the best, second best,

neutral and worst fits. Similarly, our guidelines are organized into three categories:

effectiveness, efficiency and synergy. Also, expect an overall analysis of the results

with a more global perspective in some final considerations.
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Table 6.5 – Multimodal interaction guidelines for the three age groups using a four-interface

combination.
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Effectiveness:

Provided that the multimodal interface intends to deliver an error-free interaction,

the best combination for the age groups are distinct. Children privilege interaction

with tangibles, touch, mouse and gestures. This is also true for young adults. Ad-

ditionally for this group, the combination of mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures

can also provide the best results out of the four combinations. Regarding the group

of older-adults, the combination that returns fewer errors is mouse, touch, tangibles

and gestures.

On the other hand, the worst possible combination for the groups of children and

young adults are gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles. Contrarily, the combination

that should be avoided by older-adults is touch, mouse, gestures and tangibles.

Also, there are no second best combinations, as all the other options have signifi-

cantly worse results.

Efficiency:

If the multimodal system being developed has the purpose of exploiting the users’

efficiency and prizes speed in completing compound tasks, the three age groups share

the same best combination: touch, mouse, gestures and tangibles.

Similarly to effectiveness, the multimodal interface should not consider second choices

when targeting users’ efficiency, as the remaining combinations are significantly

worse. Therefore, children are the least efficient when using gestures, mouse, touch

and tangibles; and young and older-adults take more time completing the tasks

using mouse, touch, tangibles and gestures as the multimodal combination.

Synergy:

According to the synergetic levels of the different combinations, we have come to

realize that, when considering four input modalities working together in one same

interface, there are no positive synergies that come from the merging.
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Whether we are talking about children, young adults, or older-adults, the various

input modalities impair each other during interaction and, thus, negatively influence

the modality’s relative efficiency. This incurs in a loss on the quality of modality

fusion of a multimodal system.

Overall:

On the whole, there is no combination that is more consistent among the three

age groups when using four input modalities. As we can observe in the chart,

each combination favors different aspects of the system for the three age groups.

However, we can see that children reveal a worst overall performance when using

gestures, mouse, touch and tangibles.

6.2 Concluding remarks

Even though we provide guidelines for which multimodal interface could be the best

fit for the three age groups, we point out that, according to the results obtained

during our study, combining more than two input modalities into one multimodal

interface can causes negative synergies to occur in the majority of situations. This

means that instead of helping the user during interaction, the input modalities start

to degrade the users’ performance.

As such, it appears to be evident that the creation of distinctive user profiles re-

garding interaction with different interfaces could be important. Furthermore, these

indications have highlighted the need for further investigation to understand key

issues related to input modalities and user preferences.

We understand that our study presents certain limitations, mainly because we did

not assess the wide spectrum of available input modalities, such as speech-based

or haptic interfaces. Clearly, we could also have extended the number of possible

combinations for the multimodal evaluation. However, we do consider that our study

provides early guidelines that can help and improve the development of multimodal
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interfaces.

Upon formulating some guidelines that intend to be useful in the development on

multimodal systems, there are some considerations that we find important to discuss.

Indeed, the combination of touch or the computer mouse with other input modalities

can show differences in interaction by the three groups. However, the most noticed

changes occurred when using tangibles or gestures. These input modalities need to

be carefully chosen and integrated with caution. Thus, we have come to realize that

there are a few examples where these interfaces could be of relevance in interaction

and positively influence results.

For instance, tangible pieces and gestures have demonstrated to be good choices

when the user needs to take a parallel action in the course of the main task, that

is, they could help the user during certain actions that complement the main task,

and not be considered for the main activity.

A good example where tangible pieces could be used is during a compound task,

where the user is constantly switching from one specific task to another, or needs

to keep choosing different tools for completing the task. With tangibles, the user

could swap tools in a specific drawing software, could switch between perspectives

on a 3D environment, or alternate between different operating desktops.

On the other hand, gestures show the best performance with linear movements.

Therefore, they could also represent a good choice for complementary activities,

where the user does not need to step aside the main task to complete a secondary

activity. For instance, when the user is undergoing a main activity and a notification

appears, it could be interesting to use gestures to accept or discard that notification

with a swipe. This could mean that the user did not have to leave the main activity

and loose their focus, and still manage to take action about incoming messages.

These are just a few examples of how the modalities that usually take part in the

worst combinations could be used for positive activities and thus enhance the users’

productivity.



7 Conclusions and future work

The recent advances made in human-computer interaction have allowed us to ma-

nipulate digital contents more intuitively, exploiting recognition-based technologies

that interpret complex human behaviors, such as speech, eye gaze, body language

or gestures. The way we grow up, live together and grow old is intimately entangled

with computers.

This field of research is still evolving and much more attention is being given to

different areas of interest. Technology is becoming even more pervasive, ubiquitous,

existing everywhere: devices are becoming completely connected and constantly

available; and the computer is “disappearing”, as coined by the European Initiative

for this wave in computing (The Disappearing Computer Initiative (:ac)). This has

induced user to a hyper-connectivity with technology and the world (Harper et al.,

2008).

However, these engineering and scientific challenges are not isolated. In an inter-

view with several researches in the field of HCI, more challenges were pointed out

that should be looked after, whether in terms of educational approaches, health, col-

laborative work, or even organizational / political challenges (Sears e Jacko, 2007).

Also, the social acceptability of computer-based products and services is of utmost

277
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importance, being needed more attention to adapting / anticipating new user re-

quirements and thus preventing digital exclusion: e.g. providing more natural and

activity-oriented, rather than application-oriented, forms of interaction (Stephani-

dis, 2007). Stephanidis also believes that the next step is evolving beyond usability

and efficiency in design towards a more emotionally pleasant user experience, mak-

ing the systems more appealing and fun to users as well.

A considerable trend pointed by researches in the field of HCI is the revitalization of

intelligent interfaces and computer systems, i.e. user interface personalization, more

context- and user-aware (Sears e Jacko, 2007). This is an inspiring area, where

adaptation methods and techniques have been investigated, as well as new forms

of interaction that have emerged through multimodality and multidimensionality

of user interfaces (Stephanidis, 2007), not only for disabled users but also for the

population at large.

With the development and evolution of multimodal interfaces’ research, it has be-

come more important to comprehend the user’s context and behaviors. However,

there seems to be a constant addition of new modes of interaction without the

proper awareness as to which could be the most adequate for different user profiles

(e.g., children, young adults, elderly users) and also regarding which types of tasks

(elemental or compound, with or without parallelism).

The aim of this thesis was to study if there were age-related differences in interac-

tion regarding elemental or compound tasks, as well as understand if any synergies

emerged from combining different interaction paradigms or, on the other hand, if

multimodal interfaces impaired their performance. Indeed, as interfaces that per-

ceive several modes of interaction become more flexible, there should be an inter-

action model that proposes what types of input they provide regarding the users’

preferences or age group.

We have performed a systematic study with the goal of understanding this relation

and point out which interfaces are considered best or worst for specific tasks, and also

regarding distinctive age groups. Thus, we have come to realize that the creation of

distinctive user profiles regarding interaction with different interfaces could, indeed,
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be important.

First, we researched how users complete three types of elemental tasks (selection,

insertion and manipulation) to have a basis for comparison with the remaining com-

pound tasks. We studied different activities the users could perform using four input

modalities: the computer mouse / keyboard, touch, tangibles and gestures. Consid-

ering all surveys, the most popular interface was touch for all groups and for most

tasks: selection and manipulation presented superior results when using touch; but

insertion did not and the physical keyboard still managed to obtain better results

in the content insertion activity. For steering linear paths, children displayed im-

proved performance using gestures, although this modality was the one groups found

to be more difficult and struggling in almost all activities. Discrete and continuous

selection tasks may also influence the users’ performance: when accomplishing dis-

crete tasks, users are less volatile to the interface used, as opposed to continuous

tasks, where they seem to show more susceptibility to the input modality. Also, we

came to realize that compound tasks may augment the discrepancies of each modal-

ity considering the different age groups, and the type of interface that is used can

influence efficiency.

Second, regarding multimodal interfaces, as more interaction modalities are intro-

duced in one same interface, the more volatile it becomes to generate negative syner-

gies. Generally, the number of modalities simultaneously supported by an interface

should be two - a bimodal interface - even though young adults can withstand three

input modalities in the same multimodal system. However, in terms of user pref-

erence, children and young adults favor a bimodal interaction, whereas older-adults

point out their unwillingness to use more than one single input modality. As we

have discovered, the best and worst choices for input modalities combinations are

scattered throughout the various multimodal options and age groups. There is not

one specific combination that would please every age group, nor every task. As such,

in this situation the designer/developer should try to select their main requisites for

the multimodal system based on what age group they intend to target and the main

goal, whether it is effectiveness, efficiency, synergy levels or preference.
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Finally, we recommended a multimodal interaction model based on certain guide-

lines, regarding the context of the tasks and also the age group, giving some examples

on how to better exploit the input modalities that presented the worst quality results

in terms of modality fusion and relative modality efficiency, namely the tangible and

gestural interfaces.

7.1 Limitations of the study

We understand that our study comes with certain limitations. Even though we tried

to overcome a series of obstacles, there are issues that need to be addressed.

First, the number and type of input modality chosen does not cover the whole range

of existing possibilities. As we have seen in the literature review, there are also

interfaces based on speech recognition or haptic perception that become increasingly

recognized. They are capable of aiding the users in specific contexts, such as while

driving or on the move, where users do not have the ability to control the interactive

systems otherwise. However, they were not accounted for in our study. Even though

these input modalities are becoming more widely used, they were not considered due

to technical limitations or applicability constrains. Thus, we have to acknowledge

that the number of input modalities that took part in our study was restricted and

can be enhanced.

Moreover, the number of combinations of input modalities analyzed in our study

could be increased. We have followed certain specifications to help us combine and

order the interfaces being used, but there are more combinations that could have

been possible and valid for analysis. Indeed, factors such as the acquisition and hom-

ing times also influence results, which means that more combinations with different

sequences are possible but were not covered in this study. As such, further tests

would have to be performed, in order to understand if other possible combinations

could provide different results.

One other limitation of our study is certainly the possibility of the participants

learning or adjusting to the interaction modalities during the tests. Indeed, we have
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tried to narrow our sample to very specific groups, and we were aware of the lev-

els of digital literacy or acquaintance with the various input modalities. However,

the existence of a learning effect throughout the tests cannot be discarded. Still on

this subject, the participants’ familiarity with some input modalities to the detri-

ment of others could also have influenced their preferences and conduct during the

experiments, as they could be more inclined towards favoring an interaction modal-

ity because they were more accustomed to it, and not because it was more helpful

or easy to use. Also, more training could have enhanced some results. Further tests

would have to be performed in order to attest the validity of results over time, that

is, with more training participants could improve performance and even change their

opinions about their most and least favorite input modalities.

The context of the tasks studied can be seen as a limitation, as well. We have

created specific tasks for controlled environments that may not be scalable to daily

activities. We need to acknowledge that other more realistic, every day tasks could

provide different results: real contexts of use could influence interaction performance,

such as executing conventional or recurring activities with different input modalities.

Indeed, we have studied the interfaces with specific requirements and in controlled

contexts of use; hence a wider research that encompasses other contexts could be

important.

Finally, we did not validate the proposed model. In order for the results to be

scalable, we need to corroborate the proposed guidelines with a controlled test in

real-world contexts of use. This situation was not covered in this study, but will be

explored in future work.

7.2 Future work

Interaction with digital systems is changing the way users live, whether it is within

the family, work, or how we grow up and grow older. It is changing lives, and

societies. And technology also needs to understand its surroundings, incorporating

human values, as moral, social and ethical aspects, in interface design and interaction
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(Harper et al., 2008).

In the future, we will direct our attention to validating the proposed multimodal

interaction model, thus validating the recommended guidelines. This situation was

not covered in this study, but will be explored ahead, in real-world contexts of use

and other environments other than in controlled spaces, such as school environments

for children, office circumstances, on-the-go situations, among others.

Thus, other specific tasks related to everyday use of digital systems will be pondered

in our study as well, and more multimodal combinations will be addressed.

Finally, we should consider different target-audiences and propose guidelines for

multimodal interaction with regard to other groups, such as people with disabilities

or elderly users.

In summary, our goal is to contribute for the development of more user-friendly and

context-aware digital systems, capable of understanding the user profiles and adjust

the interfaces accordingly.
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Folha&de&Consentimento&

&

Investigador:.Diana&Carvalho,&Doutoramento&em&Informática&(UTAD).

Propósito:.O&propósito&não&pode& ser& divulgado,& pois& esta& informação&pode& alterar& os& dados&
recolhidos.&No&final&da&experiência,&o&sujeito&é&esclarecido..

Participantes:.Os&participantes&são&voluntários&que&se&ofereceram&para&efetuar&a&experiência..

Confidencialidade:. A& informação& recolhida& apenas& é& identificada& por& um& “ID”atribuído&
aleatoriamente..

Procedimento:.O&procedimento&pode&variar&de&teste&para&teste.&As&instruções&vão&sendo&dadas&
ao&longo&do&desenvolvimento&das&tarefas..

Benefícios:. Os& participantes& não& vão& receber& quaisquer& benefícios& pela& realização& da&
experiência..

Riscos:. O& procedimento& não& causa& qualquer& tipo& de& lesões& e& já& foi& utilizado& em& estudos&
previamente&realizados..

Compensação:.O&correio&eletrónico&dos&participantes&vai&ser&introduzido&numa&base&de&dados.&
Quando&o&estudo&tiver&terminado&os&participantes&vão&receber&um&email&com&todos&os&dados&
sobre&a&experiência..

Desistência:. A& participação& neste& estudo& é& completamente& voluntária.& Os& voluntários& não&
estão&vinculados&a&nenhuma&obrigação,&estes&podem&terminar&o&teste&quando&o&desejarem..

Questões. ou. Dúvidas. posteriores:. Em& caso& de& dúvidas& sobre& qualquer& um& dos& tópicos&
anteriormente&descritos,&pode&enviar&um&email&ao&investigador&para:&dianac@utad.pt.

&

Primeiro&e&último&nome:&&________________________________________________________&

&

Email:&&________________________________________________&

&

Declaração:& Fui& informado& sobre&os&objetivos&deste&projeto,& assim&como&dos&procedimentos&
envolvidos& nesta& experiência.& Eu& reservo& o& direito& de& abandonar& a& experiência& em&qualquer&
fase&da&mesma&e&a&não&ser&com&o&meu&consentimento&para&a&sua&utilização,&toda&a&informação&
previamente&obtida&é&destruída&ou&a&minha&identidade&retirada.&

&

Assinatura:&_______________________________________&

Data:&&___/___/___&



 
Inquérito final:  
 
 
1) Tinha conhecimento de algum dos modos de interação aqui experimentados? Se sim, qual? 
 
 
 
2) Selecione com uma cruz, para cada uma das interfaces e mediante os critérios abaixo apresentados, a 

opção que melhor reflete a sua opinião: 
 

a) Facilidade de utilização: 
 

 Extremamente 
difícil 

Muito 
difícil 

Relativamente 
difícil Neutro Relativamente 

fácil 
Muito 
fácil 

Extremamente 
fácil 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 

b) Facilidade de aprendizagem: 
 

 Extremamente 
difícil 

Muito 
difícil 

Relativamente 
difícil Neutro Relativamente 

fácil 
Muito 
fácil 

Extremamente 
fácil 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 

c) Efeito de fadiga: 
 

 Extremamente 
cansativa 

Muito 
cansativa 

Relativamente 
cansativa Neutro Relativamente 

fácil 
Muito 
fácil 

Extremamente 
fácil 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 



d) Naturalidade na interação: 

 Extremamente 
artificial 

Muito 
artificial 

Relativamente 
artificial Neutro Relativamente 

natural 
Muito 
natural 

Extremamente 
natural 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 

e) Conforto da utilização: 

 Extremamente 
frustrante 

Muito 
frustrante 

Relativamente 
frustrante Neutro Relativamente 

confortável 
Muito 

confortável 
Extremamente 

confortável 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 

f) Concentração necessária para completar a tarefa: 

 Extremamente 
difícil 

Muito 
difícil 

Relativamente 
difícil Neutro Relativamente 

fácil 
Muito 
fácil 

Extremamente 
fácil 

Interface 
Gráfica 

 

Interface 
Multi-toque 

 

Interface  
Tangível 

 

Interface  
Gestual 

 

 
 
3) Organize por prioridades todas as interfaces mediante a sua preferência de utilização, ou seja, a que mais 

gostou de utilizar (1 sendo a que mais gostou – 4 sendo a que menos gostou). 
 

Interface Gráfica Interface Multi-toque Interface Tangível  Interface Gestual 
    

 
 
4) Organize por prioridades todas as interfaces mediante a sua preferência de utilização a nível de rapidez, 

ou seja, a qual foi mais rápida de utilizar (1 sendo a mais rápida – 4 sendo a menos rápida). 
 

Interface Gráfica Interface Multi-toque Interface Tangível  Interface Gestual 
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